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A bstract

Since the celebrated outburst of nova DQ Herculis (1936), observations of which suggested 

th a t dust grains were being formed with high efficiency, research into the chemical pro

cesses leading to dust nucléation has flourished. Observations show tha t dust formation 

is not only highly efficient but a common occurrence in nova outbursts, yet the chemical 

pathways leading to dust are poorly understood.

A study of chemical processes within outflowing ejectum material through closely 

linked, quasi self-consistent chemical models from just a few days post-outburst until 

the formation of dust nucléation sites is presented. Chemical modelling, incorporating 

new and updated chemistry within a realistic radiation field, is followed by a study of 

dynamics with a new fluid dynamic model incorporating chemistry explicitly within the 

conservation equations.

In contrast to previous studies, we find tha t a rich chemistry of small molecules develops 

within a few days after outburst. This leads to the formation of a large abundance of 

nucléation sites from many model configurations. We find also tha t CO does not saturate 

within these chemical scenarios; this negates previous assumptions and helps to explain 

observations not only in novae, but also in objects such as planetary nebulae. Constraints 

are placed on physical conditions within the ejecta.

Two outflow configurations are modelled with a simplified chemistry embedded in a 

fluid dynamic code. We suggest an explanation for the time-dependent behaviour of CO 

molecular lines observed in nova V705 Cas, and further constrain the physical parameters 

for this nova. It is found that, as a result of the dynamics, a rich chemistry may occur 

only within localised regions of the principal eject um and tha t the results are consistent 

with observation. It is suggested that further development of this model, particularly with 

respect to the radiation field, will lead to a deeper understanding of both physical and 

chemical processes within nova outflows.
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Chapter 1

Novae: Physics, Chem istry and 

the Making of D ust

1.1 Introduction

Wherever we look in our own galaxy we find evidence for dust, an integral and vital 

component of the interstellar medium. We find its signature imprinted on spectra, the 

light having crossed the interstellar medium; in molecular clouds throughout the galaxy 

and regulating the collapse of clouds to form stars. Whilst dust is ubiquitous throughout 

galaxies and its formation in the winds of certain cool stars and of course novae is a well 

established fact, the mechanism by which it is formed is poorly understood. Much work 

has been done in understanding the chemistry relating to the growth and evolution of a 

wide range of, usually small, molecules in novae and other stellar environments (Rawlings 

and Williams (1989); Glassgold et al, (1991); Rawlings and Williams (1990); Evans and 

Rawlings (1994); Cherchneff and Barker (1992) amongst others), A much larger body 

of work dealing with chemistry within the interstellar medium (ISM), in particular in 

rich molecular clouds (see the review by Williams (1994) and references therein for a 

discussion of chemistry and molecules in space), describes the formation of molecules in 

an astrophysical context, but one tha t is far removed from the environment with which this 

work is concerned. The chemistry of dust formation lies across the boundary between the 

chemical kinetics of dust precursor molecules (microscopic processes) and the nucléation, 

growth and thermodynamics of dust grains (macroscopic processes). The route to the 

former is chemical, but precursors might be imagined to consist of large molecules with
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vast numbers of possible isomers and an equally vast catalogue of pathways through which 

they might be synthesised. A thorough understanding of the chemical kinetics behind 

such processes would be difficult if not impossible to achieve with current modelling and 

computational resources. In this thesis we explore a little of this domain in order to 

find routes to the formation of intermediaries between chemical and microscopic worlds 

within the laboratory of a nova wind. Although apparently hostile, molecular chemistry 

appears to be very efficient within such an environment with the harsh temperatures, 

densities and radiation fields both assisting and complicating the chemistry. On the one 

hand, the intense UV radiation field inhibits the formation of large molecules in rapidly 

dissociating them whilst at the same time this very action reduces the possible routes to 

grain nucléation; the chemistry must proceed via small molecule reactions. Above all, 

however, novae provide us with a unique opportunity to observe the formation of dusts 

in a time-dependent manner, inferring directly from observation information regarding 

the development of precursor molecules and the kinetics of grain formation. It is well 

known th a t many cool stars, carbon stars (Cherchneff and Barker (1992); Cherchneff et al. 

(1992)), AGB stars (Gail, H. -P. and Sedlmayr (1999)) and Wolf-Ray et winds (Cherchneff 

(1997)) all produce dust but they do not do so in the singular manner of a nova; the 

identification of discrete stages in the chain of events leading to dust formation is the key 

advantage of novae.

Novae are not the only objects to form dust in episodic outbursts however: Wolf-Rayet 

(Filippenko et al. (1995)) and R Coronae Borealis (RCrBr) (Feast et al. (1997)) stars 

also resemble novae in some ways. For example, CN is commonly detected in the latter 

(e.g. Benson et al. (1994)) and this is one of the very few species directly observed 

in novae, however the underlying reasons for this are different. Both RCrBr and Wolf- 

Rayet stars produce dust with a hydrogen-deficient chemistry and in the latter, formation 

usually occurs in the shock-induced condensation of colliding winds. The underlying source 

of the former is a cool F or G type supergiant having an effective tem perature of 5 - 

7000 K aa opposed to greater than 10,000 K for a nova. Moreover, neither class of object 

shares the relative simplicity of the nova geometry nor the singular nature of a classical 

nova. Although the data suggest tha t RCrBr stars conform to a random ‘dust-puff ’ model 

(Feast et al. (1997)), this mechanism is undoubtably far removed from the nova ejection 

mechanism!

There are, however, significant drawbacks associated with modelling novae, not least
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of which is the presence of an intense UV radiation field coupled with extremely high 

temperatures of the order 10  ̂K and densities of the order cm“^. W ithin such an 

energetic environment not only are the myriad reactions of standard interstellar chemistry 

(the kind of chemistry developed for interstellar clouds: refer to Duley and Williams 

(1984), and Millar et al. (1991)) inappropriate, many elemental and molecular species 

will be in highly excited electronic, vibrational and rotational states for which little or no 

chemical kinetic data  are available. In such cases rate coefficients have to be extrapolated 

or inferred from apparently ‘similar’ reactions. The photophysics of species in excited 

states is also very different to those of ground state species so we may be less able to treat 

these accurately. Even ground state photoreactions give cause for concern in particular 

for photodissociation reactions where the appropriate cross-sections are highly uncertain 

even for small species. These are critical uncertainties in an environment dominated by 

photochemistry.

Whilst we must accept tha t research into the chemistry of nova winds is still in its 

infancy and fraught with difficulties both observational and theoretical, novae give us a 

unique environment in which to develop and test new ideas and theories th a t might one 

day lead us to a better understanding of the process of astrophysical dust formation.

1.2 The Physics of a Nova Eruption

Novae, so named because the spectacular ejection of m atter in a nova explosion may cause 

a naked-eye star to appear where none had been before, are a class of cataclysmic variable 

(hereafter, CV). CYs loosely comprise a diverse group of stars tha t erupt, irrespective of 

the cause of the outburst, and include supernovae, nova-like stars, flare stars, some X-ray 

sources and other erupting objects^. A nova may fall into one of three categories:

Dwarf: Dwarf novae are a claas of CV known to undergo frequent outbursts with ampli

tudes of between 2 and 6 (exceptionally 8) magnitudes, with a semi-regular interval 

between outbursts. A dwarf nova is characterised by a typical cycle length which 

may be anything from ten days to several years. The rise time is short (of the order 

one day) with a decline of 2-15 days. The underlying mechanism tha t triggers an 

outburst is quite different to tha t of the other classes of novae and is probably due

^This is a general definition of a CV: more correctly, CYs are very close binary system s whose outbursts 

are caused by interaction between the components
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to instability in the accretion disc.

Classical: The most dramatic and prolific producers of dust, classical novae have, by 

definition, not previously been observed to erupt. Whilst also having a rapid rise 

time of approximately 1-3 days, the decline is very much longer than for dwarf novae, 

usually lasting months or years. The amplitude of such an outburst exceeds nine 

magnitudes (by definition) and its spectral development is in stages characteristic of 

classical novae. The ejecta velocity is in the range 100-5000 km s“ .̂

R ecurrent: In principle a recurrent nova is the same as a classical nova except that 

more than one outburst has been recorded. They accrete at a much faster rate than 

classical novae and hence become unstable earlier and with greater frequency.

By virtue of their apparently singular nature, ‘cleaner’ geometry and prolific dust produc

ing characteristics, it is solely with classical novae that this thesis concerns itself.

As with most CVs, all classical novae (and indeed dwarf and recurrent novae too) are 

believed to originate in binary systems. Observational evidence shows tha t novae are found 

in semi-detached systems^ in which a white dwarf primary of approximately 1M@ accretes 

hydrogen enriched material from a late-type (red star) secondary by Roche lobe overflow 

through the inner Lagrangian point via an accretion disc. The first direct evidence for an 

accretion disc in a cataclysmic variable was provided by Kraft (1959) from observations 

of the variability in the He ll emission line at 4686Â. Direct accretion onto the relatively 

small white dwarf is not possible due to the angular momentum of the accreted material; 

viscous forces within the disc act to cause m atter slowly to spiral in towards the surface 

of the white dwarf whilst angular momentum is transferred outwards.

The accretion of hydrogen rich material on to a degenerate object is potentially highly 

explosive and as the accreted layer slowly thickens, the bottom gradually increases in tem

perature. Eventually, when the temperature is sufficient to initiate hydrogen burning by 

proton-proton chain reactions, a huge thermonuclear runaway (hereafter TNR) explosion 

heralds the s ta rt of an eruption. The result is a series of shells ejected at high velocity 

into the ISM, the most massive of which is the ‘principal ejectum’. With the luminosity of 

the nova so close to, or exceeding, the Eddington luminosity (in particular for fast novae), 

this outflow is driven primarily by super-Eddington continuum radiation pressure at this

^Binary system s in which the secondary fills its Roche lobe are said to be ‘sem i-detached’; if neither or 

both  stars fill their their lobes they are said to be ‘detached’ or ‘contact’ binaries respectively.
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stage; only in the case of high CNO enhancements and large envelope mass may a shock 

develop also to accelerate the envelope. The principal ejectum carries the bulk of the 

material at speeds of 300-1300 km s“ .̂ Radiation pressure may also drive the secondary, 

less massive, ‘diffuse enhanced’ wind seen to move at speeds approximately twice those of 

the principal ejectum.

TNR models have been successful in predicting both observed expansion velocities 

and the light curve produced by the expanding material. It has been shown th a t a maiss 

loss rate of just 10“ ^̂  year"^ is sufficient to initiate a TNR; indeed for a 1M@ white 

dwarf, the maximum accretion rate tha t will still result in mass ejection is of the order 

10“ °̂ M© year“  ̂ with metal abundances enhanced over solar values by a factor of 10-100. 

The required conditions for mass ejection are rather stringent: were the accreted shell 

not degenerate (as would be the case for large accretion rates) and the white dwarf too 

luminous, a runaway but no ejection may occur. It is required tha t the shell be degenerate 

so tha t the expansion of the envelope does not halt the TNR too early in the evolution. 

The specific requirements for mass ejection imposed by the TNR model account, perhaps, 

for the general similarities between all classical novae.

The TNR model also neatly explains a key feature, tha t the bolometric luminosity of 

a nova remains remarkably constant as the visual light curve declines and beyond; indeed 

this lasts for many tens or hundreds of days. Only 10% to 50% of the accreted material 

is ejected in the initial outburst; much material remains on the surface of the white 

dwarf whilst the remainder forms a remnant envelope the outer surface of which coincides 

approximately with the photosphere. The decline in visual magnitude is attributed to a 

shift in the peak energy to the UV as this remnant shrinks and its effective tem perature 

rises.

TNR models have their failings however; unfortunately models predict very long evo

lution time-scales for the remnant, longer than observations indicate. The time-scale of a 

typical outburst is some 1-2 years, yet the time-scale to burn all of the material remaining 

in the envelope, r„, may be of the order several hundred years as given by

=  ( ï o ^ )  ( 2 7 ^ )

(Truran (1982)), where Mg is the mass of the envelope and L the luminosity. Some 

physical process is being overlooked to strip quickly the remnant of the accreted envelope 

thus bringing nuclear burning to a rapid halt and permitting the accretion disc to re
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establish itself. Once this has been achieved, the nova system begins its long evolution 

to another outburst some 10^-10^ years later (Ford (1978)); this is a statistical figure 

derived from observation that reflects the time required for the white dwarf to accrete a 

critical mass of material from its companion. Two possible mechanisms to explain the 

rapid evolution of the envelope are:

1. Stellar-wind (i.e. radiation driven) type mass loss driving mass loss rates up to 10“  ̂

Mq for luminous remnants, or more if there are enhanced CNO abundances in the 

remnant.

2. If the radius of the white dwarf plus nuclear burning remnant exceed the radius of 

the binary system during the early stages of outburst, dynamical friction caused by 

the secondary orbiting within the remnant could then drive mass loss. Once the 

remnant radius shrinks to within the Roche lobe of the white dwarf, tidal forces 

from the secondary could still act to drive some additional mass loss

The specifics of this phase of evolution will determine the time-scale to the next outburst 

since this depends on the amount of material remaining on the white dwarf.

1.3 The Spectral Evolution of a Nova

It is estimated tha t there are approximately 100 Galactic novae per year (Allen (1954); 

Kukarkin (1954)), however this may be considered slightly high when compared with M31 

in which the rate is just 21±4 per year (Arp (1956). In any case, only 5-15 Galactic novae 

are observed per year, on average, and in the four years of the work leading up to this 

thesis, not a single, bright and well positioned classical nova has erupted. This is a cruel 

but fine example of one major drawback with using such objects as stellar laboratories: 

novae are by their very nature targets of opportunity and this combined with extremely 

rapid evolution to maximum light and the short time-scales of early chemical and physical 

evolution in the ejectum means tha t much needed data relating to the first few days of 

evolution is somewhat sparse.

Whilst the visual light curves of all novae are similar in profile, with a rapid rise 

to maximum light and a slow decline thereafter, the time-scale and nature of the decline 

distinguishes between them. Payne-Gaposchkin (1957b) introduces the concept of a ‘speed 

class’ as a means of classifying the novae by the rate of decline in visual magnitude. Table
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Speed class t2 (days) Speed (magday )̂

Very fast <10 >0.20

Fast 11-25 0.18-0.08

Moderately fast 26-80 0.07-0.025

Slow 81-150 0.024-0.013

Very slow 151-250 0.013-0.008

Table 1,1: Classification of nova light curves

1.1 lists these speed classes as a function of (2 , the time taken for the nova to diminish by 

2 magnitudes below visual maximum. The profile of a typical nova light curve is depicted 

in figure 1.1 (from Warner (1989)). We now consider each stage in the evolution of the 

nova.

1 .3 .1  T h e  P r e -N o v a  S ta g e

By definition, a classical nova is one that has not yet been observed to erupt and since no 

previously studied star has yet blossomed into a classical nova we are left with nothing 

but the plates of general sky surveys to study. Observations of novae long after outburst 

suggest th a t the accretion disc is re-established some ten years after the outburst. These 

novae may be considered to have returned to the quiescent phase. For certain novae, pre

outburst magnitudes may be obtained but for others the progenitor magnitude is fainter 

than the plate limit. None the less it is sometimes possible to gather enough evidence in 

this manner to build up an idea of some behaviour prior to outburst.

The precursor object may appear as a low amplitude variable star exhibiting a fea

tureless blue continuum possibly indicative of accretion. Models of close binary systems 

fit the observed light curves and provide one of the very few pieces of evidence to suggest 

a binary system. One notable exception is nova VI500 Cyg whose faint precursor could 

be indicative of a white dwarf accreting directly from the interstellar medium. Only in 

1954 was it discovered that DQ Her (1934) is an eclipsing binary with a period of 4^39"^ 

(Walker (1954)). Subsequently it has been shown tha t virtually all novae originate in short 

period, close binary systems (Kraft (1964)).

Quiescent novae commonly demonstrate rapid, irregular flickering in brightness on 

very short time-scales of minutes with amplitudes of 20% (Walker (1957)). The cause is
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thought sometimes to have its origins at the accretion hot-spot, the point on the accretion 

disc where material from the companion joins the disc. This is uncertain and it may also 

be due to irregular mass-flow into the disc. Instability in the accretion disc may give rise 

to further brightness variations occurring on time-scales of approximately one hundred 

days.

The old nova DQ Her exhibits a periodic variability of 71 seconds with variable am

plitude. Observations with the Hubble Space Telescope Faint Object Spectrograph (HST 

FOS) made by Margon et al. (1994) detected pulsed continuum and line UV variability 

for the first time. The first detection of a 71 second variability in the visual light curve was 

by Walker (1956) whilst U, B, V and R band photometry by Zhang et al. (1995) provides 

improved ephemerides for the periodicity tha t are used to calculate, amongst other pa

rameters, the current mass transfer rate which is deemed to be < 3.4 x 10“ ® M© yr“ F DQ 

Her has also been found to have a strong magnetic field (see review by Patterson (1994)); 

Zhang et al. quote the magnetic moment to be 2.7 X 10^  ̂G cm“^. It is proposed tha t 

gas transfers from the accretion disc to the white dwarf along magnetic field lines where it 

makes contact at one or both magnetic poles. The sudden release of kinetic energy creates 

hot spots a t these sites which are highly luminous and irradiate the accretion disc. The 

magnetic pole is not aligned with the spin-axis thus beams of radiation form a pattern of 

light and dark spokes tha t sweep around the accretion disc. Zhang et al. believe their 

observations show there to be two illuminating spots resulting in a 71 second periodicity 

in the light curve due to a 142 second rotation period of the white dwarf.

1.3.2 The Rise to Visual M axim um

Again, being targets of opportunity and with no way of predicting where and when a nova 

is about to explode, the initial rise is rarely caught. It is thought, due in part to this 

very paucity of data and also based on a unique data set covering most of the initial rise 

of V1500 Cyg (Alksne and Samus (1975); Samus (1975); Filler et al. (1975)), th a t this 

phase takes 2-3 days for most novae (McLaughlin (I960)); V1500 Cyg took less than a 

day. This initial rapid escalation in brightness is frequently arrested some two magnitudes 

below maximum. This ‘pre-maximum halt’ may last anything from a few hours in fast 

novae, to a few days in slow novae. There is then a final rise to maximum of a day or two 

for fast novae, a few weeks for the very slow, to reach visual maximum.

Following a pause of a few hours for fcist novae, and perhaps a few days for slow novae.
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Figure 1.1: Profile of a  typical nova light curve, W arner  (1989).

(he light curve en te rs  into decline. By this point the  nova has reached a bolom etric  o u tp u t  

t h a t  rem ains approx im ate ly  constan t  th ro u g h o u t  the  following phase of evolution; the  

decline in the visual light curve is as a  result of a re-d istribution of the  energy to  sh o r te r  

wavelengths, from the  visual to the  UV and IR to visual. Visual m ax im um  represents  the  

tim e at which the  photospheric radius, RpUot, is a t  its g rea tes t ;  Fphot. is defined where 

the  opacity  r  =  2 /3  (refer to  equation (2.7). T h is  assum es a c o n s tan t  mass loss rate. 

After  visual m ax im um , the  photosphere  recedes whilst its effective te m p e ra tu re  increases 

in com pensa tion .  T h e  result is a radiation  field t h a t  progressively hardens  tow ards  the  

UV.

T h e  initial expansion of the  envelope begins only once the  o u tb u rs t  has reached its 

jjeak of energy genera tion . T h e  change from hydros ta tic  equilibrium to  hyd rodynam ic  

expansion may be precipita ted  in fast novae by a surface luminosity  exceeding th e  Ed- 

d ing ton  luminosity. As the  shell expands, it cools and once the  te m p e ra tu re  has reached 

som e 7 -9 x 1 0 ^  K the  luminous, expanding  gas reaches a. m axim um  rad ius  of app rox im ate ly  

lO^^-K)^^ cm, th e  m om ent a t  which peak visual luminosity is observed. A t this  te m p e r 

a tu re ,  hydrogen recombines and the  opacity  drops rapidly allowing the  observer to  ‘see’ 

deeper into the  nova; the  pho tosphere  recedes.

T h e  p re-m axim um  spec trum  is dom ina ted  by blue-shifted broad absorp tion  lines c h a r

acteristic  of spectra l  types  in the  range B 5 -F 0 .  T h e  sp ec tra  of slower novae m ay be 

associa ted  with la te r- type  spec tra .  Radial velocities of the  absorp tion  lines are  measured 

up to  -1300 k m s “  ̂ for very fast  novae, but as little as -72km s~^ for the  slowest. T h e  

spectroscopic  evidence indicates uniform expansion and a cooling envelope.
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At maximum light the spectrum becomes much more complex and is named the P r i n 

c i p a l  S p e c t r u m . The absorption line components strengthen and the whole spectrum 

becomes characteristic of an A or F supergiant. Again, slower novae resemble later spec

tral types. The velocity of the principal spectrum is greater than that of the pre-maximum 

at typically 500-1000 kms~^ for fast novae and 150-300 km s“  ̂ for the slower.

Structure within absorption lines shows great complexity with multiple lines at differing 

velocities. The absorption lines develop a P Cygni profile characteristic of strong stellar 

winds.

The strongest lines are those of H I, Ca ll, Na I and Fe ll followed a few days after 

maximum by [O l], [N li] and [0 ill].

1.3.3 Early D ecline

Soon after maximum a new, distinctive spectrum develops with very broad absorption 

lines blue shifted to approximately twice that of the principal spectrum. Also containing 

P Cygni profiles, as this spectrum evolves the broad absorption features fade and split 

into multiple sharp sub-components. This spectrum is named the D i f f u s e  E n h a n c e d .

Already a mixture of both the principal and diffuse enhanced spectra, when the nova 

has declined some 1-2 magnitudes below maximum a new and complicated spectrum 

termed the O r i o n  S p e c t r u m ^  appears. Initially this spectrum exhibits a blue shift at 

least as great c l s  the diffuse enhanced system which becomes greater until, as the Orion 

spectrum is fading, the velocities may be as much as -4200 km s~^ as in V1500 Cyg (Rosino 

(1977)), a very fast nova. This spectrum is characterised (i) by the lines remaining diffuse 

throughout and (ii) the increase in excitation and ionisation with time.

Whilst initially absorption lines due to He I, 0  II, N II, N ill and C II are prominent, 

often omitting H, certain species become particularly prominent in the late stages of the 

Orion spectrum. Payne-Gaposchkin (1957b) made particular note of N iii and N v ab

sorption lines for their strength and persistence into later phases of spectral development. 

He I of exceptional strength may also be seen. Other species may also become prominent 

with short-lived flashes: the most common is nitrogen ‘flaring’ and oxygen flashes. Pro

posed mechanisms include Lyman P trapping (Strittm atter et al. (1977)) and resonance 

fluorescence (Gallagher (1978)). The high ratio of O I A8446 to other O i lines suggests

The diffuse absorption lines, often om itting H are characteristic of O or B stars once called ‘Orion-type’ 

stars
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the former mechanism is responsible in this case.

It is believed that, as with the diffuse enhanced wind, the Orion spectrum is associated 

with wind material dispersed after the principal spectrum. Much less dense than the 

primary ejected material, they may be ‘absorbed’ by the principal ejectum and their final 

disappearance may be linked to the cessation of the wind.

1.3.4 Final D ecline

The spectra observed thus far all relate to the ‘pseudo-stellar’ phase of the nova’s spectral 

evolution, where features are comparable with those of stars. As the light curve passes 

through the period known as T r a n s i t i o n  (refer to figure 1.1) the visual light curve may 

enter into a deep minimum provided large scale dust formation occurs (and assuming 

th a t dust is indeed responsible for the transition phase), prior to recovering as either the 

dust shell thins or breaks into clumps. With ever increasing ionisation, the gas tha t once 

formed the principal ejectum now takes on the spectral appearance of a nebular with 

many emission lines of H I, He I , I I ,  N I I , ill and forbidden lines. These are all of the same 

width as lines in the principal spectrum, thus supporting the view tha t they originate 

in the same material, and the spectrum evolves towards tha t of a planetary nebula as 

the ionisation further increases and the gas cools. This is known, unsurprisingly, as the 

N e b u l a r  S p e c t r u m .

1.4 The Ejecta: Properties, Structure and Evolution

1.4.1 Physical Properties

Deducing the density and temperature of the ejecta from observation is fraught with 

difficulty as observations sample regions of different temperature and density along the 

line of sight. Density can be estimated by calculating tha t required for an optical depth of 

2 /3  a t the photosphere, neglecting variations in density, opacity and making assumptions 

about the source of opacity.

In later stages, nebular emission line fluxes may be used: O III  line ratios give the 

effective temperature of the medium whilst nlV  may be obtained from the H line flux. 

Both of these may be used to estimate the mass of the ejecta. Poor data  and non-uniform 

shell structure leave this method also prone to error.
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Neither method either accounts for or provides an insight to any possible physical 

structure within the wind. This spatial structure not only makes estimating the ejecta 

mass and tem perature difficult, but it imposes constraints on the ionisation structure of 

the ejecta and the chemistry. For example, for a nova to produce a very deep minimum 

during transition requires tha t dust becomes optically thick across the whole nova sky 

yet achieving this task with, say, an ejecta configuration tha t includes a dense equatorial 

outflow and a tenuous polar flow will almost certainly involve different chemistry in each 

region. From a modelling point of view, this is difficult to understand and make consistent 

with observations.

Direct observation of confirmed structure within the expanding shell has so far been 

impossible to obtain. It is, however, possible to image old nova remnant shells with modern 

detectors and deep exposures. Slavin et al. (1995) present the results of just such a survey 

of 13 classical nova shells in which previously unobserved features are revealed. Remark

ably, the data  imply a possible correlation between nova speed class and the ellipticity of 

the remnant: faster novae tend to result in randomly distributed clumps superimposed 

upon spherically symmetric, diffuse background material whilst slower novae exhibit more 

structured, ellipsoidal remnants with one or more rings. The latter may generally be de

scribed as having ‘polar blobs/equatorial ring morphologies’ according to Slavin et al.. 

The DQ Her remnant, for example, is composed of a main ellipsoidal shell constricted by 

three rings and surrounded by a faint halo; tails of emission extending from bright knots 

in the halo suggest the passage of a high velocity wind through the fractured principal 

shell. The main shell is far from homogeneous; in each wave-band image, lumpy structure 

may be observed.

The morphology of old nova shells must inevitably be related to the underlying phys

ical processes of the nova outburst. Deducing the events tha t result in particular shell 

morphologies from imaging is a difficult task but survey work with new detectors is pro

viding a mass of new data. With these new images it is possible to explore hypotheses 

involving:

•  Rotation of the white dwarf

•  Large magnetic fields. White dwarfs often possess an intense fossil magnetic field 

which may induce magneto-hydrodynamical effects in both the accretion disc and 

ejecta material. However, it is thought tha t large magnetic fields suppress the TNR
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thus imposing a limit on the strength of the field.

•  Interaction with the pre-outburst accretion disc or other circum-binary material

Whilst the most simple ejecta configuration that can be imagined for the purpose of 

modelling might be a spherically symmetric one, such a morphology is quite unlikely due 

to the presence of circum-binary material close to the white dwarf. The very likelihood 

of an encounter between the ejecta and circum-binary material makes it almost surprising 

th a t some novae, such as DN Gem, show no discontinuous spatial structure at all. At the 

very least the expanding shell will plough into the interstellar medium. Such interaction 

will decelerate the wind and, by virtue of a shock wave sent traveling back into the ejectum, 

heat and ionise the ejectum. In cases where a strong magnetic field is present, the shock 

will become closely coupled to it thus forming an MHD shock. The rôle of magnetic fields 

in novae is little understood: whilst it has been said tha t a magnetic field would alter 

and perhaps inhibit the TNR, it is clear from surveys that many CVs including novae do 

indeed have strong magnetic fields (Zhang et al. (1995); Patterson (1994)).

The likelihood and inferred existence of spatial and shock structure casts considerable 

uncertainty upon any measurements of basic physical parameters for the ejecta which, as 

a result, remain as relatively unconstrained parameters within the models presented in 

this thesis.

1.4.2 Ionisation Structure

Whilst the tem perature and density structure of the ejecta are unclear, general conclusions 

can be drawn from the ionisation structure. Hydrodynamic simulations indicate th a t the 

ejectum is extended with a wide range of temperatures and densities along the line of 

sight. Observations corroborate this model with evidence for the simultaneous presence 

of many ionisation states of individual elements.

Immediately after outburst, the ejectum recombination time-scale is extremely short, 

less than a second; the outflow is largely neutral. As the photosphere contracts and the 

radiation field hardens with the redistribution of flux from visible to UV wavelengths, a 

series of ionisation fronts propagate through the ejecta. Three distinct ionisation zones 

are defined by Gallagher (1977):
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I: H i, C I, Fe ii, Mg ii, . . .

II: H I, C II ,  N I, 0  I, . . .

Ill: H II ,  C II,  N II,  0  II,  Fe iii. Mg iii, . . .

Early simple ionisation models (Mitchell and Evans (1984); Rawlings (1988)) for the ide

alised case of a uniform, spherically symmetric ejecta distribution illuminated by a black 

body having tem perature Tphot suggest that the ejecta may be completely ionised car

bon within 10 days or less for most novae, with complete hydrogen ionisation (zone III) 

taking up to 100 days or more. Model atmospheres for spherically expanding, non-LTE, 

line-blanketed nova photospheres have since been developed by Hauschildt et al, (1992). 

Whilst still idealised, these models offer considerable improvement over the black body 

assumption. Hauschildt et al. find tha t for cool photospheres consistent with slow novae, 

the F e ll absorption forest forms a quasi-continuum in the UV, depressing the flux by 

several orders of magnitude to much less than the black body model. In subsequent work. 

Beck et al. (1990, 1995), developed models of the ionisation and temperature structure 

of nova ejecta and find tha t for slow novae (those most likely to form dust, see section 

1.5.2), the ionising radiation is completely absorbed in a thin layer. This permits a neu

tral carbon region (zone I) to exist almost until the time of dust condensation for many 

novae; complete carbon ionisation and conversion to zone II does not occur until at least 

50 days post-outburst. Complete hydrogen ionisation is similarly delayed with respect to 

simpler models; at 1 0 0  days less than 2 % of the ejecta may be ionised hydrogen even for 

moderately fast novae. The consequences for the chemistry are significant, as is described 

in chapter 3.

Observations of CO (see section 1 .6 .1 ) complicate the picture with CO excitation 

temperatures often considerably larger than models suggests. The rapid decline of these 

emission features suggests a possible cooling of the ejectum with CO itself proposed as 

a coolant (Evans et al. (1996)). In this mechanism, collisional excitation of CO results 

in IR emission tha t carries away thermal energy from the gas. Scoville et al. (1981) 

compute a cooling rate around maximum light of Aco 4.9 x 1 0 “  ̂ erg c m s “  ̂ if the CO 

is optically thin in the fundamental, Aco ~  2.0 x 10“ ®̂72h ergcm “^s“  ̂ otherwise. This 

assumes nn ~  lOd  ̂ cm~^ and T ec ~  4500 K.
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1.5 Chemistry

Whilst bearing little resemblance to molecular clouds and the interstellar medium, our 

understanding of the gas phase chemistry in a nova is based upon interstellar chemistry. 

This work concerns itself entirely with gas phase chemistry and thus stops short of studying 

the chemistry once dust grains have formed. By the time dust grains begin to nucleate, 

the chemistry will not necessarily occur solely in the gas phase; as nucléation sites are 

formed, the surface of grains provide a new site for reactions providing the temperature 

is low enough. Such surface chemistry may take place once grains have formed and play 

a rôle in determining the properties of the grains in a given region.

The conditions in the nova ejecta differ from a classic interstellar cloud in the following 

key ways:

•  Ejecta density ~  10^-10® times greater than a cloud

• Temperature several thousand Kelvin as opposed to 10-200 Kelvin

• Intense UV radiation field

The chemistry will thus progress on very different time-scales in a nova as compared with 

the interstellar case; certain classes of reaction will assume greater importance, such as 

photochemistry, whilst others will only be found to be im portant in the nova, such as 

many three-body reactions. The main reaction types of key relevance to the nova are:

•  Photodissociation /  Ionisation

• Collisional dissociation

•  Direct radiative association

•  Negative ion reactions

•  Three-body reactions

•  Neutral-Neutral reactions

• lon-molecule reactions

•  Charge transfer reactions
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The region surrounding a cataclysmic variable is a classic example of an extreme photon 

dominated region. The Ultra Violet flux is vast, as much as ~  times tha t of the 

cold and quiescent environment of a dark cloud for which the UMIST rate files, a major 

database of interstellar chemistry (Millar et al. (1991)), were conceived. For this reason 

all photoreactions are treated specially as described in section 2.3.

We now consider each of these generic reaction types along with typical examples.

•  Collisional D issociation

CO +  H - ^ C  +  O +  H k ~  lQ-'2 for T =  10“K, hh =

This particular reaction is further discussed in section 3.2.1. Dissociation in this case 

occurs as successive collisions of CO with H atoms progressively excite the molecule 

to higher vibrational states. These states will decay via a process of radiative sta

bilisation unless the inter-collision time is less than the life time of the state thus 

permitting further collisions to keep exciting the molecule into progressively higher 

vibrational states. If this condition holds, the molecule will be knocked up the vi

brational energy ladder until it translates from a bound to a repulsive state where 

upon it dissociates. For this reason such reactions are extremely sensitive to both 

density and temperature (higher kinetic energies will impart more energy on each 

collision) as is made clear in figure 3.1. Although presented as a two-body reaction, 

this is effectively a many-hody reaction involving, as it does, a number of H atoms 

in order to complete the dissociation. It follows that this class of reaction is most 

likely in the very young, hot and dense outflow,

•  D irect R adiative A ssociation

C -f H —>• CH + \iu k =  1.0 X 10“ ^^cm^ s“ ^

Simply put, this reaction occurs if the two particles approach along a potential en

ergy curve tha t leads to an excited molecular state upon collision. Provided the 

system can radiate a photon of sufficient energy, where hu > Ecoiu and sufficiently 

quickly (before the two atoms fly apart), the system will fall into a lower energy 

bound state and the two particles will be unable to separate to infinity. The rate 

coefficient for this type of reaction with neutrals is generally of the order 1 .0 x 1 0 “ ^̂  

cm^s“  ̂ in the interstellar medium. Clearly the rate of collision will increase with
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density, but when the temperature is high and the individual particles have a high 

kinetic energy it becomes progressively more difficult to stabilise the new molecule 

by emission of a photon, due to the ever larger energies tha t must be radiated within 

ever shorter periods of time, thus leading to rapid dissociation. Such reactions are 

thus less effective in the nova environment, in particular in the early outflow. How

ever, collisional stabilisation with a third body, as opposed to radiative stabilisation, 

results in a similar type of reaction (see below).

•  N eg a tiv e  Ion  R eac tio n s  In a medium having a high density of free electrons, 

negative ion reactions become important. Although ISM chemistry is driven by 

ion-molecule reactions, the low density of electrons mean the negative ion reactions 

don’t feature highly. Negative ions form by the process of radiative attachment:

X -|- e —y X -\-hu

and are then destroyed by either photodetachment:

X“ -b hi/ ^  X -f e~

or they may take part in a neutral-ion reactions such as associative detachment:

X - +  Y ^  XY -b e"

where the electron carries away the energy tha t permits the new molecule to stabilise.

Photodetachment is efficient in the nova medium where IR photons are plentiful and 

the low interaction energy between the electron and neutral is low thus allowing the 

process to occur over a wide wavelength range. Detailed calculations for H“ show 

this to be true in the interstellar radiation field so it is bound to be highly efficient 

in a nova. Indeed, unsurprisingly, it is found tha t both photodetachment (Wishart 

(1979)) and associative detachment are the main routes by which H“ is destroyed 

in our models.

• T h ree -B o d y  R eac tions

H -b H -b H -> H 2 +  H k =  5.0 X IQ-^^

As with all three-body reactions, the rate coefficient appears prohibitively low, but 

the rate is proportional to kn^ and thus assumes importance when the ejectum is
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extremely dense. Such conditions are found within ejecta during the first few days 

of expansion.

• N eutral—N eutral R eactions

N +  C N -> N 2 +  C k =  1.0 X 10“ ^°cm^s"^

Many neutral-neutral reactions have activation barriers tha t prevent them assuming 

any significance in interstellar chemistry. In the nova environment where much higher 

temperatures provide the kinetic energy to overcome such barriers, neutral-neutral 

reactions become possible and are highly significant.

•  Ion—M olecule R eactions

0 +  +  H2 ^  0H + +  H k =  1.70 X lO'® cm ^s"‘

N+ +  C O ^ C O +  +  N k =  3 .96x

These reactions form the bulk of standard interstellar chemistry. Many ion-molecule 

reactions have been studied in the laboratory and for the majority of, but not all 

exothermic reactions the rate coefficient has a value that is independent of the tem 

perature over the measured range, usually of 300-1000 K, and is of the order 10"^ 

cm ”^ s“ .̂ Whilst such experiments remain below the characteristic tem perature 

range of the early nova wind (a few thousand Kelvin), the apparent uniformity in 

the characteristics of these reactions make it relatively easy to estimate unknown 

rate coefficients based on closely related reactions. Outside of the laboratory, these 

rate coefficients may sometimes be calculated quantum mechanically ab initio.

• Charge Transfer R eactions

H+ -h H -> H2 +  H+ k =  6.4 X 10-^° cm^ s"^

This is a good example of a class of reactions that are very sensitive to the physical 

conditions and whose rate coefficients are, as a result, likely to be very different 

to ISM values and, more over, are likely to vary considerably throughout the nova 

wind. The region in which charge transfer is likely may be defined as:

a / u ~ h / |A £ ’| (1.2)
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where a is the distance over which charge transfer is possible, v is the speed of im

pact A E  is the energy defect (the difference between the ionisation potentials of 

the reagents), and h is Planck’s constant. The process is only im portant for impact 

velocities approximately equivalent to tha t determined by equation (1.2). Unlike 

the nova wind case, interstellar velocities are small hence \AE\ too must be small. 

Furthermore, the Franck-Condon principle states that during the electronic transi

tion, the nuclei must not move ‘appreciably’; more precisely, the overlap integral of 

the wave functions describing the nuclear motion should be large. Where both these 

requirements are met the reaction should occur so that, in the interstellar case where 

the range of temperatures is limited, there need be no tem perature dependence. For 

these reactions to be well modelled in the nova case, however, a considerable amount 

of theoretical work is needed to calculate cross-sections across a range of physical 

conditions in order tha t we might parameterise the temperature dependence. Until 

such a time as this data are available, ISM rates must be used in the nova context 

but, whilst this class of reactions is expected to be important, the rates are likely to 

be significantly in error.

•  P h o to  reac tio n s  assume considerable importance in the highly irradiated environ

ment of a nova and provide the dominant destruction mechanism. Photo reactions 

fall into three categories as listed here along with the approximate rate coefficient 

and operational wavelength range for each:

C/5 M (s“ )̂ A range

photodissociation AB A B ~  10“ ^̂  — 10“ ^̂  1000Â-2000Â

photoionisation A hi  ̂ A"*" -|- e“ ~  1 0 ~  ̂ — 1 0 “ °̂ 912Â-1500Â

photodetachment A~ 4 - /iz/ —>• A -j- e” ~  10~^ 912Â -2/im

where CiSM is the unshielded interstellar rate coefficient. Naturally, in a region 

dominated by high energy UV photons, these interstellar rate coefficients are quite 

useless so for this work the photorate coefficients are calculated specificaly for the 

environment as described in section 2.3.

The process of photodissociation is often considered simple, but it can in fact pro

ceed in many different ways. Figure 1.2 shows the potential energy curves for a 

number of dissociation processes (from van Dishoeck (1988)).The process of D i r e c t  

P H O T O D I S S O C I A T I O N  dominates for small molecules o f  just two or three atoms, as
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Figure  1.2: Po ten tia l  energy curves and charac teris tic  cross sections for (a) d irect plio- 

tod issocia tion ; (b) predissociation; (c) coupled s ta te s  photodissociation; (d) sp on taneous  

rad ia t ive  dissociation, van Dishoeck (1988).
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commonly found in astrophysical contexts. An incident photon provides the energy 

for a molecule to make the transition from the vibrational level of a bound state to 

a repulsive state. This latter has an energy in excess of the separated atom state 

and the molecule dissociates. The cross-section for direct photodissociation is a 

continuous function of wavelength with a maximum close to the vertical excitation 

energy.

Indirect photodissociation is also possible; the incident photon is absorbed into a 

bound discrete excited state. This is known as P r e - D i s s o c i a t i o n . Subsequent in

teraction with the continuum of a final dissociation state completes the process. The 

cross-section for this procès consists of a series of discrete peaks. The dissociation of 

CO occurs in this way. H2 , the most abundant interstellar molecule, dissociates by 

S p o n t a n e o u s  R a d i a t i v e  D i s s o c i a t i o n  in which an excited bound state decays 

by spontaneous emission into a lower-level continuum state. For most molecules this 

process is of little significance. The cross-section consists of discrete lines.

Photodissociation is thus a combination of both continuum and line processes. The 

distinction between the two is important; line dissociation can, for example, result 

in self-shielding if the abundance of the dissociating molecule is sufficient to saturate 

the line and thus shield the population at greater radii from the irradiating source. 

By contrast, photoionisation and photodetachment, are both continuum processes 

where the absorption of a photon with an energy greater than the lowest ionisation 

threshold may result in either (or even dissociation). The wavelength range over 

which ionisation occurs is bounded by the ionisation potential of the species a t the 

low frequency end and the spectral cut-off at the high end, normally the Lyman 

limit at 912 Â. In the same way photodetachment is bounded at the high end by 

the Lyman limit, but the extremely low detachment potential of the order of 1 eV 

ensures tha t the low end reaches far into the infra-red.

To understand the significance of a given reaction, it is helpful to have an idea of the 

characteristic time-scale over which a significant proportion of a reagent is destroyed or 

formed. Recalling the meaning of the rate coefficient we find tha t for photoreactions, two
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and three-body reactions, the characteristic time-scale, r , is obtained by:

f i x  — ^ T =  ^ S

f ia  — kflaTif ,  T  — S

ria = —kriaTibnc => r = s

1.5.1 Pre-D ust Formation

The chemistry of the nova ejecta is dominated by photoreactions which inhibit the forma

tion of larger species through photodissociation and photoionisation. The nova radiation 

field is not well determined, partly because of inadequate data coverage of novae at rel

evant wavelengths and partly because radiation transport in novae is both complex and 

ill-defined.

In a neutral carbon region, the carbon continuum, which extends up to a wavelength 

of A ~  1100Â, shields several molecular species against the dissociative UV flux. Within 

this zone, both H2 and CO are well shielded against photodissociation. The situation is 

complicated by the presence of vibrationally excited states. In this neutral carbon zone, 

chemistry may flourish and small molecules may be stable against the radiation field. 

As discussed previously, the ejecta are likely to become completely carbon ionised after 

approximately 50 days post-outburst thus much of the early chemistry is likely to take 

place in a neutral carbon zone whilst the formation of nucléation sites may take place 

partially or completely within an ionised carbon region.

1.5.2 D ust and G eom etry

When nova research was young, novae could be classified as ‘dusty’, loosely referred to as 

DQ Her type novae, and non-dusty novae. This system was adequate until the growing 

catalogue of nova observations complicated the issue; with each new outburst a whole new 

category or sub-category seemed to be required. Dusty novae are either optically thick (as 

in DQ Her, with a pronounced transition phase accompanied by a sharp rise in the IR light 

curve) or optically thin. Subsequently novae themselves became split into those spawned 

by a TNR on a C-N-0 or He-Ne-Mg white dwarf, though it is possible tha t the former 

produce slow novae and the latter fast ones. Further complications arose when silicates 

appeared to condense out of the ejecta; in particular nova V1370 Aql (1982) (Gehrz et al. 

(1984)), V842 Cen (1986) (Hyland and MacGregor (1989);Gehrz (1993)), QV Vul (1987) 

and V705 Gas (1993) (Gehrz et al. (1992);Gehrz et al. (1995);Mason et al. (1998)) have
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all produced dusts composed of two or more of carbon, hydrocarbon and silicate dusts. In 

the classical model, an ejecta having an abundance of oxygen enhanced over carbon would 

result in all the carbon being locked in the stable molecule CO, leaving the remaining 

oxygen free to form silicates. Conversely, where carbon was more abundant than oxygen, 

the la tter would be completely depleted into CO leaving a surplus of carbon to form dust. 

Thus, according to this model, it should not be possible to form both silicate and carbon 

based dust in the same wind. The location of the region in which dust is formed now 

seemed much more difficult to pin-point. Perhaps the carbon and silicate spectral features 

originated in different parts of the wind (possibly with different C :0  ratios in each) or 

perhaps the silicate emission arose from the material of a previous eruption excited by 

the radiation from the current outburst. The first hypothesis accepts also th a t the ejecta 

are not necessarily simple spherically symmetric shells but tha t they may possibly be bi- 

modal, having cone-like polar ejection and a ‘blobby’ equatorial ejection. Such structure is 

inferred from observation of old nova shells and could help explain some spectral features 

during an outburst. Generally however, it is the faster dust-producing novae th a t show the 

molecular lines of SiC, SiO and other silicate features. (Gehrz et al. (1984)) tentatively 

ascribe features in the spectrum of nova Aquilae 1982 to SiC forming in the ejecta. A 

review of mid-infrared spectroscopy of galactic novae by Smith et al, (1995) considers 

ten novae in six of which dust formed in the ejecta. In all six, silicate features were also 

observed leading to their conclusion, admittedly with limited statistics, tha t the formation 

of both silicate and carbon grains within nova ejecta is a common occurrence despite the 

nova progenitor being carbon rich in general.

In short, we are left with a very complicated range of scenarios in which to place the 

dust formation event. Chemically there are many possible ways in which the dust might 

nucleate and equally numerous structures for the grains themselves. It is not possible 

to address all of these issues simultaneously so tha t in this work we must assume that 

the dust is homogeneous: it has a uniform composition composed of one monomer type, 

Mixed-molecule and core-mantle grain types are not considered although nucléation sites 

are likely to form as the result of heterogeneous chemistry.

Dust grains nucleate in a region far from local thermodynamic equilibrium where a 

kinetic approach to the chemistry is required. This evolution lies on the boundary between 

the molecular level chemistry and macroscopic grain condensation process tha t, provided 

the conditions are right, are rapid and efficient (Clayton and Wickramasinghe (1976)),
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The ‘right’ conditions are an ejecta temperature less than some critical condensation tem

perature, at which point the partial pressure of gas phase carbon is greater than the vapour 

pressure of graphite, and a sufficiency of nucléation sites. Condensation continues until 

either the monomer is exhausted or the expansion of the ejecta ‘freezes’ out the grain 

population.

Many cool stars are also prolific dust producers, most notably the ageing carbon star 

IRC-f 10216 with a large molecular envelope and im portant dust component modelled by 

Avery et al. (1992). Millimetre observations with the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope 

(JCMT) by Sada et al. (1992) have lead to abundance estimates of im portant molecules 

such as C^H in this object where dust is required to explain the long term evolution of 

the molecular envelope. In such systems the most abundant carbon bearing molecule after 

CO is C 2 H2 , acetylene. The chemistry leading to the formation of nucléation sites is based 

upon the conversion of acetylene to dust through reactions such as:

Cn +  C2 H2 —> Cn+ 2  +  H2

C2 H2 has numerous strong photodissociation channels up to 1550Â(Suto and Lee (1984)) 

tha t cause it to be very unstable in the nova UV radiation field where intense photons 

over a broad range of wavelengths illuminate the ejecta, although if sufficiently abundant 

it may self-shield. As such there will be low hydrogenation of all molecular species and 

the nucléation chemistry must follow very different channels to those made on the basis 

of terrestrial hydrocarbon pyrolysis as applied to carbon star winds by Frenklach and 

Feigelson (1989) and extended by Cherchneff et al. (1992). The approach to this problem 

is discussed in section 4.2. Any proposed route to dust formation must, in any case, be 

highly efficient in order to explain the behaviour of the visual and IR light curves during 

transition, assuming tha t dust is the cause. As such, this chemistry could also suggest 

alternative processes tha t may be involved in the formation of dust in other environments, 

including cool, carbon rich stellar atmospheres.

The ultimate composition of the dust is the subject of much debate. Once formed, the 

dust shell is moving away from a nova having almost constant bolometric luminosity, L*. 

As such, the dust temperature, Td, would be expected to decline with time as:

/  L \  i/(«+4)
T . o c ( ^ )  (1.3)

where a is the grain radius, and a  ~  1 depends on the emissivity law for the grains.
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Moderate speed novae often exhibit an ‘isothermal phase’ during which the dust temper

ature remains constant or rises. Mitchell and Evans (1984) and Mitchell et al. (1986) 

interpret this as being due to grain destruction through chemi-sputtering of carbon grains 

by protons. This process is expected to generate emission features at 3.3 and 11.3 fim. 

These features, identical to commonly observed PAH features, have now been observed 

yet Evans and Rawlings (1994) show tha t free PAH molecules would not survive in the 

UV radiation held tha t will harden aa the dust thins. Suggestions for the carrier of these 

features include fulleranes (CeoHn where 1 ^  n ^  60) or hydrogenated amorphous car

bon (HAC) grains. Evans and Rawlings favour the latter, which may be considered as 

PAH units weakly bonded into amorphous grains. Fulleranes are known for being par

ticularly robust but they have easily identihable extinction properties tha t appear not to 

be observed in novae. The evidence currently lies in favour of a dust composed of HAC 

grains giving rise to PAH features as a consequence of the re-hydrogenation of HAC grains 

following de-hydrogenation by the UV radiation held (Evans and Rawlings (1994)). Con- 

hrmation of the precise nature of the dust grains must await future bright, dusty novae 

and simultaneous, multi-band observation.

1.6 Recent Observations

1 .6 .1  M o lecu le s  in N ovae

Few molecules have been successfully detected within the nova environment, in particular 

the early wind. The hrst molecular species to be detected in the ejecta of a nova was CN, 

as observed in DQ Her by Wilson and Merrill (1935). CN absorption bands were seen 

in this case for about 3 days near maximum but have either eluded observers in many 

subsequent likely novae, or have not been present. H2 (2.122/im) was detected in the DQ 

Her remnant (Evans (1991)).

The most commonly detected molecular emission features are broadband photometric 

excesses seen in the infrared M and K-bands. Ney and Hatheld (1978) observed an infra

red excess at 5/im in the nova NQ Vulpeculae which was later conhrmed with spectral 

observations by Ferland et al. (1979). The latter detected a ro-vibrational transition 

of CO [N u” = u — 2) transition at 2.3/im in a 1.6-2.4/zm spectrum obtained 19 

days post-outburst, 20 days before entering transition. From this 2.3fim observation it is 

estimated that the fundamental transition feature (z/' -4- N' = N — 1) at 4.8//m would be
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~40 times greater, easily accounting for the Ney and Hatfield bfim feature. The timing 

of this observation with respect to tha t of Ney and Hatfield implies tha t the CO emission 

persisted for 3 weeks at least.

The story of CO in NQ Vul was to resurface some years later when Albinson and 

Evans (1989) presented millimetre observations of the now ‘old’ nova NQ Vul showing a 

broad, low-intensity feature identified as being due to the J= 2  1 rotational transition

of ^^CO. It is suggested tha t this is material accumulated in at least 10"̂  ejections over 

^  10® years. Shore and Braine (1992) refute this with observations made with the IRAM 

30m millimeter wave telescope of NQ Vul, and the more recent novae QU Vul and Nova 

Vul 1987, which do not detect this emission feature.

Recent spectroscopic observations of Nova Cas (V705 Cas) described by Evans et al. 

(1996), provide firm data from which column densities have been derived thus providing 

for the first time some hard data with which to calibrate modelling efforts. To date theory 

tells us something of the conditions in which CO may form whilst modelling efforts have 

shown, on this basis, where the CO cannot be forming: the former implies a cool (< 4300 

K), relatively dense region, whilst the latter find that the ejecta appears to be both hot 

and able to easily dissociate CO. It is thus only by implication that the existence of a thin, 

cool, neutral carbon shell lying at the outer edge of the principal ejecta has been deduced.

Nova Cas was discovered by K. Kanatsu on 1993 December 7 prior to maximum light. 

UV spectra were obtained by Schmidt (1993) and Hauschildt et al. (1994); IR spectra 

by Evans et al. (1996) as shown in figures 1.3 and 1.4. Maximum light is taken by 

Evans et al. to have been on 1993 December 14. Early visual observation suggest that 

the nova event began on 1993 December 4, thus maximum light occurred on or around 

day 10. Hauschildt et al. report terminal velocities for the ionised material of ~  —1600 

km s“ .̂ Evans et al. continue to suggest that, based on unpublished data from Delisle and 

Beauchamp (1994) and Evans et al., the velocity of the Na l D line had a velocity of -500 

km s“ ;̂ such velocities are commensurate with those characteristic of the principal ejecta, 

the material within which we expect to find dust forming (because it contains the majority 

of the mass ejected by the nova and the dust, once formed, appears to be co-moving with 

this component)..

Modelling of the CO emission produced a best fit with 2 .8(4:0.2 ) x 1 0 "^®M@ mass of CO 

and a tem perature Tco=4300±300 K. This corresponds to a column density of ~2.0xl0^^ 

cm~^, a value insensitive to the fraction of ejecta occupied by the CO shell providing that
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it is less than about 30%. Rawlings (1988) calculated columns of approximately 10̂ ® to 

1 0 ^̂  cm"^ in an inferred carbon-neutral shell to the leading edge of the principal ejecta. 

This figure is in agreement with the CO mass generated in NQ Vul whilst the discrepancy 

between this figure and the observed column in nova Cas has been dismissed as due to a 

lesser efficiency of formation. These results are used in chapter 5 to constrain our models.

In addition to CO, CN and H2 , there have been detections of SiO, Si0 2 , SiC and 

hydrocarbon stretch/bend features (e.g. Gehrz et al. (1986); Bode et al. (1984); Green

house et al. (1990)). Three novae in particular have been closely studied and revealed to 

be rich in molecular emissions (Evans and Rawlings (1994); Gehrz et al. (1995); Evans 

et al. (1996), 1997): QV Vul (1984), V842 Cen (1986) and V705 Cas (1993). However, 

other than the UIR hydrocarbon features, there have been no detections of intermediate 

to large-sized molecules.

Recent detections of silicate features in novae (Gehrz et al. (1984)) add to the list 

of detected molecules but other than the PAH features, there have been no detected 

molecules in the intermediate to large size although hydrocarbon nucléation sites may 

have been observed in the IR spectrum of nova V842 Cen (1986) by Wichmann et al.

(1991) shortly before the visual light curve entered the transition phase.

Many of these observations, perhaps with the exclusion of CO photometry from just 

after maximum luminosity, are of novae post-dust formation. The very nature of a nova 

makes it extremely difficult to get good data for the very early outflow, so whilst these 

are ideal laboratories for the study of chemical pathways to dust nucléation in all other 

respects, actually observing them in detail can be difficult.

1.7 A Brief Catalogue o f Recent Novae

Here follows a brief catalogue of some notable and recent novae. A much more complete 

database of novae prior to 1989 and their characteristics may be found in Bode et al. 

(1989).

N ova A qu ilae  (1995) Discovered on 1995 February 7.84 UT (Nakano (1995)), this nova 

appears to fall between the slow, DQ Her type, dust-forming novae and the fast 

novae. Mason et al. (1996) observe an optically thin dust shell in observations 

spanning four months, whilst also observing strong near IR coronal line emission, 

some 120 days post-outburst, usually associated with fast novae. It is suggested
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th a t the ejecta were clumpy with both a dust and a hot gas component. This is the 

first thoroughly documented case of overlap between dusty novae and novae tha t 

produce strong coronal lines. It has been suggested tha t Nova Aquilae 1995 may 

imply a ‘continuum’ in the evolutionary behaviour of novae.

V 705 C assiopea (1993) A bright, well observed nova, V705 Cass has been the subject 

of many papers within the literature and will be discussed in detail in this thesis. 

Reports of a bright light echo from the shell of an eruption estimated at just 30-40 

years earlier (Boyle et al. (1994)), fortunately for nova theory, proved erroneous. 

Observations between day 330 and 418 post-outburst by Gehrz et al. (1995) report 

the spectral signature of optically thin astrophysical silicate grains at 1 0  and 2 0  ^m. 

This has been extensively modelled by Hauschildt et al. (1994) and others and firm 

estimates of CO column density have been made by Evans et al. (1996).

N ova See (1992) Discovered by Camilleri (1992), and the brightest nova ever recorded, 

by a factor of four, at lOfxm, the decline of the visual light curve clasified this as a 

slow-very slow nova but large fluctations of one magnitude or more were observed at 

least three times prior to the dust formation epoch (Smith et al. (1995) and references 

therein). Whilst not apparently related to a dust formation event it is proposed 

th a t these brightenings may represent density layering in the ejecta, subsequent 

minor outbursts of the nova itself or eclipsing by the binary companion. No firm 

conclusions have been drawn. Twenty eight days after maximum light Harrison 

(1992) obtained infrared spectrometry and report a ‘peculiar’ energy distrubution 

th a t suggests significant emission from CO at 4.65//m. Harrison also reports a 

smooth and rapid increaise in K-band flux typical of grain growth in the ejecta. 

Smith et al. find evidence for silicate grains later in IR observations on days 235 

and 263 post-outburst.

V 1974 C yg (1992) Nova Cyg (1992) erupted on 1992 February 19 UT as reported by 

Collins (1992) and was particularly well observed as it was the brightest nova since 

V1500 Cygni (1975) and had a slow rate of decay. Whilst this was not a dusty 

nova, the volume of observations from a variety of ground and space-based instru

ments (including the lUE and HST spacecraft) provided ample data  with which to 

guide a concerted modelling effort. Hayward et al. (1996) present analysis of the 

mid-infrarad evolution of this nova and models that suggest an ejecta composed of
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three major components having differing densities, but with masses, geometries and 

expansion velocities tha t are consistent with observation. The three components are 

the ‘dense component’ (i.e. the principal ejecta), a ‘diffuse enhanced’ component 

and an ‘intermediate component’.

V 838 H er (1991) Harrison and Stringfellow (1994) report this as a very fast nova dis

covered independently by Sugano and Alcock (1991) on 1991 March 24.7 UT. Models 

of the near IR spectrum suggest tha t shortly after maximum, the ejected gas was 

dense {Ne ^  10^° cm~^), and cool (Tg =  1000 K). During the first week post visual 

maximum the gas became hotter and the density decreased. Within two days of 

visual maximum a limited ammount of dust was condensing out of the ejecta. Five 

days later the major dust formation event occurred on, or near, 1991 March 31.8, 

8  days after the initial outburst. This is the earliest time at which a dust shell has 

been observed to have been formed by a nova. The dust was hotter, at 2000 K, 

than previously observed for a nova. Silicate dust features were reported by Smith 

et al. (1995) and Barlow et al. (1991). Graphitic and silicate dusts did not appear 

simultaneously, with the latter trailing the former. The speed with which the IR 

light curve intensified was initially considered suspicious and possibly unrelated to 

a dust formation event; it was possibly a light echo from a pre-existing dust shell. 

However, there is a dip in the visual photometry tha t exactly coincides with the 

infra-red rise. This confirms tha t a real dust formation event occurred.

Q V Vul (1987) Discovered independently on November 15 1987 UT by Beckman and 

Collins (1987) and classed as being of medium speed, this nova exhibited a deep 

minimum during the transition phase some eighty days post-outburst. Gehrz et al.

(1992) made detailed IR photometric observations from 3-672 days post-outburst 

including close monitoring of the dust on day 83. They identify four different dust 

types; carbon, silicon carbide, hydrocarbons and silicate dust. Smith et al. (1995) 

find a largely featureless continuum on day 206 tha t may be fitted by a 1300 K 

blackbody or a 600 K greybody more indicative of graphitic dust. The quality 

of fit is improved if a small silicate contribution is included; this is confirmed by 

observation of silicates on day 506 (Gehrz (1989)).

V 1370 A quilae (1982) Studied in detail with observations in the 8-13 /zm waveband 

on four separate occasions by Roche et al. (1984). This is the first nova to exhibit
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silicate features along with a normal featureless dust component at near IR wave

lengths normally associated with carbon-rich grain material. A C :0  ratio <0.17 was 

measured with wind velocities of up to 10,000 km s“ .̂ The silicate dust is not typi

cal of th a t seen in the circumstellar envelopes of late-type stars; the profile is both 

narrower and peaks at a slightly longer wavelengths than in the circumstellar case. 

Snijders et al. (1987) cite observations of three main gaseous wind components: high 

velocity gas with v ^  10,000 km s“ ;̂ medium-velocity gas with v ^  3000 km s“ ;̂ 

low velocity gas with v ^  2 0 0  km s“ .̂

N Q  Vul (1976) This nova exhibited a model isothermal dust phase. CO emission and 

2.3/um emission were detected. Albinson and Evans (1989) observed a CO feature, 

the magnitude of which was later disputed (Shore and Braine (1992), see page 44).



Chapter 2

M odelling Techniques

2.1 Introduction

We now turn to the problem of choosing an appropriate chemistry for a given task and en

suring th a t the data  describing each reaction are appropriate to the environment. Whilst 

many reaction rate coefficients have been computed theoretically or determined empiri

cally, these are almost without exception in conditions of temperature and pressure tha t 

are incomparable with those of a nova outflow. At best they may be adequate; at worst 

quite misleading. Traditionally, astrochemists have concentrated on interstellar environ

ments with densities of the order 1 0 ^-1 0 ® cm“  ̂ and temperatures in the region 1 0 - 2 0 0  

Kelvin. By contrast, the early nova environment has densities of the order 10^°-10^^cm~^ 

(although still <C 1 atmosphere) and temperatures in the thousands of Kelvin.

Further complicating the selection process is the need to choose reactions based upon 

an appropriate species set; species chosen to represent the dominant components of the 

environment and key components of im portant chemical pathways. The careless inclusion 

of irrelevant species will result in un-necessarily ‘stiff’ differential equations, a significant 

increase in run-time, unstable code and difficult numerical ‘noise’ in low abundance species.

Selecting reactions, collating data concerning reaction kinetics and building a model 

chemistry is the subject of this chapter. The ways and means of coding chemistry effi

ciently are also covered including the development of a new utility to simplify the process. 

Most importantly, it must be understood tha t these techniques, as with any modelling ap

proximation, come with caveats which must be considered when interpreting any results; 

these are explained.
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2 .1 .1  P r e v io u s  W ork

Chemical models of nova outflows are somewhat scarce. A tentative identification of CO 

u = 1-0  emission by Ferland et al. (1979) and others prompted thoughts of looking at nova 

chemistry, but not until almost ten years later were time-dependent chemical models being 

developed. Rawlings (1988) studied early time chemistry and considered complexities such 

as ionisation structure within a wind. This work concentrated solely on the early, pre

dust nucléation phase of the ejecta expansion and made several interesting observations: 

chemical equilibrium was found to establish itself exceedingly quickly, indeed within ten 

seconds, and it was found tha t the CO identification at 5^m seemed to suggest a cool, 

thin, dense shell of neutral hydrogen and carbon at the edge of the ejecta. This was 

inferred rather than directly observed in the models; no other satisfactory explanation for 

observations could be found because the modelled ejecta are ionised carbon by the time 

the 5^m  emission appeared. Two ejecta configurations were experimented with: a simple 

homogeneous spherical expansion and a thin shell. Little difference was found between 

the two cases.

Though im portant results were obtained with which we compare the results of new 

modelling efforts, many simplifications were made. The nova radiation field was inade

quately modelled and, els  is described later in this thesis, the assumptions made resulted 

in photoreaction rate coefficients far too large. The chemistry lacked im portant species, 

notably nitrogen, low ionisation-potential metals and a full oxygen chemistry.

W hilst work was subsequently done to look at chemistry later on in the evolution of 

outflows in hostile circumstellar environments, studies of the very earliest times have been 

lacking until now. In this work particular attention is paid to the observation of both CO 

and CN, two molecules observed in such environments tha t must constrain our models.

2.2 Basic Reaction D ata

A reaction involves two or more reagents that interact and transform in to one or more 

products. In certain cases energy may also be shed from the system in the form of photons. 

Any such reaction will proceed at a rate that is proportional to the abundance of the 

reagents and to  the intrinsic properties of the reaction (the reaction cross-section for 

example). Thus for a reaction such as:

A -h B -> C -h D
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Type Example Reaction k

Three-body

Two-body

Photoreaction

H - |- H - |- H - > H 2 +  H 

H -h CH2 ^  CH -h H2 

CH2 hu —> CH -f- H

cm® s“  ̂

cm® s“  ̂

s - i

Table 2 .1 : Generic reaction types and units of k. 

the rate may be expressed as:

Rc/D ^kuAfiB  cm ~^s“ ^

where ua and ub are the number densities of the reagents, R is the rate at which the 

products are formed per unit volume, per unit time, and k is known as the R a t e  C o e f f i 

c i e n t . k, having units cm^s~^ in this example (as for all two-body reactions), embodies 

all the information concerning the kinetics and energetics of the reaction. Whilst some

times referred to as a rate ‘constant’, the value of the rate coefficient may depend on both 

the ambient kinetic temperature and the density of the medium. It must be assumed tha t 

the tem perature is well defined by, for example, a Maxwellian distribution in order to 

account for this factor. In the case of photoreactions, the rate coefficient is also strongly 

dependent on the intensity and form of the ambient radiation field.

Note tha t many reactions work in both the forward and reverse directions within the 

same conditions. The rates will not be the same for both however so the two reactions 

are often considered quite separately in this work; partly this is to simplify coding and 

partly this is because often the reverse reaction is negligible in a region where the forward 

reaction is favoured.

In order to define the behaviour of a reaction such tha t it might be encoded in a 

model, all tha t needs to be specified is either the value of & or a means to calculate it. We 

consider three generic types of reaction, as listed in table 2.1. For this work, we consider 

only gas-phase reactions; only once dust grains have condensed out of the ejecta does the 

possibility of grain surface chemistry arise providing the gets is sufficiently cool. Within 

each of these three broad categorisations there are many different types of reaction but, 

excluding ‘special cases’, the rate coefficient is often expressed in both this work and the 

literature in a standard form. The rate coefficient for most two and three-body reactions
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is calculated following the well known Arrhenius formulation:

This expresses the rate coefficient, k, as a function of the gas kinetic temperature tem per

ature, T  (rate coefficients measured at room temperature, ~  300 Kelvin, in the lab), and 

constant a. The exponents (5 and 7  (not to be confused with 7  in chapter 5) represent 

the tem perature dependence of the rate coefficient and an energy barrier respectively. At 

very high (or very low) temperatures the coefficients are an extrapolation of this curve and 

thus their accuracy is highly uncertain. Provided the coefficients cn, /3 and 7  are known, 

and knowledge of the abundance of the reagents is available, it is possible to compute the 

speed a t which this reaction will proceed.

Cosmic ray reactions have only one reagent which interacts with a cosmic ray photon, 

and have a rate coefficient tha t is usually expressed as a constant. This is because the 

cosmic ray flux is invariant in the kind of environments with which we are concerned. 

Thus the rate coefficient is expressed as:

k = O! s~^ (2 .2 )

Finally we have photoreactions where the reagent interacts with photons of the ambient 

radiation fleld. The UMIST Rate95 data base (Millar et al. (1991);Millar et al. (1997)) 

for interstellar chemistry lists photoreactions with Arrhenius parameters with which to 

calculate the rate coefficient. This assumes a fixed, ambient interstellar radiation field 

tha t is far removed from the kind of field in the environs of a nova, and a dependence on 

Av, the visual extinction. The way in which rate coefficients are better calculated for the 

purpose of is now explored.

2.3 Photorate Coefficients: Realistic Radiation Fields

Photorates require special consideration in the extreme photon-dominated region of a nova 

outflow. Two points must be addressed in particular: (1) How to model the radiation field 

and (2) how to compute photorates. Addressing the first of these points by assuming a 

field equivalent to th a t of a black body of radius Tphot and having a tem perature as th a t 

of the photosphere is a good first approximation that may be justified in part by infra

red observations tha t show a smooth photospheric spectrum in the early post-maximum
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nova. In time however, free-free emission increases and chromospheric, optical and UV 

lines appear. In the previous modelling elforts of both early time chemistry (from outburst 

through to just before transition)and dust nucléation chemistry of Rawlings (1988) and 

Rawlings and Williams (1989), photorates were computed based on a black body radiation 

field. Unfortunately, the radiation field has a complex time-dependence tha t must be 

modelled. This is because the photosphere evolves over time as it shrinks towards the 

white dwarf; the radiation field hardens as it does so. To do this it is necessary to study 

a little more of the physics of the early outflow.

Prior to maximum light the ejecta is extremely dense with such a high opacity such 

th a t the leading edge of the ejecta almost coincides with the photosphere^. Subsequently, 

as the ejecta further expands and the density decreases, we ‘see’ further in to the nova 

and the pseudo-photosphere shrinks.

In the initial expansion, prior to maximum light, the mass-loss rate (m) is roughly

constant so tha t the ejecta density is proportional to r~^ between radii r =  r^hot &nd

r =  rej. Thus:

Anr^vp dt = m dt  (2.3)

hence.

The optical depth, r ,  is thus:

r = j y d r  = (2.5)

However, the radius of the photosphere is usually defined such tha t at rphot, r  =  thus:

Km rej n
=  3 (2 .6)

rphot
Anrv 
1 1 87TU

'^phot ^ e j  S k TTI

multiplying through by r^j =  vt and applying the boundary condition th a t at f =  0 , 

^phot — R q we find.

 ̂Many would argue that we should refer to a ‘pseudo-photosphere’ in order to differentiate it from the 

static and relatively sharply defined stellar photosphere.
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where a =  1 ^ .

This expression assumes tha t both the mass loss and opacity^ are constant, neither of 

which are valid in particular after maximum light at which point the photosphere recedes 

back towards the white dwarf. However, in the period post visual maximum the bolometric 

luminosity does remain constant because the energy source is the remnant material on 

the white dwarf tha t burns in a controlled manner for many years post-outburst. The 

photosphere shrinks and its temperature increases so energy is redistributed from the 

visible to the UV. The condition tha t the bolometric luminosity remains constant (around 

the Eddington limit luminosity) after visual maximum implies that the photosphere is 

coolest at the time of visual maximum. To achieve this the luminosity has to rise very 

quickly towards maximum and whilst the rate of increase of luminosity is unknown, this 

appears to be the case for fast novae at least.

By considering the post-maximum bolometric luminosity to be constant, using the 

principles described here and in particular assuming a steady outflow of m atter, Bath 

and Shaviv (1976) create a simple steady-state model of a nova. In doing so, they relate 

the drop in visual luminosity to several basic nova parameters and conclude tha t “the 

physical state of the photosphere is approximately the same at the same magnitude below 

the optical maximum in all aouue" :

T„hot = 1-528 X lO** • K (2.8)

rphot = 1-996 X 10*  ̂ - ( ^ )  '  cm (2.9)

P p h o t  = 1-034 X IQ-*^ - ( ^ )  " g cm-^ (2.10)

Pgos = 2 .126-10^”"'/^-^a-5 "d y n ecm "^  (2 .1 1 )

P r a d  =  137.4. 875 dyne cm-^ (2 .1 2 )

where Am^, is the visual decline in magnitudes and a  = L / L E d d i n g t o n -

The model assumes the opacity to be due entirely to electron scattering and a visual 

cut-off wavelength of 3500 Â. It is also assumed that all novae share the same fundamental

parameters. Despite these assumptions, the expression for the photospheric temperature

(equation (2.8)) fits observation well and is used in this work. With this and the nova 

luminosity (equation (3.19)), the photospheric radius may be calculated within a model

^The dominant source of opacity is that of electron scattering.
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scenario using the Boltzmann equation:

L = ^nrl^ot^^T^hot (2.13)

where a = 5.67 x 10“® W m“  ̂K“  ̂ is the Boltzmann constant.

In the models of Rawlings (1988), these parameters are used to compute a blackbody 

spectrum having the same temperature as tha t of the photosphere. In Rawlings (1986), it 

is concluded tha t this provides a sufficient approximation for the purpose of the chemistry 

being tested. As has already been discussed, this is at least partly justifiable. Photoreac

tion rates in the Rate95 database are for interstellar chemistry however, so the approach 

chosen was to ratio the interstellar and nova (black body) flux a t some characteristic 

wavelength at which the reaction is assumed to take place. The concept of characteristic 

wavelength is one devised to simplify coding. It assumes tha t the wavelengths th a t are 

particularly effective at driving a particular reaction span a relatively tightly defined range 

and tha t the entire range can be approximated by choosing one wavelength within it. This 

makes the assumption for continuum reactions that the ratio of flux at any wavelength 

within the band for which the reaction occurs is constant. Defining 7  =  Fnovax/Fismx, 

where A is the nominal characteristic wavelength at which it is assumed the reaction occurs, 

the value for the rate constant, ( , is given by:

C =  iCiSM (2.14)

where C/5 M is the unshielded interstellar rate coefficient. Over the wavelength range 

912 < A < 2480Â, where the short-wavelength cut-off is determined by the Lyman cut-off 

for hydrogen, the interstellar radiation field may be analytically expressed as:

F(A) =  2.12 X [A“ 2 -K 1.61 x 10®A“® +  6.41 x 10^A“ ]̂ W m“  ̂Hz“  ̂ (2.15)

where A is in Angstrom (Draine (1978))

This is of course quite simplistic given tha t the value of 7  will almost certainly vary 

over the wavelength range for a given photolysis reaction (for it to  be otherwise both 

Fnova and Fjsm  would have to have the same ‘shape’ across the wave-band in question). 

In general, however, it provides a convenient working model.

A significant new feature of the early time model presented in chapter 3 is the much 

better treatm ent of photorates: these are calculated ab initio for the nova environment. A 

database containing wavelength dependent photo cross-sections of all species taking part
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in photolysis reactions is used to calculate the rate coefficient for each reaction within a 

given radiation field. Rawlings and Williams (1989) uses such a technique using a black 

body spectrum to represent the nova spectrum, thus improving on the flux ratio methods 

of earlier work. Here however, we calculate rate coefficients within realistic radiation fields 

as presented in Beck et al. (1995).

The parameterised field is taken along with cross-sectional data by a code which in

tegrates the molecular interaction cross-section over the spectrum The process computes 

for line processes as well as continuum processes and sums the contribution from each:

k c o n t  =  j o x - F x d X  (2.16)

k l i n e  =  — X^fVuXiF{X) (2.17)
f lC

k f o ta l  — k c o n t  “b ^   ̂klific (2.18)

Fx is the incident flux in units of photons cm“  ̂ s”  ̂ Â”  ̂ and ax is the atomic or molecular 

cross-section cm^ Â“  ̂ for the type of reaction under consideration. /  is the line absorption 

oscillator strength, t7u ( 0  +  1 ) • • • the dissociation efficiency of the upper state and Xi  the 

fractional population of the lower level.

The radiation field could be assumed to be a black body as in Rawlings and Williams

(1989), in which case Fx would be substituted by:

11.497 X 10^8 
=  —

ergs cm  ̂ s  ̂ A  ̂ (2.19)
.exp (1.439 X 108/AT) -  1.

The synthetic spectra of Beck et al. clearly show that the black body assumption, 

whilst reasonable at high effective temperatures^, fails dramatically at short wavelengths 

(<1000A) from Tgfr =  30, 000 K and at all but very long wavelengths in the region of 

Teflf =  10, 000 K. Figure 2.1 is taken from Beck et al. (1995) and shows synthetic spectra 

calculated for four different values of TgfF with a corresponding black body spectrum over

laid. The more intense black body continuum flux will result in photo reaction rates much 

greater than those calculated for a more realistic radiation field. At the cooler end of the 

scale, where Tgff =10000 K, the mis-match is considerable. Table 2.2 shows a comparison 

of rate coefficients computed with both synthetic and black body fields for a selection of 

reactions in a system with a photospheric temperature of 10  ̂K (the Tefr of the spectrum 

tha t deviates most from the blackbody curve). Rates, calculated at the photosphere, can

Here the effective temperature refers to the effective temperature of the nova photosphere
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Reaction kbb ksyn

C H  + h u - ^ C  + H 1.35(5) 1.83(4)

N H A h v ^ N  + H 1.87(4) 1.90(2)

OH hu 0  H 1.67(4) 5.70(2)

O2 T  hp —y 20 3.50(4) 5.89(2)

O f  -h /ii/ ^  0 + -h 0 4.46(5) 3.16(4)

H~ -\-hu H-\-e~ 1.45(7) 9.72(5)

Table 2.2: Comparison of selected photorate coefficients computed using black body {kbb) 

and synthetic {ksyn) spectra with a photospheric temperature of

be seen to differ typically by up to two orders of magnitude in these examples with con

siderable implications for the overall chemistry; with much reduced photodissociation and 

photoionisation, small molecules may form and survive more easily providing the possi

bility of precursors to large molecule and dust grains forming earlier in the outflow than 

has been possible in previous models. This is one of the most im portant reasons for the 

differences between the results of this work and tha t which has gone before. To compute 

photorate coefficients, the four synthetic spectra have been very simply parameterised with 

just a few points (less than 10). Rate coefficients are then calculated for each of these ra

diation fields using the process described above. With rate coefficients calculated for each 

of four photospheric temperatures, a third order polynomial is fitted to for each reaction. 

It was found most convenient to fit the polynomial to log A; as a function of Teff/10'* (see 

Appendix C for a complete list of coefficients). This function is used to interpolate a rate 

coefficient for any photospheric temperature, the latter being calculated as in equation 

(2.8). However, these rates are calculated for reactions occurring at the photosphere; at 

greater distances the radiation field is diluted so we multiply the rate coefficient calculated 

by the standard dilution factor, W:

W{r) = i (2 .20)

where Cgj and Vphot are the ejecta and photospheric radii respectively.

We believe this approach to be a considerable advance on previous methods of scal

ing interstellar rate coefficients. Attempting to go further by, say, solving the radiative 

transfer equation would firstly not be practical in a model such as this where there ex
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Figure  2.1: Synthetic  spec tra  reproduced from Beck et al. (1995). Spec tra  co rrespond ing  

to  four different photospheric  te m p e ra tu res  as given. Eniianced C N O  ab u n d an ces  were 

used (factor 10^ above solar) as are  implied by T N I l  modelling. T h e  co rrespond ing  black 

body  continuum  flux is also shown as a  dashed line.

ists considerable uncer ta in ty  as to  both the geometrical d is tr ibu tion  of the e jec ta  and the  

physical properties, bu t  where only very few species have optically  thick tran s i t io n s  the  

gain would be negligible.

2.3.1 Photoreactions where no cross-section data are available

W hils t  for the  early model presented in chap te r  3 cross-section d a t a  was available for m ost 

of the  im p o r ta n t  reactions used, d a ta  was not available for all th e  p ho to reac tions  of the  

la te - tim e  models presented  in chap te r  4. T he  only obvious a l te rna tive  is to  re tu rn  to  the  

flux ra tio  m ethod  of calculating  a ra te  coefficient from coefficients valid in the  LSAI. Using 

a  black body field is not desirable however; it has already been noted t h a t  th e  black body 

flux is often considerably  g rea te r  th an  for realistic radiation  fields so a b e t te r  solution 

is required. We do, of course, have synthetic  spec tra  which might be used in a similar 

process however. Once again, pa ram eterisa t ions  of the  four spec tra  perm it the  flux a t  a
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given ‘characteristic’ wavelength (chosen either to be that of a dominant absorption line 

or a representative wavelength within a continuum dissociation band) to be calculated 

for the radiation fields a t four separate values of Tphot- A linear interpolation of the flux 

to the actual photospheric temperature produces a crude synthetic flux value for use in 

calculating a photorate. With expressions (2.15), (2.14) and (2.20) an estimate of the nova 

photorate coefficient is derived. Although not as reliable as a rate coefficient derived from 

ab initio calculations, this is an improvement on the same method using a black body 

approximation to the nova flux and represents the best tha t we may currently achieve.

A dditional C onsiderations

We note tha t, as reported throughout the literature, most photodissociation reactions are 

from the ground Rydberg state and ground v" =  0 vibrational state. Photodissociation 

from higher v” states (for example in OH) have larger cross-sections tha t generally extend 

to longer wavelengths.

This work does not attem pt to take into account the velocity of the material undergoing 

dissociation. At the high ejection speeds typical of novae, often of the order ~  2000 

km s " \  the dissociating spectrum will be shifted with possible consequences for the rate 

coefficients.

Finally, when very close to the photosphere, the radiation field may be sufficiently 

intense to raise the probability of two-photon interactions where two photons interact 

with a molecule almost simultaneously. In this environment the radiative dissociation 

time-scale may exceed the photoionisation time-scale.

2.4 Representing Chemistry in Code

Given the means to calculate the rate coefficient for any reaction, the chemistry within 

a parcel of gas may be expressed in terms of differential equations. Consider just one 

reaction having rate coefficient k:

OH -j- H2 — 0  -j- H -j- H2
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The rate of formation of each species may be expressed as follows:

dno duH , _
~ 0 f  =  - Q f  =   ̂ X ' ^ O H  ■ n H 2  (2.21)

= —k x  noH • ^i/2  (2,22)dt
duH2 =  0 (2.23)dt

where Ux represents the number density of species x ( cm~^). Naturally, any one species 

may be formed and destroyed by any number of reactions within a network of reactions 

thus to calculate for species a: cls a result of the chemistry one sums the contributions 

from all such reactions:

k, l ,m :^ j  l , m , j ^ k

+  X !  +  Sji)njni

+  ^  (A&71A: -  AjMj) cm“^s"^ (2.24)

where Xjkim is the rate coefficient for the production of species j  due to reactions involving 

species k, I and m  (three-body reactions); cxjki is the rate coefficient for the production of 

species j  due to  reactions involving species k and I (two-body reactions); /3jk is the rate

at which species j  is produced from species k (photo and cosmic ray reactions). 6 is the

Kronecker delta and allows for the reagent occurring twice.

A complete description of the chemistry consists of one ordinary differential equation 

(ODE) per species. We would however like to use relative number densities within a model 

such th a t changes in relative abundance are due solely to the chemical and not the physical 

evolution of the flow. To achieve this, the relative abundance of species i is defined as:

Xi = — — UHtot =  +  2 n / / 2 - f  . . . )

Tij =  X{ (2.25)

where rifitot is the total number of hydrogen nucleons summed over all hydrogen bearing 

species within the chemistry. This is an invariant parameter assuming the majority of the 

gas is composed of H and H2 , thus X{ will reflect only the chemical evolution of species i 

and not the physical change in density.

Differentiating equation (2.25) we obtain:
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where, because is invariant, the first term is zero. Now we substitute expressions

(2.25) and (2.24) into equation (2.26) to obtain:

dt k,l,mi ĵ l,m,ji^k

+ X ] ĵklXkXiUHiot -  «fcj/(l + Sji)XjXiUHtot 
k4i ĵ j,l^k

+  J2(f^i>=Xk-l3kjXj) (2.27)

We may now express all densities as relative densities, with the total density (assuming 

UHtot — '^h ) appearing directly within the differential rate equations. The code has only 

to keep track of this density value which embodies all geometric variation. Naturally, 

this assumption is only valid if the gas has a single dominant component th a t remains so 

throughout the computation

The da ta  describing each reaction for a particular chemistry is stored within a ‘rate 

file’. This lists each reaction in the chemistry along with the relevant Arrhenius parameters 

(for all reactions where the Arrhenius formulation is valid):

# R1 R2 R3 P I  P2 P3 P4 a  (3 7

1 CH H2 C H H2 6 . 0 0 E - 0 9  0 . 0 0  4 0 2 0 0 . 0

2 OH H2 0 H H2 6 . 0 0 E - 0 9  0 . 0 0  5 0 9 0 0 . 0

3 OH H2 H20 H 3 . 6 0 E - 1 1  0 . 0 0  0 2 5 9 0 . 0

4  0 -  H20 OH- OH l . O O E - 0 9  0 . 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 . 0

2 .4 .1  A  S c h e m a tic  M o d e l

The core of any model code is a function that evaluates ^  for all species within the 

chemistry. This function will be called by another tha t will integrate the ODEs in time, 

and output a listing of the abundance of all species after each time-step. This output may 

then be plotted and the time-dependent evolution of all species clearly visualised.

The integration is handled by a ‘black box’ function chosen from the literature. The 

writing of good, reliable and accurate integration routines lies in the domain of numerical 

methods specialists and many exist. For this reason, no attem pt is made to better the 

functions made available by these people. Methods for performing numerical integration 

abound; many are tuned towards a particular kind of problem or system. One of the most 

difficult characteristics of chemical differential equations is their potential for being ‘stiff’.
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A stiff set of equations is one where the dependent variables (in this case rate of change of 

abundance) are changing on two or more very different scales of the independent variable 

(in this case, time) (Press et al. (1992)).

A few algorithms are appropriate to this particular stiff, initial value problem. Gen

erally speaking chemical models have used G e a r  integration routines. Gear (1971), with 

Jacobian approximation. In writing this new kinetics model it was felt wise to consider 

other available implementations of suitable integration engines. Two main competitors 

were found with proven code implementations in the well thought of “Numerical Recipes” 

text. Press et al. (1992), namely the Runge-Kutta and Bulirsch-Stoer algorithms. For

tunately these routines, as with most integrators, share common calling conventions and 

are thus ‘plug compatible’: one may be substituted for another with no other changes 

to the code. In this way different routines may be tested easily and quickly. The key 

requirement for any high performance integration engine is the ability to monitor internal 

consistency such th a t numerical errors can be maintained within defined bounds by the 

use of adaptive step sizing. The particular problem with which we are concerned involves 

smooth, continuous functions for which most algorithms are suitable.

The Runge-Kutta algorithm is considered as a workhorse that can tackle most problems 

whilst not being the most efficient in many circumstances. A suitable implementation to 

allow it to cope with particularly stiff equations was, unfortunately, not found and the un

modified variety failed to cope with the chemical ODEs with which it was presented. The 

Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm is rather more sophisticated in operation in that it extrapolates 

a computed result to tha t which would have been obtained given a much smaller, ideally 

zero, step size. The un-modified algorithm which discretizes the differential equation 

using the modified midpoint rule does not work for stiff equations. However, there is 

a semi-implicit discretization that works well within the same algorithm. This modified 

Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm copes comfortably with stiff equations with excellent results and 

is widely considered to be a highly stable and reliable algorithm. Press et al. (1992) claim 

the routines to be competitive with the best GEAR-type routines for moderate accuracy 

but increasingly efficient as accuracy requirements become more exacting. The excellent 

text of Press et al. (1992) and references therein, complete with code listings, discuss and 

explain this and other integration routines. For the purpose of this work, however, the 

integration engine is treated as a ‘black box’ function.

In practice, although no C implementation of a G e a r  routine was found, a straight
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test between a new model code using a Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm and an old code with 

G e a r  with the same chemistry found the new code to be some fifteen times faster on a 

190 MHz DEC Alpha processor running DEC OSF. Identical results were produced in each 

case. The speed increase is due only in part to the algorithm used; a further refinement 

concerning the Jacobian matrix also helped.

The Jacobian m atrix of the ODE elements, whether estimated or computed explicitly, 

is required in order for the integrator to calculate the maximum possible step size th a t will 

maintain errors to within pre-defined limits. The element of the Jacobian m atrix of 

the coupled ordinary differential equations describing the chemistry is as follows:

The inverse of this matrix leads directly to a solution a short time-step away and it is 

this tha t is used to limit errors within the integration and ensure a stable solution. As 

the majority of Jacobian elements evaluate to zero (a given species, is not necessarily 

involved in reactions with many other species, j ,  hence expression (2.28) will frequently 

evaluate to zero), explicitly evaluating the entire Jacobian may require much less than 

i x j  expressions. If no function is supplied to perform this evaluation, the only alternative 

is to approximate a solution by numerically differencing the first order equations with 

appropriate small steps At.  In evaluating the Jacobian in this way, many calls must be 

made to the DiFFUN function resulting in many more mathematical operations than are 

involved in the explicit case. In typical examples from this work, the approximation of 

the Jacobian requires the evaluation of between seven and thirteen times more expressions 

than in the explicit calculation. Until now, chemical kinetics models have approximated 

the Jacobian by numerical differencing.

2.4.2 Jo: G enerating  DiFFUN and JACOBIAN

The function to evaluate the ODEs is called D if fu n . Originally this function was written 

by hand, species by species, term by term. This method does not lend itself to large rate 

files containing hundreds of reactions however. Some sort of automation is required.

One solution is to write a function tha t ‘interprets’ a rate file and computes differential 

rate equations on the fly within a series of DO loops and IF statements. Whilst providing 

an extremely flexible solution to the problem of handling large and ever changing reac

tion networks, the disadvantage is that this function will be many times slower than an
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equivalent hard-coded routine; given that the ODEs must be evaluated many thousands 

of times and tha t this procedure is the key bottleneck in the code, such a time penalty is 

costly. However, once again, this is an approach tha t has been used with success in many 

models.

The optimum solution to this problem is to write a small code tha t pre-processes a rate 

file and automatically writes a function to evaluate the ODEs that can then be compiled 

into a model. This method offers an ideal solution: the user is able to write reactions to 

a readable file yet still have the ODEs hard coded into the model for optimum efficiency. 

This same file stores the Arrhenius parameters tha t are read into the code at run-time and 

the addition and subtraction of reactions is a trivial m atter. To date, the most widely used 

program tha t addresses this task is D e lo a d , Nejad (1986), or variants thereof. Though 

highly successful, this utility Wcls found to suffer many problems, most notable being the 

inability to handle three-body reactions necessitating modification of the generated source 

by hand. D e lo a d  did not produce C source code and was unable to generate a function 

to evaluate the Jacobian matrix of the ODEs. As a result of this, chemical models have 

always approximated the Jacobian and suffered a considerable speed loss as a result.

Rather than further modify someone else’s code, it was decided to write a utility from 

scratch tha t would produce differential equation source code in the form tha t is required 

including the ability to handle three-body reactions, interpret new rate file formats, pro

duce output in a choice of C or FORTRAN 77, and cater either for absolute or relative 

number densities. Most importantly however, the program would generate source code to 

explicitly compute the Jacobian matrix. All of this functionality was to be accessible via 

command line switches with no need to recompile the utility for each new rate-file thus 

making it easier to use with less room for error.

The result is a utility called Jo  tha t is of use to many people and has been released 

to the general community (see Appendix E). One user made use of Jo  with a F o r t r a n  

model using G e a r  integration, and noted an increase in speed by a factor of several as a 

result solely of explicitly calculating the Jacobian matrix.

The W orking o f  Jo

Given the structured nature of a rate file and the simple nature of the differentiation 

required, writing a routine to take such a file as input and write out a D iffun  function  

is relatively simple. All processing is done as a series of string operations iterating over
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Get jth Reaction
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y  Formation
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For reactions of the form: A + B + C — ^  D + E + F (rate kj)

Figure 2,2: Forming an ODE with Jo

ail reactions for each species, selecting those which either form or destroy the species in 

question. In the D if fu n  function, each term of each expression occupies a separate line 

to simplify coding and facilitate subsequent checking. Figure 2.2 illustrates the algorithm. 

Once the program, Jo , has produced the source code, the option is available for it to 

translate from the original C and re-write the output as FORTRAN source. The output 

is the complete source code for the D if fu n  procedure. An example of the form of the C 

source code is shown:

YDOTEl] = 0 . 0

- k [ 3 ] * Y [ 8 ]  * Y [1 ] * D  

- k [ 9 ] * Y [ 6 9 ]  * Y [ 1 ] * D  

+ k [ 1 0 ]  * Y [ 6 9 ] * Y [ 3 ] * D  

+ k [ l l ] * Y [ 6 9 ] * Y [ 5 ] * D  

+ k [ 1 2 ] * Y [ 6 9 ] * Y [ 6 ] * D  

+ k [ 1 3 ] * Y [ 6 9 ] * Y [ 5 7 ] * D

- k [ 1 0 7 5 ]  *Y [1]  

- k [ 1 0 7 6 ]  +Y[1]  

- k [ 1 0 8 2 ] * Y [ l ]
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- k [ 1 0 8 3 ] * Y [ l ]

- k [ 1 0 9 9 ] * Y [ 1 ] * Y [ 2 4 ] * D ;

Once a decision was made to use a different integration engine and, indeed, write a 

new model, it was natural to complete what had already been started and extend Jo  such 

th a t it could also write the source code for a function to evaluate the exact Jacobian. Once 

again, the task is performed by parsing input (the freshly generated D if f u n  routine) and 

using string operations to put together the terms of a new function. This task was slightly 

more complicated than tha t of producing the original ODEs but by carefully parsing each 

term and breaking it into its constituent parts, the task is readily accomplished. Figure 

2.3 reveals the algorithm. The output is once again in the form of a C function that may, 

if desired, be translated into FORTRAN. The following snippet gives an example of the 

resulting code:

d f d y  [ 1]  [ 1] =

- k [ 3 ]  * Y [8] * D  

- k  [ 9 ] * Y [ G 9 ] * D  

- k [ 2 3 ] * Y [ 7 4 ] + D  

- k [ 2 4 ] * Y [ 2 ] * D

- k [ 1 0 8 2 ]

- k [ 1 0 8 3 ]

- k [ 1 0 9 9 ] * Y [ 2 4 ] * D  ; 

d f d y  [ 1]  [ 2]  = . . .

2.5 The Chemistry

The success of any model depends crucially on an appropriate choice of chemistry. Whilst 

it might be considered desirable to include every possible reaction tha t could occur between 

the members of a set of species, it is highly inefficient to do so. Many potential reactions 

would work so slowly in the regime of interest tha t their impact could be considered 

inconsequential. More importantly, the inclusion of inconsequential and slow reactions 

will result in the ordinary differential equations describing the chemistry to become ‘stiff’.
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Delete ‘*Y[x]’

Figure 2.3: DifFerentiating to form the Jacobian matrix with Jo

In order to generate a stable solution with numerical integration, the step size used must be 

small enough to maintain a stable solution even though this may be considerably smaller 

than the step size required for the accuracy desired. Whilst choosing a suitable integration 

method to deal with stiff sets of equations helps, it is still quite possible to choose an 

inappropriate set of reactions such tha t the ODEs become too stiff to integrate successfully. 

Incorrect specification of the physics may also cause stiffness as can careless definition of 

rate coefficients: a parameterisation is unusually valid only within certain ranges of the 

independent variable and working outside of this range may result in undesirable and 

un physical behaviour. Fortunately this occurrence is almost always indicative either of an 

error in the input data or an inappropriate reaction.

Reactions and the species involved must therefore be chosen with extreme care. First, 

a basic species list must be drawn up tha t comprehensively describes the composition of 

the greater proportion of the gas. Negligible or trace abundances of many more species 

may be present in the real case whilst not taking any part in the overall evolution of the 

outflow material; these should be omitted. Sometimes however, species not included have 

an indirect input on the chemistry as with low ionisation potential metals in the nova 

ejecta: though not themselves taking part in chemistry of direct relevance to the problem
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under study, the electron abundance due to their presence is important. In this case, 

whilst the low IP metals are not included, an abundance of electrons is added to make 

up for their absence. All reactions tha t can reasonably be expected to occur in a given 

environment must be drawn from available sources. In the work presented here, reaction 

data  are drawn from the literature and private communication. Where no data  specific to 

the environment is available for a given reaction, recourse is made to the UMIST Rate95 

rate file, the latest version of which is always publicly available online.

2.6 The M odel

We present a time dependent, chemical model code tha t integrates the ordinary differential 

equations describing a given chemistry over time. The physical scenario is one of a simple 

parcel of gas within an outflow modelled within a co-moving frame of reference. Reac

tion rates are computed for each time-step with photorates parameterised as a function of 

photospheric temperature and computed using realistic fields in advance. Nova parame

ters such as the nova speed (rhy), initial number density, kinetic temperature and initial 

chemical abundances may all be supplied to the code by means of a separate description 

file.

Two key physical parameters, temperature and density, are calculated at each time- 

step by means of simple power laws. The geometry of the shell and the shape of the cooling 

function is defined by the density and temperature power law index supplied as input to 

the model. The meaning of these indices is described in this section. This choice is one 

th a t works fast and allows the behaviour of a chemistry under changing conditions to be 

observed. This may not model the environment as closely as a fluid dynamic approach, 

but neither does it artificially impose constraints on the chemistry. Our interest is in the 

chemistry and its behaviour in a changing environment.

In order to explore different shell scenarios let us start by considering a shell of constant 

thickness, Sr, radius r, mass M  and volume V.

V  ~  Airr^Sr

p = M / V  
,2

P  —  P s
rp +  vts  ̂

_rp-\-vt ^ (2.29)
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where and ts are the density, radius and time respectively at the point the model

starts. To is the nova radius at the time of outburst.

Now consider a homologous spherical expansion where the shell of outer radius r, mass 

M  and thickness Sr = r ( l  — n) where n is a constant.

V = -7T [r^ -  (r -  Sr)^] 

= 4 7 rr^(l — n) (2.30)

M
P =

P =

P =

Thus we have a general expression:

P = P

4 7rr^(l -  n)
r
r J

ro +  vt,
To +  vt

ro +  vt,

(2.31)

(2.32)
ro +  vt

where y=2 describes a shell of constant thickness and 7 = 3  a spherical, homologous expan

sion. The density calculated in this way then appears in the ordinary differential equations 

describing the chemistry which tracks abundance values as relative abundances; in this 

way the integrator does not “see” the abundance changes due to the physics tha t would 

force it to reduce its step size considerably and increase the run-time correspondingly. 

Note tha t the use of relative abundance in this context assumes th a t the medium is com

posed predominantly of one key species, say H or H2 ; this probably holds true in the case 

of nova ejecta.

The tem perature of the ejecta is a highly uncertain parameter, although Beck et al.

(1990) and others have attempted to model the temperature structure of a shell. We use 

a simple approach in this work, starting with the notion tha t at early times, prior to 

visual maximum, the leading edge of the ejecta and the photosphere almost coincide. In 

this way, given the boundary condition tha t at r =  ro, T =  Tphot,Oi the temperature falls 

monotonically as:

L = = c (2.33)

T =  Tphot,0
L' ej J

At later times however, after visual maximum, the photosphere shrinks whilst the shell 

continues to expand. The bolometric luminosity is roughly constant however and we find
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that, in considering the ejecta to be a thin black shell at a radius r^j in thermal equilibrium, 

the effective ejecta temperature is obtained by:

T e / /~  '  (2.34)

SO in general it holds tha t Tefr oc P  where —0.5 ^  a  ^  —1.0. In leaving a  as a free 

parameter we concede th a t the ejecta is, in fact, optically thin so to know the exact 

temperature one would have to solve the radiative transfer equations for all heating and 

cooling processes within the ejecta. The models of Ferland et al, (1979) suggest the 

electron tem perature does not fall as rapidly ais would be described by a  =  0.5. As such, 

this remains a free parameter.

It is found tha t this model is very easy to prepare and to use; Jo  makes much of the 

work involved in adding and deleting reactions quite painless and the use of data  files to 

describe the model make it possible to run grids of models with shell scripts. The function 

charged with calculating rate coefficients after each step of the integrator takes care of 

all reactions including special cases. Where data concerning particular reactions has been 

found in the literature, this is encoded separately rather than trying to fit the Arrhenius 

formula to the rate coefficient curve. Provided that the rate file is closed (i.e. all species 

have both formation and destruction channels) and well defined with good rate coefficients, 

the model rarely crashes. Should something be wrong in the chemistry it is usually made 

clear when either the model crashes or the integrator is forced to keep using a miniscule 

step size'^. In practice it is found that very small initial time-steps are required with the 

integrator often falling back to steps of the order 10"® seconds. This is indicative of the 

extremely rapid time-scale over which chemistry occurs in the early nova and represents 

the period when abundances in the model are ‘relaxing’ to equilibrium values. This is 

graphically illustrated in figure 3.2 where equilibrium appears to be established after 14 

hours (left hand side of the plot). In fact, this equilibrium is established well before, just 

seconds of modelled time after the start.

Computation takes a m atter of a few minutes even on a low end PC system although 

most were performed on DEC Alpha machines with 500 MHz processors producing results 

in under a minute for most model runs.

A typical m odel wiU step forward with steps of the order a second prior to progressing with steps of 

the order of days once the chemistry has relaxed to an equilibrium. If the step size remains <  1 second  

continuously it is indicative of a problem.
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2.7 Limitations

Whilst able closely to follow the evolution of a chemistry, kinetics models as presented 

in this work do so only within an artificially imposed physical environment. Fortunately 

the physics is only loosely coupled to the chemistry in most situations, as is found within 

fluid dynamic models, so the chemistry itself will not induce changes in the environment 

whilst in a region of approximate equilibrium. Of course, the generation of dust will cause 

changes in the local physical parameters, but tha t occurs right at the end of the time 

frame with which this work is concerned.

Chemical codes cannot model interaction between discrete packets of material either; 

the dynamical situation of collisions between ejecta shells and with either other compo

nents of the wind or pre-outburst material must be of interest but a more sophisticated 

approach is required. This is explored in chapter 5.





Chapter 3

Early Chemical Evolution

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we presented details of the techniques tha t have produced an entirely new 

model with which to study the ejecta of novae; we use more accurate numerical methods 

and for the first time make use of photorate coefficients as computed with realistic radiation 

fields. This work provides the most relevant model environment to date in which to study 

a nova chemistry. We include new chemistry complete with nitrogen, essential for the 

formation of CN, one of the few molecules observed in a nova; sodium, a representative low 

ionisation potential metal; three-body reactions and a careful treatm ent of key reactions 

in critical pathways. Many such key reactions have been studied either theoretically or 

in laboratory experiments and this data  are used. Where Rawlings (1988) modelled a 

chemistry with just 56 species composed of H, C and O, this work models 75 species 

composed of H, C, O, N, He and Na. The collation and computation of new data  for 

this new model has required considerable background research; data have been located 

from a wide variety of publications and new methods and code have been devised and 

programmed. The product of this work is a new model whose results differ considerably 

from those of its predecessors (Rawlings (1988)) and show a much richer chemistry to be 

at work.

In this chapter we show tha t a surprisingly large variety of small molecules may be 

formed within the harsh environs of a nova wind. Key, observable species are formed with 

abundances that agree favourably with observation. On the basis of these results we offer 

predictions that might be verified through future observational work.
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3.2 Chemistry

Whilst many of the reaction networks have been taken from the UMIST Rate95 database 

for this work, and the rate coefficients found therein are used as a fall-back in cases where 

no more appropriate value is available, many reactions and rate coefficients have been 

collated from new work and other networks compiled for non-interstellar environments. In 

cases where the data haa been computed for conditions not directly comparable with the 

nova wind we must assume tha t the rate coefficients may be extrapolated to the (likely 

higher) temperatures and densities associated with a cataclysmic outflow. Rate95 has 

been compiled for regions with temperatures in the range 10-2000 Kelvin^ whilst ejecta 

temperatures may be of the order 8000 K. A brief study of the associative ionisation re

action of electronically excited hydrogen (n =  2 ) is made in this thesis but, unfortunately, 

data  concerning reactions involving other species in high vibrational, rotational and elec

tronic states is scarce. Whilst acknowledging tha t such excited state species are bound to 

be common, the consequences for the chemistry cannot even be estimated with the cur

rent state of knowledge on the subject and as such, we are unable to invoke them in the 

discussion presented here. Reactions are chosen on the basis of the species they contain, 

the species list having been decided in advance (see section 3.2.1). Here follows a closer 

examination of a few of the reactions that required modification or whose rate coefficients 

need special treatm ent. Many other reactions required small changes to their rate coeffi

cients as these were updated in the master rate file. In most cases these did not produce 

a large change in the overall chemistry unless the reaction was of particular significance. 

The rate file itself is by no means an exhaustive list of all reactions tha t could possibly 

occur and this is very deliberately so: data concerning many reactions in such conditions 

are often highly uncertain but it is also true tha t we are not concerned to model very 

closely many of the less significant species (such as CHg ) and all the reactions between 

low abundance species. ‘Less significant’ species include those that are not thought to 

be present in any more than trace abundances; those that play no part in the network 

of reactions involving key species, in particular observed species; and those tha t play no 

significant rôle at later times, for example during the dust nucléation epoch. In order 

to satisfy this last requirement of maintaining continuity in the major chemistry between

^Rate95 is compiled for use in interstellar cloud chemistry where these temperatures are appropriate. 

It is also compiled largely from lab data, the work for which is usually carried out at or around room  

temperature.
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models of consecutive epochs, species such as C2 H2 are included despite their failing to 

qualify on the basis of size (molecules of 4 atoms and larger are not expected to be stable 

against the ambient radiation) or likely abundance.

The chemistry of this model contains numerous photoreactions th a t are of crucial im

portance in an environment bathed in an intense radiation field. Being so significant, 

we must ensure that photorate coefficients are computed specifically for the nova envi

ronment; synthetic spectra are thus used in calculating photorate coefficients rather than 

using a demonstrably inadequate black body approximation. The nova radiation field so 

completely dominates the region tha t the contribution of cosmic rays (through cosmic ray 

ionisation and cosmic ray induced photoreactions) and the ambient interstellar radiation 

field to the chemistry is negligible. Cosmic rays are significant in the interior of dark clouds 

where external UV photons are unable to penetrate; cosmic ray excitation of the absorbing 

gas can result in the subsequent emission of a significant flux of secondary secondary UV 

photons (Prasad and Tarafdar (1983)).

Of course it is not only the photochemistry tha t is fundamentally different in the 

ejecta environment as compared with an interstellar cloud: with such high temperatures 

and densities different reactions dominate and new classes of reaction become possible. For 

example, three-body reactions (see page 3.2.1) assume a notable significance in the first few 

days post-outburst when the density is high. The considerable temperatures (thousands 

of Kelvin) work not only to enhance certain reactions but also to depress certain rate 

coefficients: radiative and dissociative recombination reactions often have rate coefficients 

proportional to thus will have a lesser importance in the hot nova than in the cool

ISM. In a hotter medium, the reagents in such reactions have a greater kinetic energy 

which results in a reduced interaction cross-section.

A balance is maintained between the need for completeness (which must be satisfied by 

having complete formation and destruction pathways for all species), accuracy (by taking 

care to make realistic use of uncertain data) and computational efficiency (by maintaining 

a sparse set of well chosen reactions). This has been achieved over time as it has become 

clear which reactions take part in the chemistry and which clearly do not. It is im portant 

not to become divorced from physical plausibility and consider species with negligible 

abundances in the ejectum shell to be of significance; understanding the real physical 

contribution of any species or reaction to the chemistry results in more streamlined rate 

files and better models.
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3 .2 .1  A d d it io n s  and m o d ific a tio n s  to  R a te9 5

As has already been emphasised, the chemistry of a hot wind differs considerably from tha t 

of the ISM and molecular clouds for which the primary database of reactions (the UMIST 

Rate File, Rate95) has been collated. For example the nova environment will contain many 

atomic and molecular species in highly excited rotational, vibrational and electronic states 

(Rawlings et al. (1993)) for which no reliable reaction and data exist. The effect of these 

may be to increase certain rate coefficients by up to an order of magnitude. According to 

Glassgold et al. (1991), the rate for the photoionisation of carbon may vary by up to four 

magnitudes depending on electronic excitation; typical rates in a proto-stellar wind at a 

distance 1.05R* from the central object and a black body radiation field with temperature 

T* =  5000 K (from Glassgold et al.) are quoted as:

R eaction Typical R ate (cm   ̂s

C(n =  —y 4.89 X 10-4

C(n =  2 ) 4-h// C ++e" 7.90 X 10-3

C(n =  3)+hi  ̂ C ++e" 1.88 X 10-2

C(n =  4)-\-hu C‘''-l-e" 4.6

at which point the gas density and temperature are approximately Ugas ~  2  x lOff̂  cm~^ 

and Tgas ^  2000 K.

The recombination of atomic carbon into numerous excited electronic levels is possible 

and the photodissociation cross-section of Hj" is highly dependent on excitation, be it 

rotational, vibrational or electronic. In an environment such as we are considering, it 

is possible tha t a large fraction of the chemical species are not in their ground state. 

To bring these myriad possible reactions into consideration is not currently a realistic 

proposition, yet many less exotic reactions (mainly ground-state) have been studied to a 

greater degree and for key reactions to the chemistry the rate coefficients are calculated 

separately in accordance with the new empirical or theoretical findings. Certain reactions 

specific to the environment and not present in the Rate95 database are also added to the 

scheme. Here we consider the most im portant of these special cases.

Carbon M onoxide

One of few molecules observed in novae, CO, must clearly play a key rôle in the chemistry 

of the young ejectum (prior to the dust nucléation epoch) and as such several reactions
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specific to the molecule have been added,

C +  O —> CO +  hu D algarnoetal. (1990) compute a theoretical rate coefficient for this 

radiative association reaction by modelling the approach of C and 0  along various 

potentials; the authors conclude this to be the major source of CO in supernova 

SN1987a (see also Rawlings and Williams (1990)). The rate coefficient may be fitted 

by:

A; =  1.15 X 10"^^ 6 4 ^  cm^s-^ (3.1)

A repulsive hump in the potential energy curve at an energy equivalent to (or possibly 

greater than) 900 K provides a barrier to close approach thus the rate coefficient 

drops markedly at low temperatures. However, the early wind environment is far 

hotter than 1000 K and so this reaction can be expected to be im portant throughout 

the pre-dust wind. The less significant but equivalent reaction for CO"*" formation 

is also included:

C+ -h O -> C 0+ +  hp

for which A; ~  2 . 0  x 1 0 ~̂ ® cm^s“ ,̂ along with other direct radiative association 

reactions which assume significance in supernovae, such as:

O -|- O —̂ O2 T hi/

C +  O +  H e ^  CO +  He

k = 2.14 X 10-29 cm®s-i for T > lOOOK (3.2)

One of a number of three-body reactions included in this new chemistry (see page 

83), it becomes im portant only at high densities and so can be expected to work 

within the first few hours and days of the outflow. Model chemistry tends to reach 

a steady state after only a small number of seconds so it is im portant tha t the 

specialised chemistry of this region be carefully considered otherwise the chemical 

balance of the entire model may be changed. The inclusion of so many three-body 

reactions is a new and im portant development.

CO - | - H —> ^ H - | - C - h O  Collisional dissociation reactions such as this provide a sensi

tive probe for density within an outflow and, in regions shielded from the radiation.
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Figure 3.1: T he  ra te  coefficient for coHision-induced dissociation of carbon  monoxide in 

a  gas of a tom ic  hydrogen. T he  curves are labelled by the  density  of a tom ic  hydrogen in 

c m “ ^. From  Roberge and  Dalgarno (1982).

d o m in a te  the  des truc tion  of molecules such as C O . C'oHisions between C O  and 11 

excite the  C O  to  higher v ibra tional levels until, when the collision ra te  is sufficiently 

high, the  molecule may dissociate. This reaction is thus  highly sensitive to both  te m 

p e ra tu re  a n d  density; whilst numerically t rea ted  as a two-body reaction, in practice 

n um erous  hydrogen collisions are  required to  dissociate a single molecule of C O  thus 

m aking  this  a tnajiy body reaction. Below a certain critical density, radiative s t a 

bilisation of the  C'O prohibits  dissociation; Roberge and D algarno  (1982) find th a t  

for a  t e m p e ra tu re  T  ~  10^ K this critical density to be ncnt ~  10^^ cm~'^. This  is 

graphically  d em o n s tra ted  in figure 3.1.

Roberge  and  D algarno  (1982), present calculations of the  dissociation ra te  coefficient 

for th is  reaction as a function of te m p e ra tu re  within a gas of a tom ic  hydrogen at 

certa in  densities including 10^, 10^^ and lO^^ cm~^. These are revised calculations 

of the ir  own previous work using upda ted  d a t a  for the  in te rm edia te  jdiase:

H +  C O (v  =  0 ) - > H  +  C O (v  =  l)

Originally com pu ted  with values of A;o.i from T hom pson  (1973), these d a t a  were 

subsequently  de term ined  more accura tely  by von Rosenberg et al. (1971) and it is 

these  values th a t  are  used. U nfortuna te ly  the  original d a t a  had been mislaid by
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the authors, so analytic fits to the published curves of figure 3.1 were using data 

points measured by hand for the lOd  ̂ and 10^° cm“  ̂ lines. To estimate the rate 

coefficients we use a logarithmic interpolation between the curves which are fitted 

by cubic polynomials. The two polynomial fits and the expression for interpolating 

between them are as follows:

T] =  log r

logfcio =  841.73777- 180.7357/2 +  1 2 . 9 7 0 V - 1316.55 (3.3)

log &12 =  421.47/- 90.64117/2+ 6.548947/^- 664.407 (3.4)

log A; =  [(log p - 10.0) X (log A;io-log fci2 ) ] /2 . 0  + lo g  A:i2 (3.5)

where T is the kinetic temperature of the gas. At densities much lower than 10^° 

cm“  ̂ efficient radiative stabilisation occurs and the temperatures at which the re

action occurs become very high. Thus, this reaction may be considered im portant 

in shock regions such as at the leading edge of the ejecta and other shock waves 

propagating through the medium, but not in low density regions of the outflow. 

This reaction will not be particularly significant except at very early times when the 

flow is extremely hot and dense. In a wind with dynamic complexity, for example 

where shells enter into collision with each other, or in a very inhomogeneous medium 

where there are significant density enhancements, this reaction may once again be

come im portant. These are highly efficient reactions, in particular for homo-nuclear 

molecules for which the radiative relaxation time-scale for the excited vibrational 

states is long. Thus, other im portant collisional dissociation reactions include:

C2 +  H ^ C  +  C +  H k== 4.67 X 10"'^ (gô )"^  exp (-55000/T ) cm^

N2 +  H ^ N  +  N +  H k = 4.67 X exp (-55000/T ) cm^ s" i

O2 +  H —>-0 +  0  +  H k = 6.00 X 10“  ̂exp (—52300/T) cm^ s“ ^

H 2 +  H —)■ 3H  The most im portant collisional dissociation reaction of all, the rate coeffi

cient for this reaction is bounded by a cut-off at low density. Below n = 1.0 X10^ cm~^ 

k falls off dramatically and thus the reaction is ‘switched off’; above this critical den

sity the rate coefficient is:

A; =  4.5 X exp (-52530/T ) cm^ s"^ (3.6)

Roberge and Dalgarno (1982).
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2 H 2 —>■ 2H  +  H 2 Below a critical density n = 1.0 X 10^ cm“  ̂ this reaction is switched 

off; above this density, the rate coefficient is:

k =  3.67 X 10-9^0 (-54040/7) cm ^s”  ̂ (3.7)

Roberge and Dalgarno (1982).

O th e r  R eac tio n s

H  +  e ” -> H~ hi/ This radiative attachment reaction has been revised and corrected 

based on the detailed balancing arguments of Wishart (1979) for the photodetach

ment of H ~, and is quoted here from a private communication between Abel and 

Rawlings (1996).

k T < 6 0 0 0 K  =  10-1"^ 8452^0.7620 x  2^0.1523logT

X j i-3 .2 7 4 x lO -2 ]o g ^ T  c m ^ g -1  ( g  g )

A:T>6000K =  1 0 -1 6 .4 2 ^ 0 .1 9 9 8 2 5 lo g T

X j^Q (4 .04151x l0 -^ Iog® T -5 .4467x l0 -3 log^ T ) / g

At a tem perature of 8000 Kelvin we find k  = 3.2 x 10“ ^̂  cm ^s“  ̂ whilst at 5000 

Kelvin k  = 2.5 X 10“ ^̂  cm^s“ .̂

H ~-|-e“ — 2e“ -fH  Although, due to the high detachment threshold of 0.754 eV, colli

sional detachment of the H~ ion is not usually considered, it may be significant in 

regions of high excitation. Massey et al. (1969) and Janev et al. (1987) calculate the 

cross-section from which Rawlings et al. (1993) deduce the following rate coefficient:

k  = 3.02 X 10-^^r^-^^exp(-2087/r) cm ^s'^  (3.10)

which is accurate to within 1 1 % over the temperature range 3200 ^  T ^  18800 K.

He'*' +  H  —> H"*" -j- H e This reaction has a temperature dependence such th a t the rate 

coefficient is calculated as:

f 4.84 X 10-45 cm^s-4 T ^  lOOOK
k = {  (3.11)

[ 3.28 X 10-45 ( ^ )  • cm^s-4 T > lOOOK

Calculated from the data of Zygelman et al. (1989).
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+  H  +  hz/ The rate coefficient for this radiative association reaction has been

calculated by Ramaker and Peek (1976) and others using classical, semi-classical 

and quantum techniques. Note tha t the values provided by this fit (from Rawlings 

et al. (1993)) are lower, particularly at lower temperatures, than those th a t have 

sometimes been quoted in the literature; this is simply because these values are a 

result of a careful calculation not previously performed, and the difference could 

have im portant implications. The rate coefficient is obtained by the following fit 

(Rawlings et al. (1993)):

1.38 X 10-23T1845 cm ^s-i 200 ^  T ^  4000K

k = l  -6 .157 X 10"^^+ 3.225 X 10"2Or (3.12)

-4 .152 X 10"25r2 cm ^s-i 4000 ^  T < 3200K

O +  O —> O2 +  ht' Above 2000 K the rate coefficient for this reaction levels off at 9.8 X

10"^® cm ^s“  ̂ (based on data from Wraight (1977)).

T h re e -B o d y  R eac tio n s  The following three-body reactions are also included in this 

model:

k (cm® s“ )̂

H +  H +  H ->-H 2 +  H 1 .8 3  X  1 0 - 3 1

H  +  H + H 2 ^ H 2  +  H 2  8 . 7 2  X 1 0 - 3 3  3

C +  0 +  +  He ^  C 0+  +  He 2 .14  x 10~ ”  ( J g ) ”  ̂°®exp ( - 2 1 1 4 / T )

C+ +  0  +  He ^  C 0+  +  He 2 . 14  x 1 0 " ”  ( ^ ) ‘  ̂°®exp ( - 2 1 1 4 / T )

H+ +  Hj +  H2 -1 H j +  H2 3 .0  X 1 0- 33

These reactions have been chosen because they operate on species tha t are both 

im portant and likely to exist in the hot and dense very early regime where three- 

body reactions take place, i.e. small molecules. This chemistry may also become 

im portant in shocked regions.

The first two neutral 3-body reactions have rate coefficients drawn from Willacy 

et al. (1998) who catalogue 8 8  neutral species three-body and collisional dissociation 

reactions with rate coefficients drawn from references therein. Where published data  

was not available the collisional dissociation rate coefficients were estimated as;

kcd = exp {-Ebond/T) cm®s“  ̂ (3.13)
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where Ebond is the energy of the bond which is to be broken. Where three-body 

association reaction rate coefficients are not available from the literature they may 

be calculated from the thermodynamics of the reaction using:

ksi =  AT"C-^-'exp cm®s-i (3.14)

where A, n and Ea are the Arrhenius parameters for the forward (collisional dis

sociation) reaction; C = N  X  10^/ R T  is the conversion factor from atmosphere to 

cm“  ̂ units; Ai> is the stoichiometric change during the reaction; N  is the Avogadro 

number; R is the ideal gas constant; A G r  is the Gibbs free energy of the forward 

reaction at a gas pressure of 1 atmosphere, A similar calculation is used to compute 

reverse reaction rate coefficients in chapter 4.

N itrogen  C hem istry Included for the first time in models of nova chemistry, nitrogen 

is crucial to the modelling of novae because CN, like CO, has also been observed in 

outflows. Four hundred and seventy five reactions from UMIST Rate95 containing 

nitrogen bearing species are included. The species chosen are listed in table 3.1. 

Nitrogen itself is important in CO chemistry, providing a major loss channel for the 

latter:

CO -h N+ ^  C 0+ +  N k = 3.96 x 10"^® cm^ s"^

whilst the rest of the nitrogen chemistry is dominated by neutral-neutral reactions 

early in the outflow (the first 1 0 - 2 0  days post visual maximum) and negative ion 

and radiative association reactions subsequently. CN forms predominantly via the 

following pathways:

C +  NO ^  CN -b 0 k = 1.09 X 10-1° (g ô )'" cm° s - i

C -b NH -4 CN -b H k = 1.0 X 1 0 - "  i ë ô C cm^ s - i

N -b CH ^  CN -b H k = 2.1 X 1 0 - " cm° s ' i

C - -b N ^  CN-be- k = 5.0 X 1 0 - " cm^ s - i

whilst destruction is by means of:

CN +  N -> N2 +  C =  1.0 X 10-1° cm^ s ' l

C N - h 0 - > C 0  4-N k = 5.0x  10"i° c m ^ s 'i
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N N+ N2 N+ NH2

NH+ NH2 NH2 +  NH3 NH+

NH+ NO N 0 +  NO2 N0+

C 3N+ C N  CN+ C N - HCN

HCN+ HNC HNC+ HNO HNO+

Table 3.1: Nitrogen bearing species selected for nova modelling.

S od ium  C h e m is try  Assuming tha t sodium itself is ionised, the ejecta will have a large 

fraction of low ionisation potential metals tha t will act to supply the chemistry with

both a source of electrons and ions. In order to account for this contribution we

take two steps: firstly the model is initialised with a non-zero surplus of electrons 

and secondly, sodium is included as a representative low IP element with a limited 

chemistry. Only the species Na and Na+ are present and become involved in a 

number of charge transfer reactions, e.g.

CH+ -f Na CH3 +  Na+ k = S.2x  1 0 ”  ̂ cm^ s~^

H2 O+ -h Na ^  H2 O +  Na+ k = 2.7 x 10"^ cm^ s~^

The sodium ions quickly neutralise in ion-ion reactions, e.g.

Na+-b C ~ -> Na-t-C fc =  2.3 x 10"'^ ( ^ )  cm^s“ ^

Na+ +  H - ->-Na +  H fc =  2.3 x 10“ ’’ er nes ' '

Sodium is also rapidly photoionised via:

Na-b hf/ N a++e" k = 1.5 x 10"^^ s~^

T h e  C o m p le te  R a te  F ile

The complete rate file used throughout the early time modelling presented in this work 

consists of 1109 reactions between 75 species composed of the 6  key elements: C, N, 

O, H, He and Na, as listed in table 3.2. Species were chosen not only on the basis of 

their component elements, but on their size: molecules larger than about three atoms are 

assumed to be unlikely to form in the early days of an outburst; a few exceptions have been 

permitted in particular molecules such as C^Hj, whose importance in the later growth of 

large hydrocarbons merits their inclusion at this point. With the intention of extending
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c H N 0 He Na Na+ C+

C" C 2 C+ C2H C2H+ C2 H2 C 2H+ C3

C J C3H+ C3 N+ CH CH+ CH2 CH+ CH3

CH+ CH4 CH+ CN CN+ C N - CO C 0 +

CO2 C0+ H+ H - H2 H+ H2C0 H2C0 +

H2 O H2 0 + H3 O+ HCN HCN+ HCO HCO+

He+ HeH+ HNC HNC+ HNO HNO+ N+ N 2

N+ NH NH+ NH2 NH+ NH3 NH+ NH+

NO N 0 + NO2 N 0 + 0 + 0 " O 2 0+

OH 0 H + O H -

Table 3.2: Complete species list for early-time chemistry.

this model in a semi self-consistent manner through to the dust formation epoch, it is 

desirable to have continuity between different reaction networks through the inclusion of 

as many common species as may be considered reasonable.

3 .2 .2  E x c ite d  H yd rogen : H ^ = 2

Molecular hydrogen is a molecule observed in wide range of environments including par

ticularly hostile places such as, for example, the material ejected in a nova outburst. It is 

often difficult, however, to imagine how such a molecule can form with sufficient efficiency 

to  become so abundant; in particular, it is difficult to identify a formation route for H2 that 

is sufficiently rapid to be efficient against dissociation due to the UV flux and collisional 

dissociation. In a neutral region, three-body formation and/or formation via the negative 

ion channel is the most likely alternative but there is another possibility that may explain  

the high abundance of H2 in numerous hostile environments. We now explore the possible 

rôle of electronically excited atom ic hydrogen.

In order to address the problem of how H2 may be more easily formed in hostile 

environs, Rawlings et al. (1993) computed rate coefficients for the associative ionisation  

reaction:

Hn= 2  +  H —> - \ - e

using a recently available cross section for hydrogen excited to the n =2 level, H„ = 2  (Urbain 

et al. (1991)). This reaction is found to contribute more to the H2 formation rate than
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direct radiative association in many regions of astrophysical interest such as the winds from 

massive young stellar objects (YSO), T Tauri winds and cool neutral flows associated with 

low mass YSOs (Rawlings et al. (1993)). In order to test the importance of excited state 

associative ionisation in nova outflows, the rate of this reaction is compared with the 

normal radiative association reaction:

H +  H+ -)• H j +  hi/

Using a model with initial conditions of T=6000 K and density 1.0 x 10̂ ® cm“  ̂we compare

the two reactions at 4, 10 and 50 days evolution in table 3.3. The model starts 3 days 

post-outburst. From the computed abundance data of these runs, a likely upper limit to 

the abundance of excited hydrogen, H^=2 , may be calculated with the Boltzmann-Saha 

equation:

—  =  n J ------
\2(27T7neA:)2 J

=  Tie • 2.07 X 10” ^® r"l •

=  ne • 1.656 X 10"^^T"tea:p(^2+Ar) (3.15)

where Ug is the electron number density, rrig the electronic mass, T  the gas kinetic tem

perature in Kelvin, Q2 the statistical weight of the excited state, (/+ the partition function 

for the ionised state, X2+ the ionisation potential from n =  2 , and k the Boltzmann con

stant. Note tha t this implies LTE conditions and Lyman a  trapping, thus estimates for 

the significance of this reaction tha t are obtained are strictly upper limits.

Rawlings et al. find the rate coefficient for the associative ionisation by integrating 

< av > over a Maxwellian speed distribution. This coefficient was computed for several 

temperatures and a fit to them obtained:

k2s,p = 2.41 X iQ-gy-o-SSg^^^ cm^s“  ̂ (3.16)

This is accurate to within 10% over the temperature range 3000 < T  < 22000 Kelvin. 

The rate coefficient for normal radiative association is:

For T <  4000 K kra = 1.38 x cm^

For T ^  4000 K kra =  -6.157 x lO'^"^ -F 3.255 x lO '^^T -  4.152 x lO'^^T^ cm^ s~^

Table 3.3 collates the results of this test. In the upper half are tabulated abundances 

as obtained from three models run to different finishing times and the tem perature and
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Modelled Parameters

T (Days) n cm ® T Kelvin Tie cm ® nH+ cm ® nH cm ®

4 4.2(14) 5.20(3) 4.8(12) 1.3(11) 4.2(14)

1 0 2.7(13) 3.29(3) 3.5(7) 3.1(10) 2.7(13)

50 2 .2 (1 1 ) 1.47(3) 4.3(9) 1.8(9) 2 .1 (1 1 )

Calculated Parameters

T (Days) 7lHn=2 cm ® A:23,pCm®s“ ^ kra Cm^S ^ Rra cm ®S ^ Rn= 2  cm ® s ^

4 5.17(6) 9.65(-17) 3.91(-12) 5.3(9) 8.5(9)

1 0 1.31(7) 4.26(-17) 6.27(-13) 3.5(7) 2 .2 (8 )

50 8.43(10) 9.63(-18) 1.01(-15) 3.8(3) 1.8(7)

Table 3.3: Calculating the efficiency oîHn=z2 associative ionisation. Figures in parentheses 

are the exponential quotient.

density at tha t time. The lower half tabulates the calculated abundance of Hn=2 > the 

rate coefficients for the two pathways and the rate of formation of via each pathway. 

k2s,p 3-nd kar are the rate coefficients for the excited hydrogen associative ionisation and 

‘normal’ radiative association reaction respectively; R 2s,p and R^a the rate of formation 

of Hj" via each of these pathways. The excited hydrogen pathway is clearly significant 

according to this calculation, and becomes more so as the medium cools and becomes 

less dense. Note that, at 50 days, the temperature is much cooler than the lower limit in 

temperature for which equation (3.16) is valid and is unreliable as a result. The reaction:

H -f H —y H2 -he

is not significant; at these times the abundance of H” is too low (~  10“® cm“ ®) to drive this 

reaction. Furthermore, at lower densities Ly a  trapping (where the downward transitions 

for H I Ly a  are highly optically thick resulting in well populated higher states) will not 

occur, hence the actual density of Hn= 2  will be less than in the LTE case and the rates 

correspondingly lower. These rates are therefore to be considered extreme upper limits 

with the only truly significant result being the approximate parity between the rates of 

associative ionisation and radiative association at early times (4 days).

As a result of this work, the H„ = 2  associative ionisation reaction was inserted into 

the chemistry. Into the function charged with calculating all the rate coefficients after 

each step of the integrator were added lines tha t set the abundance of Hn= 2  according to
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reaction (3.15). The result is dramatic: the H2 abundance rises, apparently uninhibited, 

continuing to do so before the model crashes — this is generally a sure sign of some 

problem with either the chemistry or the physics. It is not possible just to include this 

one reaction without others in its ‘family’. For example, this calculation does not take 

into consideration the rate at which the vibrationally excited Hj" is dissociated. When in 

higher excited states the excited molecule will dissociate more rapidly than the ground- 

sta te  molecule thus reducing the efficacy of this pathway dramatically. The characteristic 

time-scale for photodissociation of ground-state in these models is found to be of the 

order 1 0 “  ̂ seconds, already very fast compared to the characteristic formation time-scale 

via the Hn= 2  path of some 5 x lO'* seconds. Note also tha t we cannot quantify the efficiency 

of Ly a  trapping thus adding to uncertainty over the abundance of Hn=2 - We must deduce, 

therefore, tha t the associative ionisation of H„ = 2  is an im portant reaction to study further 

but tha t until a full and balanced catalogue of reactions is developed, it cannot be included 

on its own. The assumption the produced is in the ground vibrational state is invalid; 

it is possible tha t the dissociation of this latter molecule may be such as to reduce the 

pathway to one of secondary importance.

A ‘quick-and-dirty’ check on what occurs when is enhanced within the medium by 

a one or two orders of magnitude showed that H2 abundance would indeed be enhanced 

slightly. Future improvements in the modelling of the chemistry in this environment 

will concentrate on the numerous reactions of species in higher vibrational and electronic 

states, not only for hydrogen but for carbon (see Glassgold et al. (1991) for a discussion 

on excited carbon).

3.3 A Com plete M odel

W ith a complete chemistry prepared it remains to define some initial parameters and 

run models. Choosing chemical abundances with which to initialise a model is a delicate 

m atter: observationally derived abundances for a range of species at early times within a 

single target are hard to come by therefore it is necessary sometimes to extrapolate the 

chemical make-up of the initial outburst from observations of nova remnants. Whilst the 

only available option, extrapolating abundances back to early times is not particularly 

satisfactory; in doing so we assume a homogeneous ejecta throughout its evolution and 

further assume tha t species have not been depleted into dust and other large molecular
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Xi  cm ^ Xi  cm ^

c 1.1 X 10-2 0 5.3 X 10-2

H 1 . 0 Na 1.0 X 10-"*

N 4.7 X 10-2 He 7.1 X 10-2

Table 3.4: Estimated elemental abundances within the DQ Her outflow 3 days post

outburst with Xi  the fractional abundance cm“ ^.

S tart time (fs) 

Gcls temperature 

X{e-)

Nova Speed

3.0 days post visual maximum 

4000-8000 K

1.0 X 10-2

0.02(slow)-0.06(fast) mag day“ ^

Initial photospheric radius (ro) 1.44-2.49X 1 0 ^̂  cm 

Luminosity 2.07-6.22x10"* L©

Ejecta velocity 3.2-5.6x10*2 cm day"*

Density power law 7  3.0

Temperature power law a  0.5

Table 3.5: Initial parameters for early-time nova models

structures. Neither of these assumptions may be thought of as valid. Good data  are to be 

found in Andrea and Drechsel (1989) and Andrea et al. (1994). DQ Herculis is an example 

for which we have abundance estimates. Table 3.4 lists these values obtained from Andrea 

and Drechsel (1989). The inclusion of nitrogen is key to the model with the hope of 

building CN in the quantities observed. Whilst no abundance measurements are available 

for nitrogen in DQ Her, Andrea et al. (1994) cite nitrogen abundance in several novae. It is 

found that, generally speaking, nitrogen has an abundance up to ten times tha t of oxygen.

Appendix A catalogues the results from a series of models run at several points across 

parameter space (as summarised in table 3.5) with initial abundances approximating the 

DQ Her outburst of 1935 (listed in table 3.4). The introduction to Appendix A explains 

how each of the plots were made.

X(e~)  is an electron number density added to the chemistry as part of the initial condi

tions in order to make up for electrons contributed by low ionisation potential metals not 

explicitly included within the model. Initially the choice of value for X{e~)  was somewhat
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arbitrary but we shall shortly demonstrate tha t X{e~) =  1.0 x 10“  ̂ is an appropriate 

value.

Most of the physical parameters are derived in some way from the nova speed {ihy). 

The speed of a nova, the rate at which the visual luminosity declines in magnitudes per 

day, is a defining quantity, sometimes represented by the value fa, the time taken for the 

visual luminosity to decline by three magnitudes from visual maximum. This is related 

to the nova magnitude at maximum light by the im portant empirical nova relationship of 

Payne-Gaposchkin (1957a):

=  —11.5 -|- 2.5 log ta (3.17)

Thus, the faster the nova, the brighter it will be at maximum light. This strong statis

tical relationship indicates the strong physical similarity between novae and hints at the

uniformity of the underlying TNR. As more is understood of the underlying explosion, 

it becomes clear that this relation is likely to hold true, although deviation might be ex

pected as a result of TNR outbursts on white dwarfs of differing composition. As has 

already been discussed, it is the slow novae that predominantly form dust and rhy = 0 . 0 2  

mag day is appropriate for a slow nova such as DQ Her 1935.

Given a value for m^, other physical parameters of the nova may be derived with the

expressions of Bath and Shaviv (1976) (equation (3.18) and McLaughlin (1960) (equations

(3.19) and (3.20)):

Vej = 2 6 3 0 -^ ^  km s~^ (3.18)

Lr̂ ova = 1.036 X lO^m^ Lq  (0.01 < m y <  0.1) (3.19)

Ro ~  9.97 X lO^\^Lnova c m  (3.20)

3.4 M odel Results

3 .4 .1  A n  O verv iew

Figure 3.2 shows the evolution in time of the abundance of a selection of key species within 

a model. In this figure, in contrast to the plots of Appendix A, time is plotted as log {t — G)
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Figure  3.2: T im e dependen t plot of selected species evolving within a  DQ Her-type  nova. 

Here, n (C )  <  n ( 0 ) .  T im e in units of days.
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Figure  3.3: T im e dependen t plot of selected species evolving within a DQ Her-type  nova. 

Here, n{C)  > n { 0 ) .  T im e in units  of days.
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(where ts is the s ta rt time) in order to expand and display the very earliest stages in the 

model where abundances rise rapidly to a steady state. The initial parameters for this 

model are:

T=6000 K n =  10^  ̂ cm“  ̂ ihy = 0.02 mag day“ ^

x{C) = 1.1 X 10-2 x{0) = 5.3 X 10-2 n (e-) =  1.0 x 10-2

This same model is featured in Appendix A with the time plotted linearly, as it is for all the

Appendix plots. The behaviour of the curves up until approximately log (t -  tg) = I largely

represent the model relaxing away from the initial conditions and reaching steady state

abundances. The log plots are deceptive, hilighting the initialisation of the model rather

than the longer time-scale behaviour tha t is made clear in the linear plots of Appendix

A. We may at once note that, in stark contrast to the models of Rawlings (1988) and

Rawlings (1986), where molecular abundances were extremely low as a result of the more

intense radiation field dissociating the newly formed molecules many times faster than

here, we are able to generate basic molecules. Notable are viable quantities of CO and

H2 with, initially at least, significant abundances of CH and CN. The latter shows some

sensitivity to the C :0  ratio primarily as a result of being destroyed through:
/  'T  \  0.5

CN +  0 - > C 0 - h N  A: =  3.81 X 10-“  ( —  j  exp (-14545/T ) cm^s-^

Hence, the lower the oxygen fraction, the higher the CN abundance. Even more notable 

is the fact tha t CO is far from saturated at all times, thus leaving still large abundances 

of both carbon and oxygen. To this we shall come later. In this model we observe the 

behaviour of a model starting very soon after outburst, just 3 days, but a number density 

tha t may seem high when compared with ‘usual’ estimates of 1 0 “ - 1 0 ^̂  cm -^. Such esti

mates are highly uncertain however (see section 1.4.1) and these models suggest that, if 

not the entire ejecta, some portion of it must be this dense. The nova speed is, however, 

appropriate for a prolific dust-producing nova; although fast novae have on occasion been 

observed to form a limited quantity of dust (see page 49), perhaps of a different composi

tion, it is unclear whether the process is directly comparable to tha t of dust formation in 

slower novae. None the less. Appendix A also includes model runs with a speed thy =  0.06 

tha t is characteristic of a fast nova in order to more fully explore parameter space. Figure 

3.3 charts the evolution of a model with identical starting conditions except for the initial 

abundances of carbon and oxygen which are:

x{C) =  5.3 X 10-2 x{0) = 1.1 X 10-2
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This model, where n{C) > n{0)  should be more representative of a system likely to form 

carbon-based dusts according to conventional theory. This idea is based on the assumption 

that the stable CO will saturate in either environment, thus completely locking up all of 

either the carbon or oxygen, whichever is least abundant.

It is immediately apparent, when considering the results of models cataloged in Ap

pendix A, tha t, in general, the chemistry demonstrates extremely strong sensitivity to the 

density; variations due to temperature are almost negligible in comparison. This is an im

portant result tha t suggests molecular abundances may be used as a density probe given 

sufficient knowledge of the geometry. Conversely, if one has sufficient confidence in the 

models, they can help define the geometry: if the method for measuring the density of a 

shell samples the entire shell then an average will be obtained. Should this be much lower 

than th a t required for chemical models we may hypothesise structure within the ejecta 

with thin dense regions as has already been inferred as a requirement for CO production 

in previous work.

Continuing this theme, it is clear that to get large abundances of most molecules, 

including CO, very large densities are required. Such densities are not too unrealistic 

however; as will be seen in chapter 5, the fluid dynamics of the flow ensure tha t the outside 

edge of the ejecta will be more dense than the bulk. That said, relative abundances of both 

CO and CN of are achievable at the lower density of 10^  ̂ cm“^. So how may these

results be interpreted in terms of observation? A quick and rough calculation helps puts 

these results in perspective: consider two extremes, the model with a relative abundance 

of 1 0 “® and total density approximately 1 0 °̂ cm“® and one with X c o = 1 0 “  ̂ and total 

density 1 0 '̂*, Assuming tha t all the CO along our line of sight is contained within the CO 

forming shell, to obtain a column density Nco=10^® cm“  ̂ as in V705 Cas (Evans et al, 

(1996)) in the first case the shell thickness, Ar, must be of the order 10̂ ® cm whilst in the 

second we find Ar ~  1 0 ® cm! The first case is not feasible given tha t Ar calculated is larger 

than the ejecta radius! Given an ejecta radius of some 10̂ ® cm at this time, the second 

case implies tha t the CO forming region must occupy a very thin shell which would most 

likely be a dense component of the principal ejecta as has been hypothesised in the past. 

Such a thin shell is likely too thin which would seem to imply densities somewhat less than 

10̂ ® cm“ ®. Thin shells are also unstable on time-scales equivalent to the sound-crossing 

time-scale unless subject to pressure confinement, and the fluid dynamic models of chapter 

5 would seem to suggest this is an unlikely scenario. There also remains the possibility
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Figure  3.4: C O  a b u n d an ce  in relation to  N+ and 0 +  abundance . T h e  solid line is for a  

model with 7?.(C) >  77.(0 ) whilst the  dashed line is for 7 7 ( C )  <  77(0 ).

of a non-hom ogeneous ejec ta  with localised regions or 'c lu m p s’ with physical p roperties  

very different to  the  bulk of the ejecta. At present it is not clear how such c lum ps m ight 

develop, uor w hether  they  would be stable , bu t a more detailed fluid dynam ic  s tu d y  m ight 

m ake this a  viable a l te rua tive  to  the  shell morphologies discussed th u s  far.

Ivooking a t  the  sam e  figures from an o th e r  angle, if we assum e the  e jec ta  shell th ickness 

to  be A r  =  O.Ofiej ~  10 ^̂  cm then we find N co  for the  two exam ples  discussed to  be 

10*'̂  and 10 '̂  ̂ cm~^ respectively. It is also to  be noted th a t  these high ab u n d an ces  of C O  

are  short  lived and t h a t  they d rop  sharp ly  a round  15 days a fter  the  nova o u tb u r s t  in a 

similar m an n er  to  t h a t  observed. F igure 3.4 helps explain why. T h e  large-scale loss of C O  

coincides with  an increasing abundance  of bo th  N+ and O ’*" the  two species responsible for 

ionising C O  in charge  transfe r  reactions th a t  provide the  m a jo r  C O  loss channels  (refer to  

figure 3.6). Additionally , whilst CO forms rapidly (within seconds) in cool m odels (4000 

K), prior to  being destroyed  after approx im ate ly  10 days (in the  m an n e r  ju s t  described), 

the  model w ith  a s ta r t in g  te m p e ra tu re  of 8000 K takes much longer to  build up to  a  

m ax im um  ab u n d a n c e  of CO. T he reason for this is t h a t  not until roughly 8 days  after 

o u tb u r s t  does th e  te m p e ra tu re  d rop  to  as low as 5000 Iv from which po in t th e  dissociation 

of C O  becomes much less efficient.

For CN , th e  o th e r  molecule observed in novae, we find X cn  ~  10'"' in th e  high density  

m odels (77 =  10 '̂" c m "^  at t — 3 d a y s )  a t  around 13 days. W ith  a to ta l  n um ber density
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Ejecta density (cm

Temp (K) 3.2(11) 3.2(9) 3.2(7) 3.2(5)

980 1.6(3)

< 8 .6 (2 )

8.7(1)

1.7(1)

3.7

l . l ( - l)

2 .2 (-l)

1 .8 (-2 )

1470 1.4(3)

5.2(2)

1 .0 (2 )

1 .8 (1 )

4.4

1 .2 (-1 )

3.2(-l)

2 .0 (-2 )

1960 1.4(3)

4.4(2)

1 .1 (2 )

1.9(1)

4.6

1 .2 (-1 )

4.6(-l)

3.3(-2)

Table 3.6: n{CO)/n{CN)  ratio at ~  50 days for a grid of models. In each temperature 

band, the top row is an oxygen rich nova and the bottom a carbon rich nova.

for the ejecta of the order 1 0 ^̂  cm“  ̂ we obtain N c n  ~  1 0 ^̂  cm“  ̂ for a shell of thickness 

1 0 ^̂  cm but if confined to an ultra-thin shell as constrained by CO observations we find 

N c n  10^^ cm“ ^. Unlike CO however, the CN abundance is found to be less sensitive 

to density leaving the possibility that the ratio of the measured columns of CO and CN 

may provide a useful density probe that does not require the geometry of the shell to be 

known a priori. Table 3.6 explores this idea: the CO:CN ratio is calculated across two 

model grids (those in Appendix A with a speed ihy =  0.02 m agday” )̂ for both carbon 

rich {n{C) > n{0)) and oxygen rich models. The temperature and density values are 

those after 50 days evolution from the starting conditions as specified in Appendix A and 

represent the conditions at the point where the ratio is calculated. In both grids, the ratio 

varies little with temperature but shows a clear density dependence. This gives no detail 

of the density structure but could give a good guide as to the density in the CO forming 

region. As an observational technique this must rely on the assumption that the CO and 

CN are co-located throughout the ejecta and tha t this rule also applies throughout as any 

observational estimates of abundance are in the form of column densities. If this is to 

provide a probe for a localised region in the ejecta it is also assumed that CO and CN 

only form in significant abundances at this one location. The result is relatively sensitive 

to the oxygen fraction however. As table 3.6 shows, changing the C :0  ratio from 0 . 2  to 4.8 

reduces the CO:CN ratio by approximately one order of magnitude throughout the grid. 

Of course, if either the density or C :0  ratio could be constrained by another diagnostic, 

the free parameter could itself be measured.
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TNR models predict a very similar abundance for both carbon and oxygen and those 

abundance estimates tha t do exist suggest tha t this indeed is the case; the models presented 

here are based on DQ Her abundances (Andrea and Drechsel (1989)) where n{0) > n{C) 

and the case where these abundances are switched. If CO did saturate, completely locking 

away all free O or C, whichever was least abundant, very different results could be expected 

from oxygen and carbon rich models. In these examples however, CO does not saturate 

(as a result of efficient destruction through reactions with N"*", see page 101) and so we 

find the two cases to be very similar which suggests tha t telling the difference between the 

two types of novae from indirect observations may not be easy. In particular these models 

allow the possibility for both silicate and carbon based dusts to form in the same nova 

without even evoking ideas of the two types of dust forming in separate regions.

The effect of nova speed is also interesting: comparing models having identical starting 

conditions except for the speed and, of course, all the parameters tha t are related to it, 

shows th a t in the hot and dense models many molecular abundances reach a minimum 

prior to further growth. By 50 days, the abundances of a number of molecules such as 

CN, CH and OH are increasing partly as a result of much decreased photo and collisional 

dissociation. This is due to the very fast moving shell having become very distant from 

the photosphere, and less dense. The CO abundance curve is however, once again, closely 

related to th a t of N+; the recovery in the CO abundance curve coincides with a dramatic 

fall in N"̂  abundance which itself is largely due to reactions with H2 O, H2 and HCN. Where 

n{0) > n{C) it is water and HCN tha t are primarily responsible; water maintains a low 

relative abundance of ~  in the ihy = 0 . 0 2  models but is generated with great

efficiency from approximately 40 days in the rh y  = 0.06 models where photodissociation 

becomes less efficient. Where n{0)  < n(C), H2 O forms less rapidly and the loss of N+ is 

due more to reactions with HCN and H2 . Figure 3.5 plots the evolution of these species in 

a model started 3 days post-outburst with a temperature of 6000 K, density 10^  ̂ cm~^and 

TTiy = 0.06 mag day“ .̂ It is the increase in availability of OH and 0 H “ from about 40 

days post-outburst tha t entrains the formation of water through reactions:

H2 -h OH -> H2O +  H 

H -h  O H -  ^  H 2 0 -f  e~

This result should be treated with caution: the limit of 50 days has been chosen because
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Figure  3.5: C O  and N+ in a m odera te ly  fast nova with ?iiy =  0.06 T he  solid line is for a 

model with  n ( C )  > ?i (0)  whilst th e  dashed line is for n (C )  <  ?i{0).

a typical D Q  Her type  nova may s t a r t  to  produce d u s t  a t  ab o u t  this tim e when differeni 

chemistry , namely the  form ation of nucléation sites and d u s t  nucléation itself, has begun 

to  d o m in a te  . T his  does not ap|)ly to faster models where the  transit ion  from this early 

chem is try  to  the  chem istry  th a t  forms dust nucléation sites may begin much sooner. In the  

exceptional case of a  fast nova being ‘dusty*, the  dus t  forms much earlier so the  running  

an ‘ea r ly - t im e ' chem istry  to 50 days is un-physical for this  scenario. Coven th a t  in such 

cases d u s t  m ay have formed by day 30 post-o u tb u rs t ,  or even earlier, we should really only 

consider the  behaviour of these early models up until t h a t  point. In t h a t  case, w ha t  we 

see is the  slow nova ab undance  curves compressed into this  smaller space, a d irect result 

of the  physics changing more rapidly due to  the  higher ejection velocities. O f course this  

simple p ic ture  would suggest t h a t  fast novae, up until this point a t  least, are as likely to  

produce d u s t  as slow novae, bu t more quickly. This  assumes th a t  elemental ab u ndances  

w ithin the  e jec ta  are  th e  sam e as for slow novae and th a t  the  underlying reason for which 

th e  nova is ‘fa s te r ’ does not also result in a different geometry, for example. M any  fast 

novae do p roduce  d u s t  however, and generally much sooner after an o u tb u rs t  th an  their  

slower co u n te rp a r ts ;  w h a t  sets the  slow novae aside is the  efficiency with which a  very 

large volume of du s t  is crea ted . It is likely t h a t  the underlying reason behind novae 

having different ‘sp eed s’ is rooted  in the  composition of the  white d w arf  and the  n a tu re  

of the  T N R . This  com positional difference will result in an ejecta with a different mix of
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0  +  CH ^ C O  +  H

C 0 +  +  II ^  H+ +  CO

CO
H +  C O  ^  C +  OH

N+ +  C O  ^  C 0 +  +  N

o+co-^co+ + o

Figure  3.6: M a jo r  form ation and des truc tion  channels for C O  (see te x t  for deta ils) .

species and consequently  a different chem istry  so the results of these ex per im en ts  with 

faster novae should be trea ted  with cau tion , in teresting  though  they  are..

3.4.2 Reaction Networks in Practice

As with previous models, we find the chem istry  to  be fast with time-scales of the  o rder  of 

seconds so th a t  th e  chem istry  is effectively in s tead y -s ta te  th ro u g h o u t  m ost of th e  early 

s tages  of the  ejecta  evolution. Radial varia tions in density, t e m p e ra tu re  and rad ia t ion  field 

s t ren g th  de te rm ine  the  qua lita tive  behaviour of the  abundance  curves until, a t  much la ter  

times, geom etrical dilution "freezes" the  abundances,  a lthough by the  end -t im e  of these 

models it can be expected th a t  o th e r  chem istry  leading to the  form ation  of nucléation  sites 

and dust  will have taken over. T he  chem istry  is relatively inefficient th ro u g h o u t :  even in 

the  most promising scenarios the  e jec ta  rem ains primarily  a tom ic. Simple molecules, such 

as 11-2 and CO, will form with appreciable abundances  only in dense, c a rb o n -n eu tra l  regions 

of the  wind.

T he C h em istry  of CO, CN and C 2

Let us consider some im p o r tan t  species more carefully, beginning with C O . F igure  3.6 

traces  th e  percen tage  contribu tion  to  the  to ta l  fo rm a tio n /d e s tru c t io n  of C O  of key reac

tions th ro u g h o u t  the  model run. Key form ation processes are  listed to  th e  left, des truc tion  

processes to  the  right of the  figure. T h e  segm ented vectors graphically  i l lu s tra te  th e  rel

a tive efficiency of each reaction a t  th ree  points in time: 4, 20 and 50 days p o s t -o u tb u rs t  

as read from left to  right. At early times, the  chem istry  of the  simple radicals  and  s t a 

ble species such as C O  and CN is dom ina ted  by neu tra l-neu tra l  reactions. Initially, the
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formation route for CO is similar to tha t of hot circumstellar environments; Formation is 

governed primarily by just two routes:

C +  NO ^  CN +  O 

C +  H2 CH +  H

followed by:

Also significant is

CN +  0  ^  CO +  N 

CH +  O ^ - C O  +  H it =  1.9 X 10” “̂ e r n e s ' *

CH+ +  0 - 1  C 0+  +  H

This latter is generally the last of three steps in the classic route to rapid CO formation 

starting with:

C+ +  H2 ^  CH+ +  H A: =  1.0 X 10"^°exp (-4640/T ) cm^

CH+ +  O -> C 0+ +  H k = S .5x  lQ-^° cm^ s '^

This route is highly sensitive to the abundance of H2 required to synthesis CH+. However,

in the 6000 K, n=10^^ cm“  ̂ model it is found that two other reactions assume this rôle

with greater efficiency:

H+ +  CH ^  CH+ +  H A: =  1.9 X 10~^ cm^ s~^

0H + +  C CH+ +  0  A: =  1.2 X 10"® cm^s"^

This is quite possibly due to a relatively low abundance of H2 . At early times, when the 

ejecta is still hot and dense we find the characteristic time-scale for formation of the CH+ 

ion by these two routes to be of the order 185 and 3 days respectively.

At later times we find OH and CO are also formed by the reactions of 0 "  and C"

with H atoms. In the absence of H2 there is also a very slow route to OH and CH via the

direct radiative association of O and C with H atoms.
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Early on in the chemistry, the primary loss routes for CO are:

f-YV3ooy
/  J ' \  0.5

H +  C O - > C  +  OH A: =  1 .0 x 1 0 “’ —  exp(77700/T) cm ^s"’

CO +  0 +  - I  0 0 +  +  0  A =  4.9 X 0’2 j  exp (4580/T) cm^ s ’

In an unshielded (C ii) environment neither CO nor H2 may form efficiently. Once formed, 

CO is relatively stable against the major destruction mechanisms when shielded from the 

UV radiation field. In the relatively low densities and temperature of the ejecta it is not 

susceptible to collisional dissociation; should the temperature increase much above lO'* 

K, or the density become larger than ~  10d° cm“^, collisional dissociation will quickly 

dominate and destroy most of the CO as is discovered in chapter 5. At other times, 

particularly late in the chemistry, the primary loss channels are reactions with

N+ +  CO -> C 0+ +  N k = 3.96x  10“ °̂ cm^s"^

N+ +  CO ^  N 0+ +  C k = 5.40 x 10“ “  cm^ s“ ^

The nitrogen chemistry is similarly dominated by simple neutral exchanges a t early 

times:

N +  H2 ^  NH +  H

and

NO +  C CN +  O

N +  CH CN +  H

CN +  O CO +  N

CN +  N ^  N2 +  C

Later in the outflow, simple radicals, such as NH and CH, are mainly formed by negative 

ion reactions or by direct radiative associations:

N +  H2 —> NH +  H
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C -f NO ^  CN -F 0

C +  NH ^  CN -f H
U I N

N 4- CH -4  CN +  H

CN +  N Ng +  C:

0  +  CN ^  C O  +  N

Figure  3.7: M a jo r  form ation and des truc tion  channels for CN (see tex t  for details).

i r  +  N N H + c "

C -  +  H -4  C H + e “

C -j- 11 —> C 11 -f \\v

i r +  c^ci i+c-

and are  lost by photodissociation . Equally simple pa thw ays  lead to the  form ation of CN:

C" +  N -> C N + c "

C +  N -4 CN +  hu

T h e  main loss channels for CN a t  late times are reactions with N and O:

CN +  N ^  N '2 +  C

CN +  O - 4  C O  +  N

Figure  3.7 provides a  graphical su m m a ry  of the  key reactions of CN th ro u g h o u t  a typical 

model; th e  layout is identical to figure 3.6 already described.

C 2 has two pre-dissociation bands  of interest; the  main one, corresponding to  3^ H u -  

A'^ , is completely  shielded by the  carbon  continuum  (Pouilly et al. (1983)), so t h a t

C'2 is a  relatively s tab le  molecule in the  C I ionisation zone.
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The chemistry of C 2 is simple indeed; formation early on is by:

C T  CO —y C2 T  O

C +  CH C2 +  H

At later times two reactions dominate including direct radiative association:

C T C —y C2 T  hz/

T h e  C h e m is try  o f H 2

In a purely gas-phase medium a variety of H2 formation pathways are possible. In the 

first few days when the ejecta is dense (> cm~^) an im portant formation channel is

via the three-body reaction:

H +  H +  H - > H 2 +  H

Being effectively shielded from photodissociation in the C I region, H 2 may be destroyed 

at similarly early times by:

H2 T  H —̂ H T H -|- H

although it is found that reactions with atomic oxygen and nitrogen to form OH and NH 

are much more dominant:

0 + +  H; ^  0 H+ +  H fc =  1 .7 X 

O +  Hj -)■ OH +  H fc =  9.12 X ic r '2  j  exp (-4682 /T ) cm^ s3 „ - l

/  'T' \
N +  H2 - 1 NH +  H ifc =  7 .72x lO -'M  —  j  exp(-10675/T ) cm^s-*

Again, a graphical summary of the effectiveness of these reactions is presented in figure 3.8. 

In the hot and dense medium within the first ten days after the outburst, the characteristic 

time-scale for the H2 +H reaction is of the order 3 seconds whilst for the O'*", O and N
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3H ^  H 2 +  H

H 4" H —̂ I1-2 4“ G

H 4- NH ^  N 4- H2

H 9

_
N +  H 2 - > N H  +  I1

O +  H 2 —̂ OH 4" 11

0 +  +  H2 ^  0 H +  +  H

Figure  3.8: M a jo r  form ation  and des truction  channels for H 2 (see tex t  for details).

reactions time-scales are  of the  o rder  19, 1.2 and 1.7 seconds. W hils t  all th ree  j)lay a rôle 

initially, th e  la t te r  ceases to  be effective by 50 days p os t-ou tbu rs t .

Both  collisional dissociation and th ree-body  reactions are s trongly  dependen t on th e  

density  and , in the  case of the  former, tem p era tu re .  In a sufficiently cool out flow ( T <  3500 

K), a  su b s ta n t ia l  fraction of II2 can in principle be built up and then effectively be frozen 

in the  expand ing  e jec ta  as the  density  drops rendering dissociation reactions negligible. 

T h e  II2 ab u n d an ce  will then slowly decline as it becomes involved in reactions with o th e r  

e lem ents  and feeds the  overall chemistry.

Once th ree -body  H 2 form ation and collisional dissociation reactions are  suppressed, 

some 4 days p o s t-o u tb u rs t ,  the  dom inan t form ation channel is via the  negative ion 11“ 

reaction:

T h e  source of the  negative ion is:

11“ -f H ^  II2+C-

H 4-C- - 4  H "  + hu

T hese  reactions are well known to  be im p o r ta n t  in primarily a tom ic  circum ste llar  winds 

(e.g. Rawlings et al. (1988); Glassgold e t  al. (1989)). T he  efficiency of this pa thw ay  is 

limited by p h o to d e tach m en t  of 14“ :

i r  +  \w  H + c “

Since th e  carbon  is p redom inan tly  neutral ,  the  level of ionisation of the  m edium  is largely 

de te rm ined  by low ionisation po ten tia l  metals  so t h a t  the  efficiency of H2 form ation  is 

in t im ate ly  coupled to  th e  elemental abundance  enhancem ents  within th e  nova ejecta.
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At later times, the main loss channels for H2 are reactions with 0  and (or N and 

Other H2 formation channels are possible, such as the route involving Hj":

H —y hf/

or

H(n=2)+H -4- Hg" + hz/

followed by

H+ +  H ^  H2 +  H+

The efficiency of the electronically excited hydrogen (Hn=2 ) pathway has already been 

explored (see page 3.2.2). These results come out of a model seeded with both relatively 

high tem perature and density which appears to be the most favourable environment in 

which to generate molecules: sufficiently dense to speed growth reactions th a t after 1 0 - 2 0  

days s ta rt to win over destructive collisional and photo dissociation. In particular, as the 

plots of Appendix A clearly demonstrate, the chemistry is acutely sensitive to density 

but relatively insensitive to temperature. In order to confirm this result we produce grids 

of models covering a large region of temperature-density space so tha t the behaviour of 

this chemistry across the range of likely physical scenarios may be verified. We find this 

complements individual runs where the temperature and density power laws allow the 

behaviour of the chemistry to be seen over a certain region of this space; this is more the 

point than to accurately model the flow physics.

Appendix A catalogues a grid of such early models through 100 days of evolution. 

We see for all of these models that the chemistry is critically sensitive to the density of 

the medium whilst showing only a low sensitivity to temperature. In experiments where 

param eter space has been explored well beyond the physically realistic this has been 

found to hold true. This is confirmed in figures 3.9 to 3.11 which give a two-dimensional 

representation of the abundance of a species as a function of density and tem perature at 

a fixed point in time. To generate these grids, a number of models are executed each 

with initial conditions chosen such tha t the temperature and density at the specified time 

(e.g. 50 days) falls within the grid. Also confirmed is the region in which abundances are 

highest, namely in the denser regions. This continues to suggest th a t a region made denser 

through fluid dynamics (as shown in chapter 5) is capable of sustaining a rich chemistry, 

and may in fact be necessary for the subsequent formation of dust.
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Figure 3.9: The column density of Carbon at t =50 days; results for a grid of models

Figure 3.10: The column density of II2 at t =50 days; results for a grid of models

Figure 3.11: The column density of CIO at t =50 days; results for a grid of models
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t(Days) He (cm 3)

72 3x109

2 2 0 1 x 1 0 *

669 3x10*

Table 3.7: Electron abundance as inferred from observation within the DQ Her nebula. 

Io n isa tio n

The artificial injection of an electron population into the medium is practiced in order to 

make up for the numerous ionised metal species expected in the real nova but missing from 

the model outburst; such species would not contribute to the chemistry with which we are 

concerned in any way other than to provide a source of electrons. The required magnitude 

of this contribution is unknown because no direct measurement exists for such a young 

flow. Martin (1989b) however, cites electron densities as inferred from observation within 

the expanding DQ Her nebula from the remarkably early time of just 72 days (table 3.7). 

These estimates suggest extremely high abundances of order at least 10^ in the early wind 

with which we are concerned, although extrapolating back we find it probable th a t the 

electron density reaches >10^° cm“^. Assuming for the moment tha t the most ‘likely’ 

models are those at the hotter and denser end of the scale, both from observation and the 

fact th a t it is only in the denser regime tha t we form significant quantities of im portant 

molecules, we can assume densities in the first few tens of days to be of the order 1 0 ^°-1 0 ^̂  

cm~^. This implies tha t the models should be seeded with very high electron densities; 

relative abundance 10“ ^-10“ .̂ It is found that, with the formation of Hg being primarily 

via the negative ion route, a ready source of electrons is required to prevent the chemistry 

stalling. It is therefore unsurprising to find that a large contribution th a t still fits the 

picture depicted by Martin is also very helpful to the chemistry. W hat this does not tell 

us is how the level of ionisation changes with time; as ionisation fronts move through 

the ejecta the degree of ionisation increases overall (see page 31) and then declines over 

hundreds of days as the nova flux declines and the shell recombines. The modelling of 

Hauschildt et al. (1992) suggests tha t complete hydrogen ionisation does not occur until 

a t least 1 0 0  days post-outburst so the region tha t we are studying will have an overall low 

level of ionisation.
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Nova Speed

Broadly speaking, dusty novae tend to be slow whilst dust-free novae are fast. The effect 

of changing nova speed is explored in the models illustrated in Appendix A. W hat we 

see is relatively simple: the chemistry proceeds faster than in early models because of the 

more rapidly evolving physics. Whilst at 50 days in a model with m = 0.01 mag day the 

abundances of many species are on the decline, the same models with m =  0.06 mag day 

have abundances tha t are climbing at this point having reached a minimum approximating 

the minimum abundances achieved in the slow models. Fifty days has been chosen as a 

time beyond which the chemistry should have changed to the sort of chemistry of the 

nucléation models in a slow nova. It has already been noted that the 50 day end time of 

the fast models could be described as unrealistic or unphysical because of the more rapid 

time-scales of expansion, physical parameters and chemistry. Results should be considered 

in light of this.

Although interesting to study, these models are unrealistic not just in the physics: 

the chemistry of fast novae is likely to different to that of a DQ Her type nova due to the 

different chemical composition of the ejected material. Whilst slow novae appear to be the 

result of a CNO white dwarf outburst, fast novae originate from HeMgNe novae. Carbon 

and hydrocarbon dusts are the usual product of the former; silicates are also observed in 

the latter.

It is not intended to study fast novae to the same degree as slow novae because the 

two objects represent somewhat different problems and clearly dust formation occurs much 

more easily in slow novae. None the less, it is worth producing a more considered model 

than ‘DQ-Her made faster’; QU Vul 1984 was a fast nova with thy ~  0.1 m agday” .̂ 

Andrea et al. (1994) deduce elemental abundances for this and other novae; abundances 

relative to atomic hydrogen are:

X(He) =  2.0 X 10-1 X(C) =  2.4 x lO '^

X(N) =  1.6 X 10-2 x (0 )  =  3.3 X 10-%

We find a picture that, up to approximately 30-40 days is similar to all the models pre

viously studied. Beyond this time we find neutral-neutral reactions dominating and the 

abundance of small molecules controlled by the balance of reversible reactions such as:

HCN +  H ^  H2 +  CN

CH2 +  H ^  CH -h H2
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Figure 3.12: Species in a  model of QU Vul.

C + I i o ^ C I i  +  H

11 +  OH -  II2 +  O

th e  la t te r  being followed by:

A t  th e  sam e tim e elemental abundances  fall as they  are absorbed  into molecules. Col

lisional and photodissociation  reactions do not fea ture  to  any g rea t  ex ten t  and th e  the  

chem is try  becomes dom ina ted  by neu tra l-neu tra l  reactions. F igure  3.12 shows th e  o u tp u t  

of a  model s ta r te d  a t  3 days p o s t-o u tb u rs t  with a  te m p e ra tu re  of 6000 K and  density  

10^5 c m “ ' .̂ Over th e  space of approx im ate ly  forty days the  chem istry  re -ad jus ts  to  a  new 

s te a d y  s ta te  th a t  is exceptionally rich in molecules. At this poin t however, th is  model 

chem is try  is being pushed to  unreasonable  times so the  results m ust  be in te rp re ted  with 

cau tion .

3.5 Concluding Remarks

T hese models represent a m a jo r  developm ent in the  sophistication  and com pleteness  of 

chem is try  in im m ed ia te  p o s t-o u tb u rs t  nova chemistry. In c o n tra s t  to  earlier work, we find 

t h a t  small molecules may be formed in rem arkable  ab u n d an ce  largely as a  result of much
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lower photodissociation due to the use of realistic radiation fields and photorate coefficients 

computed specifically for this environment. In particular, the observed molecules CO and 

CN are generated and their behaviour within these models lends further support to the 

hypothesis tha t much chemistry occurs within a localised, dense region of the principal 

ejecta; possibly within ‘clumps’ or other such density enhancements but most likely in a 

thin region of the shell having increased density. Weight will be lent to this hypothesis in 

chapter 5.

When CO and CN are considered as a pair, it is found that the ratio of their abun

dance (assuming they are always co-located throughout the ejecta) may be considered 

a diagnostic with the potential to probe density within the region in which they form. 

Relatively insensitive to temperature, this could help constrain models when suitable near 

simultaneous observations of the two molecules can be made.

We also find tha t CO does not saturate but leaves high abundances of both carbon 

and oxygen. Not only does this mean that the chemistry is very similar for novae with 

either a carbon or oxygen rich outflow, but it alleviates the problem of explaining how it 

is that silicate and carbon based dust forms are often observed within the same nova. It 

has been suggested tha t the formation of mixed dust types may almost be considered the 

norm (Smith et al. (1995)); this work certainly supports tha t possibility.

The introduction of both a more detailed oxygen chemistry and, for the first time, a 

nitrogen chemistry has had a profound effect on the overall evolution of the model ejecta; 

O, N and in particular the ions O'*' and N"*" are found to be very active in the chemistry of 

key molecules H2 and CO. Indeed, CO -f N"̂  — CO’*’ -f N is responsible for invigorating 

the CO chemistry and preventing it from saturating with the positive benefits already 

discussed.

The results of this work have implications for the chemistry in other astrophysical 

contexts too. NGC 7027 is one of the most widely observed planetary nebulae (PN) 

due to its bright spectrum, rich in both atomic and molecular lines. Until recently, the 

observational data  were consistent with a carbon based chemistry with much of the oxygen 

locked within CO. Optical and UV spectroscopy show a C :0  ratio of 2 .2 ± 0 . 2  (Middlemass 

(1990)). Spectra obtained with the Infra-Red Space Observatory (ISO) show molecular 

lines of water, OH and a rich ion-molecule dominated chemistry, Liu et al. (1996). Volk and 

Kwok (1997) presented a model of the neutral envelope of NGC 7027 based on ISO results 

and previous radio and IR observations but it fails to explain the numerous molecular
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lines since detected by ISO. If applied to the molecular envelope of NGC 7027, it is likely 

tha t the chemical model described in this work could help to explain these observations. 

Indeed, Yan et al. (1999) propose a similar chemical model, based upon the UMIST 

Ratehle and an updated photochemistry, tha t produces results in good agreement with 

observation.





Chapter 4

Late Chemical Evolution

4.1 Introduction

Having formed small molecules the expanding and cooling shell of material approaches 

the dust formation epoch. So much is clear from observations, but the way in which this 

transition occurs is not well understood. The chemistry used so far contains no large 

species nor reactions to build the small components already formed into larger molecules 

(which we shall presume to be the precursor to dust grains which, once large enough, 

continue their growth through macroscopic physical processes). Of course, as molecules 

increase in size from just a few atoms to several tens, the number of possible isomers for 

each molecule become huge, as do the number of routes available to form them.

The logical first step is to explore an isomer-independent model which will by definition 

be very general. A non-specific approach is helpful to determine whether there is any 

overriding barrier against a particular chemistry working; furthermore, in this study we 

are, for the moment, interested less in the exact nature of nucléation sites than with their 

existence or not. The chemistry tha t we explore is an updated and expanded version of 

tha t developed by Rawlings and Williams (1989) and concentrates on the formation of 

nucléation sites from reactions between small molecules, the kind of molecules th a t can 

form earlier on in the outflow.

Next, we explore a PAH chemistry in order to seek a possible source of large molecules 

supposed by many to give rise to unidentified infrared bands observed in the interstellar 

medium and planetary nebulae and presumed to be formed in the carbon rich envelopes 

of late type stars. Also having been observed in novae, though attributed to  hydrogenated
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amorphous hydrocarbons by some (Evans and Rawlings (1994)), the source of PAH fea

tures in the spectra of old novae must be explained. Cherchneff et al. (1992) explores 

PAH chemistry within the context of cool, carbon rich stellar envelopes, examining closely 

the viability of various chemical kinetic schemes towards closure of the first aromatic ring; 

making the first benzene is the key bottleneck in any such soot formation scheme. This 

work takes as its foundation a considerable body of research into terrestrial flame chem

istry (Frenklach and Feigelson (1989); Frenklach and Warnatz (1987)) and its transposition 

to astrophysical environments. PAHs are believed to play an im portant rôle in forming 

carbon particulates within of soot formation models (see Cherchneff et al. (1992) and 

references therein). Cherchneff et al. present an expanded PAH formation chemistry tha t 

includes a large database of reaction networks for the formation of aromatic compounds. 

Whilst this chemistry is unlikely to be fruitful in the context of nova winds, largely be

cause it depends on C2 H2 which, as discussed in section 1.5.2, is highly susceptible to 

dissociation by the UV radiation field, we none the less explore the possible implications 

of this chemistry as a potential secondary source of dust. Perhaps PAH molecules forming 

long after the initial dust nucléation phase may account for the PAH spectral features 

observed in a few cases.

Of course, the PAH chemistry is highly specific, unlike the general hydrocarbon chem

istry th a t may be considered a generalised version of a number of more specific chemistries 

and should allow us to discover directions in which to guide future research. It is felt that, 

whilst the PAH chemistry concentrates very much on the rapid synthesis of large species, 

the simpler hydrocarbon network may be more appropriate to this environment. It has 

already been suggested that, as a result of the intense, dissociating radiation field, dust 

precursors may form as a result of reactions between small molecules and this chemistry 

better explores tha t possibility.

Neither model will be definitive; the solution to the dust formation problem is likely to 

contain elements of many approaches. Treating each chemistry as part of a larger picture, 

even if directly combining them proves difficult, could well lead to greater insight than 

considering each on its own.
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4.2 A Hydrocarbon Solution

4 .2 .1  C h e m is t r y

A generalised approach to forming dust, and one tackled by Rawlings and Williams (1989), 

considers a hydrocarbon reaction network tha t forms simple chain hydrocarbons as well as 

basic aromatic compounds but without the specific focus on PAH formation; the chemistry 

makes no distinction between isomers and is therefore in many ways very basic, although 

only by virtue of its generalised approach. In essence it provides a symbolic approach 

to the chemical problem rather than a specific approach tha t one might choose to use 

subsequently. Large molecules are ‘grown’ from smaller ones with radiative association 

and neutral ion reactions between ‘large’ hydrocarbon species and the likes of C 2 , CH, H2 

and basic atomic ions. With this approach the intent is to continue the growth of 2-4 

atom molecules th a t have been formed in the early chemistry to molecules of 8  or more 

atoms th a t can act as nucléation sites for dust. It is also hoped tha t this can be achieved 

very efficiently as the process of nucléation and dust formation clearly occurs with high 

efficiency across the whole nova sky in any prolific dust-forming nova such as DQ Her.

The chemistry explored initially is an expanded version of tha t of Rawlings and 

Williams (1989); rate coefficients have been updated from the early chemistry of chap

ter 3, Cherchneff et al. (1993) (and references therein) or, as a fall back, the Rate95 

database. The adjustment of rate coefficients in accordance with the literature is particu

larly im portant as many of the coefficients in the original database were estimated based on 

‘similar’ reactions. It transpires tha t the new coefficients (as obtained from the literature) 

are often an order of magnitude greater. In addition, as with the PAH reaction scheme, 

oxygen chemistry has been included in order to broaden the possibilities for forming the 

very basic molecules involved in this chemistry as well as smoothing the discontinuity 

between earlier chemistry and this one. This addition of oxygen chemistry throughout 

all models presented in this thesis is of major consequence in itself. Initially, oxygen was 

introduced in a simple manner: basic combustion reactions were generated and the rate 

coefficients assigned based on other, closely related reactions. These reactions were refined 

in time; better rate coefficients were located for some and more oxygen chemistry was im

ported from other rate files. In particular, a group of reactions in which oxygen ‘burns’ 

hydrocarbons have been included and the model is likely to be sensitive to this. Helium is 

also included in order to take part in, amongst others, ion-neutral and ion-molecule reac-
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c c+ c - C2 c+ C 2 H C2 H+ C2 H2 C 2 H+

C 2 H3 C2 H3+ C2 H4 C2 H+ C2 H5 C2 H5+ C 2 H6 C2 H+ C3

C J C3 H C3 H+ C3 H2 C3 H+ C3 H3 C3 H+ C3 H4 C 3 H+

C3 H5 C3 H+ C3 H6 C3 H+ C4 c j C4 H C4 H+ C4 H2

C 4 H+ C4 H3 C4 H+ C4 H4 C4 H+ C4 H5 C4 H+ C4 H6 C 4 H+

C 5 C? C5 H C 5 H+ C5 H2 C5 H+ C 5 H3 C5 H3+ C5 H4

C 5 H+ C5 H5 C5 H+ CsHe C5 H+ Ce CeH CeH+

C6 H2 C6 H+ C6 H3 C6 H+ C6 H4 CeH+ CeHs CeH+ CeHe

CeH+ C7 C+ C7 H C7 H+ C7 H2 C7 H+ C 7 H3 C7 H+

C 7 H4 C7 H+ C7 H5 C7 H+ C7 H6 C7 H+ Cs cj- CgH

CgH+ CgH2 CsH+ CsH3 CgH+ CsH4 CgH+ CgHs CgH+

CgHe CsH+ CH CH+ CH2 CH+ CH3 CH+ CH4

CH+ CH+ H H+ H - H2 H+ H j HE

HE+ HEH+ 0 CO CO2 OH O2 0 + C 0+

o t Q - C0 + 0H +

Table 4.1: Species list for a hydrocarbon chemistry

tions. Photoreactions in this chemistry are various: some reactions have been/ imported 

from the early chemistry of chapter 3, others are inherited from the original hydrocarbon 

chemistry out of which this has been developed. Again, this effort is, in part, to assure a 

continuity between consecutive models in this series. The photorate coefficients are once 

again calculated using realistic radiation fields; for many of the reactions the appropriate 

cross-section data are available and very reliable coefficients are obtained in the same way 

as for the early chemistry. The remaining photorate coefficients are obtained by scaling 

ISM rate coefficients by the ratio of the ISM field to the realistic nova field as described 

in section 2.3 (and in contrast to Rawlings and Williams (1989)).

In this way the chemistry has been built up to 1045 reactions between 129 chemical 

species composed of the elements H, C, O and He. The largest molecule is CgHg, chosen 

because, as the number of carbon atoms increases beyond eight, the molecule becomes 

more stable against photodissociation (Gail, H. -P. and Sedlmayr (1987)). Reaching the 

point at which molecules of this size are prevalent may therefore be considered the difficult, 

bottleneck procedure with subsequent growth being relatively easy to achieve. Often this
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stability is a result of the conversion of linear chain molecules of eight or nine carbon 

atoms to cyclic ring molecules such as benzene (CeHe). The complete species set is listed 

in table 4.1. The species are chosen on the basis of size, relevance to growth mechanisms, 

and the need to maintain continuity with earlier models.

B uilding larger m olecules

In much the same way that the PAH reaction chemistry builds aromatic ring compounds 

through the repetition of a sequence of small steps, the isomer-independent model builds 

larger hydrocarbons from smaller ones by simple reactions. The way in which this occurs is 

dependent on the overall conditions: if the carbon is ionised then the only way of forming 

molecular nucléation sites is by simple atomic radiative associations, such as:

C+ +  H -> CH+ -f hz/ A: =  1.7 X 10“ ^̂  c m ^  s “ ^

These reactions are very slow and the products are unstable in the radiation held. The 

solution is to generate nucléation sites in a carbon neutral zone where, amongst other 

things, the im portant H2 molecule is likely to be found. Free carbon atoms are required 

to synthesise larger molecules and this is where the oxygen problem comes in.

It is frequently assumed tha t in an ejecta that is oxygen rich (i.e. >C ), all the carbon 

will be locked up in the stable CO molecule resulting in an ejecta composed predominantly 

of CO, H, H2 and O. In the case where C < 0  it is the oxygen th a t will be entirely locked up 

in CO leaving a surplus of carbon with which to synthesise larger molecules. Observations 

tend to indicate tha t novae have oxygen rich ejecta (e.g. Nussbaumer et al. (1988)), 

which poses a problem given this simple model tha t may be overcome if the abundance 

measurements are thought to encompass the entire ejecta environment without considering 

internal structure for which there is now much reason to invoke. In general, oxygen may 

be over-abundant with respect to carbon, but in a carbon neutral shell within the wind it 

could be th a t the abundance ratio is reversed. Abundance measurements are also made, 

in general, during the nebular phase, long after dust has condensed and further depleted 

the carbon abundance. Moreover, early modelling as catalogued in Appendix A does not 

support the suggestion that the minority species will be entirely locked up in CO. It is for 

this reason tha t oxygen chemistry is added to the hydrocarbon scheme. If the presence 

of free atomic oxygen inhibits the chemistry then this work may constrain the parameter 

space of the early model. It could be tha t the efficiency of dust formation is dictated, in
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part, by the nC/nO  ratio although it will form regardless. It is also proposed th a t silicate 

dusts may condense out of oxygen rich ejecta. Silicon chemistry is not explored in this 

work.

Assuming tha t carbon is present, how is it converted into hydrocarbons? Homogeneous 

nucléation and radiative association reactions may achieve the desired result:

Cn +  C —)■ Cn+i +  hf/ A; ~  1.0 X 10“ ^̂  cm^ s“ ^

H +  C —> CH +  hz/ A; ~  1.0 X 10“ ^̂  cm^s“ ^

although these are too slow to be significant. Once bimolecular species such as CH have 

formed, the reactions of table 4.2 provide more efficient routes (ref Rawlings and Williams 

(1989)).

4.2.2 L im itations

The main flaw in this reaction scheme is its very generality. Different isomers of the same 

basic molecule may form via different routes, with different efficiency and demonstrate 

varying degrees of stability in the intense radiation field. The PAH chemistry shows how 

one family of molecules may be ‘constructed’, although using specific rates and chemical 

pathways tha t may not be valid in an astrophysical context, and it is easy to imagine 

tha t other arrangements of the same atoms will have very different bond strengths and 

stability.

Despite this simplicity however, the same arguments could also be applied to a pure 

PAH chemistry in tha t it still does not explore all the possibilities tha t exist when molecules 

with large numbers of atoms undergo chemistry. Further improvements in faithfully re

producing the nucléation chemistry will require either an increase in computing power or 

much more detailed knowledge of the chemistry. Making ever bigger reaction networks is 

not necessarily the way forward as these can often fall over after becoming stiff.

4.2.3 R esults

This chemistry is found to be remarkably capable of forming nucléation sites in adequate 

quantities with the notable characteristic that the molecules formed are very stable in their 

environment. Moreover, this chemistry when end-to-ended with early models manages to 

generate sufficient nucléation sites with ease in almost all conditions. This may in part 

be attributed, as with early-time models, to the use of realistic radiation fields which
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R eaction  type R ate coefficient

CxH+ +  H2->CxH++i-bH 8 X 10-^°

C xH y-hC +-^C x+iH +_i-bH 1 X 10-9

Cx+iHy_2 +  H2 5 X 1 0 - 1 0

CxH+ -h C 5 X 10-10

CxH+ + CxH+_i -f H2 2 X 10-9

CxH+ +  H 2 X 10-9

CxHy -f e —> CxHy -f hz/ 1 X 10-9

CxHy_i -f H 3 X 1 0 - X A ) " ' '
CxH+ _ 2  +  hz/ 3X 10-^  ( A ) - ' - '

Cn +  —>■ —>■ hz/ 10-9-10-13

CxH^ -f C2 —>■ Cx+2 Hy -f hz/ 10-9-10-12

C x H + -h C H ^ C x + iH + -h H 5 X 10-10

Cx+iH+_i-hH2 5 X 10-10

CxHy -b C —> Cx+lHy_l +  H 5 x lO -ii(3 & ^ ° :

CxHy +  H —> CxHy_l -f- H2 5 x  1 0 - 1 2  exp (-T /2000)

CxHy 4r hz/ —> CxHy -b e ( i s m  =  1 0 - 1 0

CxHy_l -b H ( i s m  =  10-9

Cn +  hi/ —> Cn-1 +  C ( i s m  =  10-11

Cn +  hz/ —>• C^_2 -b C ( i s m  =  10-11

CxH+ -b hz/ CxH+_i -b H ( i s m  =  10-11

CxHy “b 0 —y Cx—iHy ~b CO 1 X 10-13

Table 4.2: Basic reaction types in the hydrocarbon chemistry (primary data  source Rawl

ings and Williams (1989)).
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result in much reduced photodissociation of the new, small molecules. This is particularly 

crucial, for if the small molecules of 4-8 atoms were too easily dissociated, further growth 

to molecules of sufficient size to be stable against the radiation field would be thwarted.

Instead of presenting a comprehensive catalogue of models as for the early chemistry, 

a selection of models are shown with initial conditions at selected points within parameter 

space. All are started from 30 days post-outburst with initial abundances of H, H"*", H2 , 

C, O, CO and He as present in early models run to this time. Temperature, density and 

electron density are also carried over. As with early-time models, a pseudo-chemical equi

librium is established rapidly (within a few seconds). Unlike the models of Rawlings and 

Williams (1989) however, the abundances do not fall off but remain relatively constant in 

the more gentle environment provided by a realistic radiation field and, more importantly, 

unlike in the Rawlings and Williams model, the abundance of H2 does not fall off. In the 

old model, the dominant loss route of H2 was found to be:

C 4- H2 —y CH -j- H

This reaction still functions in the new model, but the generally high abundances of CH 

and atomic hydrogen drive the reverse reaction ensuring that these two form an almost 

balanced closed loop with only a slight bias in the forward direction. The true formation 

route of H2 in this chemistry is, as before, the negative ion route whilst the dominant loss 

channel is:

CH -|- H2 —y CH2 T H (4.1)

Figures 4.1 through 4.5 illustrate the temporal evolution of several species; the species 

are chosen to represent a range of both neutrals and ions of all sizes. The behaviour of 

all other species in the chemistry is qualitatively similar to those plotted. Of immediate 

note is tha t the abundance of large species such as C7 and Cg, unlike in the models of 

Rawlings and Williams, is sufficiently great for them to be considered as nucléation sites 

(as discussed on page 4.2.3).

H 2

In the early stage chemistry, the dominant formation channel for H2 is the negative ion 

channel; this is also key in this chemistry although we find that formation in all physically
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realistic models is also via

CH+ +  H ^  C+ +  H2 A; =  7.5 X 10-^° f —  j  cm ^s'^  (4.2)

although once the chemistry has become established, equilibrium between this and larger 

species is maintained by reactions such as;

CH+/CH3 +  h i/-}  CH+/CH +  H2

CH"^ is also formed from the reverse of reaction (4.2) but the net product is H2 . Very 

early on in the chemistry, formation of is dominated by reactions of the form:

CH+ +  C CH+ +  CHn-i 

CH+ +  hi/ CH+ +  H2

though it can also form via:

C+ +  H2 CH+ +  H

Photoionisation of CH, which was im portant in models with less realistic radiation fields, 

is not competitive in this environment. The only real chemical loss route for H2 is via 

reaction (4.1). Collisional dissociation is quite negligible at the temperatures (<  3000K) 

of these models; vibrationally excited H2 is able to radiatively stabilise itself at this time 

too thus rendering it less susceptible to dissociation. The chemistry is able very efficiently 

to form H2 and, as a result, is rather insensitive to the initial fraction of the molecule 

because it will always be made in quantity. It is found tha t certain species, including 

ions like CH'*", show a small sensitivity to the H2 abundance, varying by half an order 

of magnitude in relative abundance, although by 1 0 0  days, most of these differences have 

disappeared with models having different initial H2 fractions reaching a similar equilibrium 

state.

Hydrocarbons are found to form easily in this chemistry and to do so over a wide area of 

parameter space. It seems tha t once triggered, the physical conditions are little able to 

inhibit the formation of nucléation sites in the form of large molecules; this is a superb 

result tha t is consistent with observations th a t novae seem to form dust remarkably easily. 

A chemical model implying great sensitivity to the environment would, in view of obser

vational evidence, require tha t nova explosions all be almost identical. Chemistry that
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suggests the nucléation sites may form easily imposes fewer constraints on the underlying 

physics.

Depending on the model, between 45 and 60 days post-outburst there is a sharp 

slump/increcLse in the abundances of many molecules. This marks the time by which 

the chemistry has finally created notable abundances of all species including the heavi

est such as CsHe. These large molecules start dissociating and providing a new source of 

smaller molecules; this precipitates a shift in the chemistry to one where molecular ion and 

neutral-neutral reactions dominate and cascade reactions starting with the destruction of 

larger species work their way down to smaller ones. For example:

CgHe T H — CgHs -T H2

l ^ + c +  ->CsH +
-f-0 —y CO C 7 H5 

Thi/ —> CgH^ -f H
I— + 0 -> -C 0  +  C7H4 

+hz/ —y CgHg -p H

^ - | - H  —y CgH2 T H2

Very quickly a new steady state is reached and the chemistry balances out again. The 

timing, and indeed the very presence of this feature in the abundance curves could, at 

least in part, be an ‘edge effect’ due to the chemistry being truncated at CgHg.

The chemistry of the large molecules is dominated by interactions with atomic hydrogen 

and carbon. For example:
/  ' T  5

CH3  +  C ^  C 2 H2 +  H S: =  5 .0x  1 0 - “  ( — j

is the major producer of C2 H2 . A similar reaction generates C 2H4 . These molecules may 

subsequently interact with C again:
/  ' T  \ 0  5

C2 H2 “t“ C —y CgH -|-H A; =  5 . 0 x l 0  f 3 0 0  ) cm^ s ^

Photoionisation then works on the newly formed molecules and triggers a rich chemistry 

with molecular ions:

followed by:

CHg -j- hz/ —y CH^ 4 - e 

C H j +  C -> C2 H+ +  H2 

C H j +  hi/ - 1  CH+ +  H2 

CH^ +  by - 1  C H j +  H
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Figure  4.1: H ydrocarbon  model o u tp u t  (a) Ng and Tg are the  s ta r t in g  num ber  density  and  

te m p e ra tu re  (at 30 days) respectively; X ( 0 )  is the  s ta r t in g  oxygen relative ab u ndance .
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Figure 4.2: Hydrocarbon model output (b).
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Figure 4.4: Hydrocarbon model ou tpu t (d).
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S en sitiv ity  to  Param eters

As can be deduced from figures 4.1 to 4.5, the model is sensitive, as before, primarily to 

density and shows surprisingly little sensitivity either to temperature or oxygen fraction. 

Oxygen is quickly burnt in the chemistry, primarily through:

CH +  O CO +  H

However, reactions between hydrocarbons occur rapidly to use the combustion products 

and recycle them back into the chemistry. In its current form, the chemistry reaches 

an equilibrium tha t favours the continued existence of hydrocarbons and is able to resist 

burning by oxygen. In this way carbon and hydrocarbon dusts may form in an environment 

where the oxygen is not entirely locked up in CO. However, the oxygen chemistry and in 

particular the hydrocarbon combustion reactions may not be complete and this could 

explain this unexpected insensitivity. As discussed in the context of H2 sensitivity, the 

chemistry is insensitive because it is able very rapidly to reach a self-sustaining equilibrium. 

This stability is a result of having very complete reaction networks with complete routes 

from small to large species.

This remarkably robust scenario seems almost too successful; within the most efficient 

models having a very high density and low temperature, such a vast number of nucléation 

sites are made available tha t one might imagine dust to nucleate extremely early, within 

60 days, based on the calculations of the following section. In practice, only fast novae 

form dust this rapidly (exceptional examples being QV Vul and V838 Her as described in 

chapter 1 ).

T he D en sity  o f  N ucléation  Sites

Rawlings and Williams (1989) provide a simple argument for estimating the number of 

nucléation sites required for efficient dust formation. Assuming the total number of grains 

required for an infra-red optical depth of unity throughout the shell is ~  7 X 10^* 

(Clayton and Wickramasinghe (1976)), that the dust shell condenses at a radius ~  

8  X 10^^ cm and tha t the shell is approximately Vc/lO cm thick then the shell volume, V, 

is approximately:

V  ~  47rrl{rc/l0 ) ~  6  x 10^  ̂ cm^ (4.3)
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giving approximately 10“® grains cm“®. Further assuming the number of nucléation sites 

to be equal to the number of grains subsequently formed and an ejecta density of 1 0  ̂

cm“  ̂ then a fractional abundance of just 10“ ®̂ of nucléation sites is required. This value 

may be out by a factor of 10 or more depending on the ejecta configuration. For example, 

a very thick shell will require a greater number of grains than a thin shell with densely 

packed grains. Furthermore, a non-spherical geometry with, perhaps, a shell with a dense 

equatorial and more tenuous polar wind may also require a greater total number of grains 

for an infra-red optical depth of unity across the whole nova sky (recall tha t the deep 

minimum at transition implies a blackening of the entire nova sky).

This calculation implies tha t only a very small number of nucléation sites are actually 

required. If the number of sites is approximately equal to the the critical number of grains 

required, or slightly less, the dust must be composed of a small number of very large 

grains to achieve the required optical-depth in the infra-red. As the number of available 

nucléation sites is increased, and assuming that each does indeed result in a dust grain, the 

required size of each grain in order to provide the same optical depth decreases. Clearly 

smaller grains will form quicker than large ones. Moreover, if a very large over-abundance 

of nucléation sites is available, the nucléation and grain growth procedure may result in 

a blackening of the sky even if relatively inefficient. Generating the same effect from a 

small number of large grains requires a much more efficient process. The very speed and 

efficiency of formation observed in novae might suggest tha t nucléation sites are indeed 

available in very large quantities.

Rawlings and Williams (1989) succeeded, just, in forming the very minimum of small 

nucléation sites th a t could fit with this nucléation model. There is no doubt th a t with 

the abundances of large molecules generated in this chemistry, sufficient nucléation sites 

are present for efficient, large scale dust formation to occur. The models of figures 4.1 to 

4.5 have densities at 100 days of 10̂ ® cm'^-lO'* cm“® which implies a minimum required 

abundance of nucléation sites of 10“ ®̂ cm“^-10“ ®̂. We thus find th a t the hottest and 

densest models generate up to 1 0  orders of magnitude more nucléation sites than the 

minimum required implying a population of very small grains, whilst even the least dense 

model is just able to form a critical number of small nucléation sites (assuming th a t Ĉ ; is 

a suitable nucléation site). Furthermore, these nucléation sites persist for the full duration 

of the model. The shell could also be significantly thinner than r^/lO too, which provides 

for a number of options to explain the subsequent thinning of the shell and the kind
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of structure observed in old nova shells. The recovery of the visual light curve may be 

attributed either to a global ‘thinning’ of the dust forming shell that allows the observer to 

see, once again, through to the nova remnant, or to a thin shell breaking up into clumps. 

The breaking of a thick shell into clumps might also be imagined, although it is likely tha t 

the shape of the recovering light curve will be less steep than for the thin shell case because 

of the lower chance of a direct line of sight opening from the outside right through the 

shell. The investigation of this process is a project for advanced fluid dynamic modelling. 

At the same time as purely physical and dynamic mechanisms, the reduced visual opacity 

of the shell may also be due to the depletion of the carbon monomers into grains thus 

reducing the overall number density of grains whilst increasing the average grain size.

4.2.4 Summ ary

When taken at face value this chemistry appears to make the problem of dust formation 

a simple one to solve by providing a ready source of nucléation sites around which to 

nurture grains. Although the number of nucléation sites increases with ejecta density, 

even relatively tenuous outflows are capable of forming a sufficiency of nucléation sites 

according to this model. Furthermore, we find tha t the chemistry is relatively insensitive 

to both the H2 and oxygen fraction with which it is initialised and, as such, suggest tha t 

on this basis it is of little importance whether the entire oxygen population is bound in 

CO. Indeed, we find the presence of a free oxygen population to cause little trouble.

Whilst sitting comfortably with the empirical observation that dust forms rapidly, with 

great efficiency and in a large proportion of DQ Her type novae, this apparently successful 

chemical environment is flawed. Many reaction rate coefficients are ‘best estimates’ based 

on chemically similar reactions, but where good rate coefficients are available for appar

ently similar reactions we often find a significant disparity between the two. Estimates 

become very uncertain in particular as the molecules become larger, with the potential 

to occur as one of a number of different isomers. Breaking apart an aromatic ring, to 

take an extreme example, is far more energetically expensive than splitting a long chain 

hydrocarbon. Similarly, ‘growing’ long chain molecules is easier, and may occur by many 

more routes than the closure of a ring structure. At this point, the generic chemistry fails 

and we find the need to look to more specific reaction networks.

This simple model provides a strong suggestion tha t the path to the formation of 

large numbers of dust nucléation sites may be relatively easy to achieve, but it remains a
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promising prospect pending further development. In taking a first step in tha t direction, 

an isomer-specific reaction scheme will now be studied.

4.3 The PAH Reaction Scheme

This model is based upon the reaction network proposed and used by Cherchneff et al. 

(1992) which continues work from Cherchneff and Barker (1992) in studying hydrocarbon 

formation in carbon-rich stellar envelopes. This work aims to build very large molecules, 

up to cyclopenta[cd]pyrene, CigHi2 in the envelopes of carbon rich stars. There are, 

however, many differences between a typical stellar wind and a nova outflow;

• For the cases tha t Cherchneff et al. studied, mass ejection is a continuous rather 

than episodic process.

•  The radiation field in a nova is considerably more intense and harsh than th a t of 

any AGE star (a typical dust producer modelled by Cherchneff et al.) because 

of the higher photospheric temperature. This enhances photodissociation of small 

molecules (when less massive than ~  8  atoms molecules are thought to be particularly 

susceptible to a strong dissociating radiation field) thus making the step from 2  and 

3  atom molecules to much larger structures more difficult. The nova chemistry must 

overcome this problem either by taking place in localised, shielded regions of the flow; 

by forming intermediate molecules highly efficiently and in exceptional quantity, or 

by some other means.

•  Exceptional temperatures (and density) within the very early nova wind significantly 

depress rates of radiative association where collision energies are too high to  form 

stable molecular states.

• The ejecta of novae has generally enhanced abundances of C, N and 0  as well as 

other heavy metals.

•  Dust formation in novae occurs over extremely small time-scales with great efficiency 

to the extent th a t it dominates the physical and chemical environment of the material 

within which it occurs.

•  Ejection velocities of the order a few kilometers per second may be found in an AGE 

outflow but a few hundred kilometers per second in a nova outflow. The energetics
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H H2 C2H2 C2H H2CC C4H4

C4H2 C2H3 C2H4 C4H C4H3S C4H3U

C4H6R C4H5S C4H5U CeH2 C6H4 BENZYNE

A r C4Hf CgH* CeHe CeHrU CeHsU

CeHsU BENZENE AiCsH* A1C2H- A iC 2 H f A1C2H

A1C2H2U AgX A1C2H3 A i C2H^ z r Zi

ZiCsH f Z1C2H Z1C2H2U ZIC 2 H* Z2 Z2

Z2C2H# Z2C2H Z2C2H2U Z2 C2 H* A4R5 A4 R5

A - A2 A2 C2 H* A2 C2 H A2 C2 H2 U A2 C2 H*

A 3 A3 A3 C2 HI' A3C2H A3 C2 H2 U A3C2H*

A ; A4 A4 C2 H* A4C2H A4 C2 H* As'

A5C2Hf A5 C2 H A5C2 H" Ae AeC2 H f A6 C2 H

A6 C2 H* A f C3 H3 C C2 C3

CH C3H 0 CO CO2 C0+

OH O 2 0+ C 0+ 0+ 0 -

0 H + H+

A.

R

U

species containing n aromatic rings 

Non aromatic ring

vinyl radical with unpaired electron located on a terminal 

carbon atom

vinyl radical with unpaired electron located on an internal 

carbon atom

radical with its unpaired electron located on an aromatic 

ring and adjacent to a C2 H substituent 

Highly vibrationally excited species 

Zi=A2R5; Z2=A3Rs

#
Z

Table 4.3: Species list for a PAH formation chemistry
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of the dust forming environment are very different; in particular the fluid volume 

within which the chemistry takes place is much smaller in a nova than a continuous 

stellar wind and interaction between this and the ISM or circum-binary material may 

have a much more direct effect on the chemistry (this is graphically demonstrated 

in chapter 5).

•  The nova has a constant, and extremely large, bolometric output but a variable 

spectrum tha t hardens towards shorter-wavelength UV with time. A typical star 

will have a lesser bolometric output and an unchanging spectrum, softer spectrum.

Cherchneff et al. (1992) find PAH formation yields to be extremely sensitive to gas density 

and tem perature and to be smaller than values inferred from observations. W ith this they 

conclude th a t PAH formation might be initiated very close to the photosphere. A proposal 

involving gets parcels subjected to oscillatory quasi-ballistic trajectories induced by shocks 

close to the photosphere (Bowen (1988)) appears to permit this. Bowen deals with the 

dynamical structure and behaviour of the atmospheres of Mira-class variables stars with 

particular emphasis on mass loss mechanisms. Mira variables are very large, cool stars on 

the asymptotic giant branch. It is found tha t both shocks and dust grains are required for 

rapid mass loss: shocks greatly increase the density and significantly increase the amount 

of dust formed in the cool outer atmosphere whilst radiation pressure accelerates the grains 

which drive a slow, cool wind. Thus, in localised regions of higher density created as a 

result of shock structure, PAH production yields may be sufficient to explain observation. 

The shocks, so im portant to this model, are driven by stellar pulsation so, as a whole, 

this model shares little in common with the physics of a nova (although, as we find in 

chapter 5, shock induced density enhancements do appear to assume an importance in 

the principal ejecta). As a chemistry however, this is the one complete reaction scheme 

available and some evidence for PAH grains in novae make this worth some study.

The species set used in this work is presented in table 4.3. It is an extended form of 

th a t developed in Cherchneff et al. (1992); oxygen bearing species have been included 

because the chemistry as presented by Cherchneff et al. is very much restricted to just 

those processes tha t build PAH molecules and this was felt to be highly unrealistic. Small 

molecule and oxygen chemistry is im portant in this environment, and these species should 

be included. Moreover, if the intention is to bring early and late-time models closer to 

the ideal of a single, self consistent model then discontinuity between chemistry should be
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minimised. In this respect one considerable failing of the PAH chemistry as described by 

Cherchneff et al. (1992) is the complete lack of photoreactions.

4 .3 .1  A  n o te  on  th e  co m p u ta tio n  o f ra tes

This PAH rate-file is presented as a series of ‘forward’ reactions only; for those tha t are

reversible, the reverse rate coefficient must be calculated from the Gibbs energies of the 

species involved and the forward rate coefficient. Assuming the chemistry is at a local 

equilibrium (aa with early chemistry, such an equilibrium is established within just a few 

seconds), the equilibrium rate coefficient is given by:

K e q  =  (4.4)

where kj  and kj- are the forward and reverse rate coefficients respectively. At equilibrium, 

the following holds:

AGART\n{I<eq) = 0 (4.5)

where AG  is the difference in the sum of the Gibbs Free Energies of formation of the

products and the reagents. Substituting into (4.4) we find:

"  exp ( - I g /RT)

Forward rate coefficients are calculated as:

kj = A T ^ ex ^ { -E a /R T )  (4.7)

where Ea is the activation energy, A is the rate coefficient and n is a temperature power 

law index. T  is the temperature and R = 8.31 J mol~^ is the universal gas constant. 

These coefficients are stored in the PAH rate file along with each reaction.

Gibbs energies for all the species in the rate file are computed from a fourth order 

polynomial fit to a temperature dependent profile. The database of fit coefficients, as 

obtained in a private communication with Cherchneff, 1996, is to be found in Appendix 

D.

P ressure D ependent R eactions

Certain reactions in this reaction network have rate coefficients that incorporate a pressure 

dependence (which effectively combines density and temperature dependence). Where this
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is the case the pressure is calculated according to the equation of state for an ideal gas:

P  =  C  • nkT  atm

where P  is the gas pressure in units of atmospheres, n the number density ( cm~^), k is 

the Boltzmann constant (J K“ )̂ and T  the gas temperature. C  =  9.869 is a constant to 

convert the result from units of Pascal to atmosphere as required by the rate coefficient 

expressions.

The reactions involved and their rate coefficients are as follows:

C2 H2 T C 2 H T M C4 H3 U +  M k  = 2 X  lO^^P c m ^ s ” ^

C4 H2 T  C2 H +  M ^  CeH3 U T M k  = 2 X  lO^^P c m ^ s “ ^

Ax — I-C2 H2 T  M A%C2 H2 U T  M k  = 2 X  lO^^P cm ® s“ ^

Benzyne +  H CeH4 +  H A; =  1.7 X IQi'^exp (-65 .2 /P r)P -°-°® ^ c m ^ s '^

Benzyne +  H ^  Ai — k  = 6 . 6  X 10^  ̂exp {5.4/RT)P^'^ c m ^ s “ ^

C4 H3 U +  C2 H2 ^  Ax — k  = 3.5x  10“  exp (34/Pr)P°-®  cm ^ s~^

Species ‘M’ is a generic species representing any other atom/molecule in the medium. 

All other symbols as explained in table 4.3. D ata originally from Frenklach and Feigelson 

(1989).

4 .3 .2  P A H  C h e m istry

This PAH formation chemistry is, in principle, rather simple: first we must form an 

aromatic ring then progress to join additional rings. Frenklach et al. (1984) and Frenklach 

and Warnatz (1987) propose the following schemes for a low pressure acetylene flame:

1. Formation of phenyl, CeHs:

71—C4 H3 T  C2 H2 —> CeHs

2. Formation of benzene, CeHe:

71—C4 H5 T  C2 H2 —y CeH^

followed by,

C eH f ^  CeHe +  H 

The symbol represents a highly vibrationally excited species.
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3. Westmorland et al. (1989) also consider these last two reactions but give a rate 

coefficient for the complete process:

n — C4 H5 +  C2 H2 CeHe +  H

They also propose a ring closure mechanism by vinyl radicals reacting with l , 3 -C 4 He 

for flames rich in butadiene fuel:

C 2 H3 4 - 1 , 3 — C4He -4- CeHg 4- H 

CeHg 4" H — CgHy 4~ H2 

CeHy 4" H — CeHe 4- H2

4. Propargyl radicals may recombine to form benzene as follows:

C3 H3 4- C3 H3 CeHe

and

C3 H3 +  C3 H3 -4 CeHe 4- H

however the first of these should be slow at the low densities in stellar outflows and 

has been omitted from the reaction scheme.

5. And finally, Frenklach and Feigelson (1989) consider benzyne molecules, CeH4 , as a 

possible route to ring closure and the formation of phenyl:

ÎÎ—C4 H3 4“ C2 H2 —y CgH4 4" H

followed by,

CeH4 4" H -4 CgHs

Once accomplished, further growth requires that further rings be adjoined. The dom

inant mechanism consists of the following three steps:

1 . Acetylene addition to an aromatic radical:

Aj — \-C2H2 "4 AjC2 H 4- H
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2. H-abstraction to activate the stable aromatic molecule:

A2C2 H +  H —>• AjC2 H* +  H2

3. Acetylene addition to close the ring and control aromatic mass growth:

A i C 2 H * +  C 2 H 2  —> A ^ ^ i —

The rates for this reaction network cis defined by Cherchneff et al. (1992) ensure 

th a t the rate-limiting step is tha t which forms the first aromatic ring, as observed in 

combustion systems. Again, this emphasises the close relationship between this chemistry 

and terrestrial combustion chemistry.

Whilst the reaction schemes of Frenklach and Feigelson form the basis of the Cherchneff 

et al. reaction network, it has been modified both in light of new data  and in order 

to provide supplementary formation channels (as included above). Work was also done 

properly to include a pressure dependence where required.

4 .3 .3  T ransfer to  th e  N o v a  E n v iro n m en t

As it stands, the chemistry proposed by Cherchneff et al. (1992) appears to be incom

plete; importantly, no photochemistry is included, a fact acknowledged by the authors 

who suggest tha t photochemical polymerisation of acetylene may contribute to form key 

radicals, such as C4 H3 U. This deficiency will be even more debilitating in the nova envi

ronment where, as has already been seen, the photochemistry dominates and may affect 

this reaction network through the dissociation of C2 H2 and other molecules of moderate 

size. Photochemistry was added to the reaction network from the rate file used in early- 

time modelling in order partially to make up for this deficiency. However, this does not 

provide photoreactions involving most of the larger species and any molecules not present 

in the early model. This may not be too serious for the larger molecules th a t are thought 

to become increasingly stable as they increase in size above eight atoms; missing photo 

chemistry of some of the smaller molecules unique to the PAH chemistry may be a problem 

resulting in an over abundance of these species although many of these species are covered. 

As such, the model will predict only an upper limit to the efficiency of the chemistry.

In addition to the lack of photoreactions, this chemistry contains only those reactions 

tha t build from C2 H2 upwards; this was felt to be insufficient so a selection of reactions 

to build from simple molecules up to C2 H2 were included to make a complete set. These
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additional reactions have been selected from the early time rate file based on the species 

set of table 4.3. In this way the discontinuity in chemistry is smoothed over by maintaining 

continuity in reaction mechanisms of key importance to species shared between the two 

models.

It should be emphasised once again tha t the PAH component of this chemistry is 

almost entirely based upon terrestrial flame chemistry. Whilst much is empirical, there is 

considerable reason to speculate as to whether this is a realistic description of how PAH 

molecules may form in regions of astrophysical interest. It is likely tha t other reactions 

and formation channels occur naturally in the various astrophysical contexts in which we 

find ourselves interested. An acetylene flame is far removed from an outflow, but this is a 

complex field for the astrochemist and considerable work remains to be done!

It is im portant to make models ‘join up’ with the early modelling efforts in order 

to build up a semi self-consistent picture of the ejecta chemistry from outburst to dust 

formation. Thus, as before, we seed models with abundances as obtained from early 

models th a t have been run up to the start time of the nucléation models. Continuing the 

theme of concentrating on the DQ Her-type nova, slow and prolific dust forming outbursts, 

we sta rt models at 30 days in order to allow for dust formation in a rough 50-100 day 

post-outburst window.

4 .3 .4  A  W ork in g  M o d e l

Considerable problems were encountered in making this chemistry run at all; ultimately 

just one of three scenarios resulted in a working model. The first attem pt was with an 

un-adulterated version of the chemistry as supplied by Dr Cherchneff. This could not be 

made to work at all, even after much work exploring the free parameter space. It was 

felt th a t the reasons might be numerous and not least to do with the concerns raised in 

the previous section to do with the ‘completeness’ of the chemistry. Whilst it would have 

been good to see the original reaction scheme working prior to modification, it was felt 

th a t a re-structuring of the chemistry was inevitable in order to introduce photochemistry, 

oxygen combustion and other reaction networks. The environment for which the basic PAH 

chemistry was designed is quite different to the ejecta in which we place it. According to 

Cherchneff et al. (1992), at the start of their models, close in to the photosphere of the 

carbon star, the assumed density is between 10^  ̂ and 10^  ̂cm“^. They find a temperature 

window at 1100-900 K within which PAH molecules form irrespective of variation in the
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other parameters. This window is largely a result of two key reactions:

C2 H4 +  C4 H ^  C2 H3 +  C4 H2

C4 H4 +  C2 H ^  C4 H2 +  C 2 H3

For temperatures > 1100 K both these reactions are reversible whilst for T  ^  1100 K the

latter becomes irreversible whilst the former stays in equilibrium.

Such densities as just described are comparable to nova ejecta densities within the first 

ten days post-outburst at which time the gas temperature is of the order 2000-4000 K 

and thus up to twice as hot as the material in the models of Cherchneff et al. (1992). 

Not only does the temperature prohibit large scale formation of PAH molecules, but the 

omnipresent UV radiation field is likely to be highly destructive for the crucial C 2 H2 

molecule that is so im portant to this chemistry. Although photochemistry is not included 

in the original reaction networks, this makes its inclusion an essential task.

By the time the hydrocarbon model forms dust, some 50-100 days post-outburst, the 

temperature has dropped considerably to 1000-1500 K, which is in line with the standard 

model of Cherchneff et ah, but the density is also low (< 10^  ̂ cm“^). Unfortunately, the 

Gibbs free energy for each species is calculated from a quartic polynomial in tem perature 

and as the temperature drops to much below 1500 K a few reverse rate coefficients assume 

extremely large values; as the temperature drops yet further, these become unphysical 

and the chemistry fails. It is necessary to ensure that at no time either data  or param- 

eterisations are being used in regions of parameter space for which they are invalid. Of 

course, the zone in which we might anticipate a slight chance for this chemistry to work in 

a nova, as a result of the ejecta having distanced itself sufficiently from the central object, 

is both cool and low in density. These conditions are not in themselves problematic, but 

experience shows tha t care must be taken to ensure tha t data are only used within the 

scope of its validity. The presence of cool, dense lumps would be an exception to this view 

and might provide yet another environment in which to form dust.

The failure of the un-adulterated PAH chemistry was perhaps of little surprise as the 

conditions are, in any case, unlikely to result in the creation solely of PAH molecules. 

As a secondary (or perhaps joint) source of dust, perhaps this chemistry might work 

alongside other more prolific dust-formation/nucleation routes. The PAH chemistry was 

thus combined with the general hydrocarbon chemistry already explored. Perhaps within 

this environment the faster chemistry would dominate the model with all the slower PAH
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c C+ c - C 2 C+ C 2 H C2 H+ C2 H2

C2 H+ C2 H3 C 2 H+ C 2 H4 C2 H+ C2 H5 C2 H+ CgHe

C 2 H+ C3 c ^ C3 H C3 H+ C3 H2 C3 H+ C3 H3

C3 H+ C3 H4 C3 H+ C3 H5 C3 H+ C3 H6 C3 H+ C4

C4 H C4 H+ C4 H2 C4 H+ C4 H3 C4 H+ C4 H3 S

C4 H3 U C4 H4 C4 H+ C4 H5 C4 H+ C4 H5 S C4 H5 U C4He

C4 H+ C4 H6 R C5 c j CsH C5 H+ C5 H2 C5 H+

C5 H3 C5 H3+ C5 H4 C5 H+ C 5 H5 CsH+ CeHe C5 H+

Ce C? CeH CeH+ CeH2 CeH+ CeHg CeH+

CeH4 CeH+ CeHs CeH+ CeHe CeH+ C 7 c t

C7 H C7 H+ C7 H2 C7 H+ C7 H3 C7 H+ C7 H4 C7 H+

C7 H5 C 7 H+ C7He C7 H+ Cg c ^ CgH CgH+

CgH2 CsH+ CsH3 CgH+ CgH4 CgH+ CgHs CgH+

CgHe CgH+ CH CH+ CH2 CH+ CH3 CH+

CH4 CH+ CH+ CO C 0+ CO2 C 0+ H

H+ H" H2 H+ H2 CC H j He He+

HeH+ 0 0 + Q - O2 o j OH 0H +

Benzyne

Table 4.4: Species of the mixed Hydrocarbon/PAH chemistry.

chemistry gaining in importance as various molecules at the start of the PAH formation 

network become more prevalent. Unfortunately it was found tha t the number of large 

molecules changing in abundance only very slowly produced the classic symptoms of a 

very stiff set of differential equations that brought all attem pts to a grinding halt. Finally, 

the PAH chemistry was ‘thinned’ by removing all species having more than one aromatic 

ring. This achieved the desired result of reducing stiffness yet still including the necessary 

reaction networks to form molecules of a ‘reasonable’ size, some 10-20 atoms large. Finally 

some models could be encouraged to run. Table 4.4 lists the 137 species involved in this 

mixed PAH chemistry.

The models were run over approximately the same time periods as the hydrocarbon 

nucléation models previously described (30 to ~  100 days). Furthermore, the same ini

tial abundances inherited from early-phase models were also used. It was found th a t any
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models incorporating the PAH reaction network were extremely sensitive to initial abun

dances; this was also found to be the case in the work of Cherchneff et al. (1992) where 

such sensitivity was deemed problematic because of the apparent ubiquity of PAH forming 

processes in long-period variables of all types. When too many species were initialised (to 

a value other than the default of zero), the model would fail. This is most likely due to 

destruction channels reducing certain larger species to very small non-zero abundances 

resulting in very low rates and stiff or impossible to integrate ODEs. Sometimes this can 

be cured by setting all abundances below a certain level to zero. Very often however, such 

an action appears to lead to certain ‘delicate’ steady states being broken elsewhere in the 

chemistry leading to erratic results. The better solution is to cut out all offending species 

from the initialisation file and let them form alone; this is a process of trial and error to 

a certain extent, but quite valid in tha t it is desirable to constrain the model as little as 

possible by only initialising those species tha t were present in the earlier model as far cts 

possible. In order to run, the thirty day post-outburst abundances with which the models 

were initialised had to include some large species, amongst them C 2 H2 , C4 H and CeH2 ; 

these molecules all form within ten days of the model start time in the hydrocarbon-only 

model so this is not a heinous assumption.

The ‘standard’ model to which others are referred is initialised with the following 

species:

H2 8.18(-4) 0 4.28(-2) C 8.22(-4)

H 9.98(-l) H+ 1.57(-14) C2 H2 9.78(-8)

C2 H l.ll(-4 ) H2 CC 3.58(-8) C4 H2 1.98(-8)

C2 H3 1.44(-11) C2 H4 1.94(-12) C4 H 2.99(-10)

CeH2 1 .2 1 (-1 2 ) C3 H 5.83(-13) CH2 7.78(-9)

Values are relative abundances.

These abundances are drawn, where possible, from a standard early model run to 30 

days post-outburst with thy = 0.02 mag d a y T = 6000 K, n =  10^^ cm“  ̂ at 3.0 days 

post-outburst. Values in parentheses are exponents.

Form ation o f PA H

Given a model tha t now includes a limited PAH chemistry fused with a generalised hy

drocarbon chemistry and completed with some photochemistry, do PAH and other large
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molecules form? The answer is not quite as resoundingly positive as with the hydrocar

bon chemistry, but we do indeed see the emergence of large molecules with more than ten 

atoms and the precursors to PAH molecules. The species list is much reduced in species 

from the PAH chemistry in order to achieve any results, to the extent that only PAH 

precursor molecules are formed. With the addition of a molecule one must include at least 

two, but usually more, reactions to ensure a complete and closed^ chemistry. The addition 

of larger PAH molecules ‘broke’ the model by causing it to become too stiff to operate (a 

large region of parameter space was explored).

The already low starting abundance of C2 H2 is quickly depressed by the PAH chemistry 

without being replenished at a sufficient rate to drive PAH formation on to produce larger 

molecules. The abundance of this molecule, a key to PAH formation as described by 

Cherchneff et al., plummets to a relative value of approximately 1 0 “ ®̂ immediately; this 

result is insensitive to both the initial abundance of the molecule and the physics because of 

the efficiency with which it is consumed by different routes. If the abundance of H2 ^  

cm“  ̂ (or approximately that of C2 H2 ) then destruction is uniquely via:

C2 H2 +  H2 —̂ C2 H3 -f- H

whilst if the H2 abundance is much inferior to tha t of C 2 H2 (H2 :C2 H2 ~  0 .0 1 ) reactions 

with C2 H4 take over

C 2 H2 T C2 H4 2 C2 H3

At relative abundances this low (at this time corresponding to ^  1 molecule in every 

1 0  ̂ km^!) the species may be considered non-existent as far as the chemistry is concerned! 

However, the initial population of C2 H2 is depressed as a result of reactions early in the 

PAH formation chain and indeed some small molecules of the PAH scheme do succeed 

in forming in relevant abundances partly as a result of this. C4H3U is an example tha t 

may reach a relative abundance of some 10“ ^̂  in the more dense models (figure 4.7); 

This molecule engages in many reactions with C2 H2 however which further depresses 

the abundance of the latter. The rapid elimination of C2 H2 from the chemistry is the 

reason for which it is necessary to initialise models with a selection of larger species (see 

table page 141). It is perhaps problematic if the chemistry cannot be made to start 

itself without this assistance and this failing may be a strong argument against this PAH

 ̂A reaction network is closed if it includes formation and destruction channels for each species described
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reaction scheme being valid in this environment. Conversely, the modest success of this 

model once appropriately initialised suggests tha t there may be a future for a similar, 

refined version of this reaction network.

Of note in these models are the non-smooth abundance profiles noticeable in particular 

in low abundance (~  10“ ^°) species (see figure 4.7). This has been found usually to 

characterise models tha t are bordering on being irrecoverably stiff and would suggest a 

mixture of reaction networks with very different time constants. This conclusion is further 

strengthened when attem pts to alleviate the problem by requesting tha t the integrator 

increase the accuracy of each step failed to completely resolve the problem. As a result, 

very ‘noisy’ curves provide only a rough indication of the large scale behaviour of the 

chemistry. It is possible tha t only one or two species behaving un predictably are causing 

erratic changes in the abundance of species throughout the reaction network and this can 

be seen in curves tha t have a similar morphology. The models presented here represent 

the best results tha t could be obtained which again suggests that, although this reaction 

network shows promise, it is in no way definitive. The large molecules in this model exhibit 

behaviour qualitatively similar to tha t of those plotted in figure 4.7. Within these models 

we find the majority of species (~  28%) to have abundances in the range 

with only a few (elements, small molecules such as CO and C2 and certain larger species 

such as C4 H3 U, C4 H3 S and C4 H5 S) having abundances in excess of 1 0 “ ^ .̂ As such, a few 

reaction networks involving these latter species will progress on short time-scales of a few 

seconds whilst a large number involving the 60% of, mainly larger, species proceed much 

more slowly.

Sen sitiv ity  to th e Physical Param eters

This model was found to be extremely sensitive to temperature (in stark contrast to the 

early chemistry); indeed, no m atter what the density or initial abundances (a wide range 

of parameter space was explored) the model ran only when the tem perature was initialised 

to a value of approximately 1000 K (depending on the remaining parameters, this could 

be set up to 200-300 K more or less than this value). By way of contrast, the chemistry 

functioned within the density range 1 0 ^ 1 0 ^ ^  cm“^. Within this range certain species 

were insensitive to the density (e.g. C2 H2 ) whilst others displayed a considerable density 

dependence (e.g. C 2 and C4 H3 U). This is due in part to those reactions having a pressure 

dependence and also to the number of three-body reactions within the chemistry. These
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latter require large abundances of all three reagents to be effective so tha t low abundance 

species such as C2 H2 will not be involved to any noticeable extent whilst the likes of 

C4 H3 U will be much more affected. Figure 4.7 displays the behaviour of a number of 

species in models with different starting density and it can be seen that, for example, 

C4 H3 U is almost four orders of magnitude more abundant at 60 days post-outburst in a 

model started with an abundance of n =  1 0 ^̂  cm“  ̂ than one having started two orders of 

magnitude less dense.

Such incredible sensitivity to the ejecta temperature implies that this chemistry may 

take hold only a t a time determined by the ejecta cooling function. This further implies 

that, assuming the molecules formed in this chemistry are required for nucléation and 

grain growth, there is a minimum radius at which dust may nucleate. The early chemistry 

is relatively insensitive to tem perature and so it is difficult to suggest a temperature probe 

based on the chemistry. This leaves it as a conveniently free parameter however, so we 

can calculate the tem perature tha t it would need to be in order to satisfy this nucléation 

model. In order to cool to a temperature of approximately 1000 K using a a  =  0.5 power 

law between 50 and 100 days post-outburst the temperature of the shell at 3 days must 

be in the range 4000-5800 K. This upper limit is in the region that was found to be very 

effective for the formation of basic molecular species in the early chemistry models.

The density must satisfy the requirement of being within the range 10^ ^  M ^  10^  ̂

cm~^ prior to dust nucléation as this is the initial density range with which the model

could be made to run. Clearly, when started with a density at the low end of this range,

the model subsequently functioned at yet lower density. This suggests that, were the ejecta 

of an appropriate composition, it could start at a lower density thus this may be an upper 

limit. Although initial abundances were widely explored however, the model could not be 

started outside of this range. The following table shows the times at which the ejecta will 

reach the limiting densities of 1 0  ̂ and 1 0 ^̂  cm“  ̂ [tn and respectively) having been

initialised with a given density at 3  days (723) :
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rhy 713 ( cm“^) til (days) tj  (days)

0.02 1 0 ^̂ 71 > 1 0 0 0

lÔ '̂ 33 713

1 0 ^̂ 15 330

1 0 ^ 2 7 153

1 0 ^ 1 — 71

1 0 °̂ — 32

From this we find tha t the density is not strongly constrained, being required only 

to reach < 10^  ̂ cm“  ̂ just prior to dust formation. Qualitatively, it may be said that 

the sooner dust forms after an outburst, the less dense must be the ejecta. We have 

been assuming a start time for this chemistry of some 30 days post-outburst although the 

transition between chemistry is not fixed but a gradual change so we can only say tha t the 

density must be appropriate at some time up to ~  2 0  days prior to dust formation. We 

may thus define an upper limit for the density of the ejecta based on the time at which dust 

forms, however the zone in which the model generates useful quantities of large molecules 

will most likely be a sub-region in parameter space of that in which the model will actually 

work. Indeed, those models most abundant in large molecules were initialised a t 30 days 

with densities at the upper end of the working range. Thus we can make th a t qualitative 

deduction tha t either:

1 . The entire ejecta must have a density within the range 10^  ̂ < < 10^  ̂ cm“  ̂ at 3 

days post-outburst for a DQ Her type nova

2. A region of appropriate density must be formed through hydrodynamic or other 

means to achieve the same density/ temperature conditions just prior to dust nuclé

ation

We note that DQ Her itself entered into transition approximately 100 days post

outburst which implies a maximum density for the ejecta at 3 days of the order 10^  ̂

cm”  ̂ on the basis of this model. It is also interesting to note tha t nova speed has little 

implication for the values of t n  and tj; with ihy = 0 . 1  and ns = 1 0 ^̂  cm“  ̂ we obtain

=67  days, only four days earlier than the same calculation for a nova with rhy = 0.02.

These calculations make the assumption that the power law functions for tem perature 

and density are valid and we assume that formation of nucléation sites occurs either via the
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(a) n(O) = 1.0(-8) n(C)=4.3(-2)

(b) n(0)=4.3(-2) n(C)=8.2(-4)

(c) n(0)=8.2(-4) n(C)=4.3(-2)-15
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Figure  4.6: Sensitivity of the PAH model to  oxygen fraction.

PAH chem istry  shown here, a  s t ra ig h t  hydrocarbon  chemistry, or some o ther ,  similar route. 

None th e  less, it  is possible convincingly to  fit the  results  ob ta ined  into an observational 

framework.

S ensitiv ity  to  th e  C hem istry

We find t h a t  the  oxygen fraction controls  the  am oun t of carbon  in the  model in the  m anner  

an tic ipated : a  g rea te r  oxygen fraction results in an increased C O  abun d an ce  and a lesser 

ab u n d an ce  of species such as C'2 (see figure 4.6; all models with lUy -  0.02, n =  10̂ *̂  cm~^ 

and T = 1 0 0 0  K). As found before, t here remains always a large ab u n d an ce  of free a tom ic  

carbon  bu t  th e  ab u n d an ce  of certa in  species such as C 2 may be affected by th e  oxygen 

fraction th rough  part ic ipa tion  in reactions as in chap te r  3, reactions with hyd roca rbons
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l"igure 4.7: Sensitivity  of species to density  in the  PAH reaction netw ork. M odels s ta r te d  

at 30 days p o s t-o u tb u rs t  with density  of ?i =  10^^ c m “  ̂ (solid line); n =  10® c m “  ̂ (dashed 

line); 7? =  10' cm "^  (d o tted  line).
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and through ‘burning’ with oxygen, for example:

C2 4" O —̂ CO +  C

This is in contrast to the relative insensitivity of C 2 to oxygen fraction in the hydrocarbon 

chemistry. As with all nova chemistry, most abundances reach some equilibrium within 

a very few seconds. No m atter what the initial abundance of C2 H2 , it is immediately 

reduced to  a relative abundance of some 1 0 “ ^̂  from which it recovers to peak at 1 0 “ ^ ,̂ 

as has already been described. Equilibrium is more or less established by this time and 

the abundance then falls primarily as a result of the geometry and gradual consumption 

by the chemistry. At such low abundances, the rate at which molecules are consumed is 

also low.

A key species is H2 ; the rôle of this molecule in guiding the chemistry in its run through 

to a steady state has already been noted. This has long term consequences for the local 

equilibrium state achieved in the ten days after the start of the model. The balance is 

very delicate and it is found tha t changing the H2 fraction may juggle the abundances 

of the larger molecules which lie in the 1 0 “ ^° < Xi  < region whilst not changing

the overall chemistry to a great extent. Indeed, species such as C4 H5 S and C4 H3 U are 

enhanced by just ~  1 order of magnitude throughout the model run when the H2 relative 

abundance a t 30 days (the model start) is increased by six orders of magnitude from 10~® 

through to 10“ !̂ This is in stark contrast to the work of Rawlings and Williams (1989) 

where molecular hydrogen was required in very large abundance (AH2 I > 1 0 “^) in order 

to form nucléation sites.

W ithout doubt this chemistry is remarkably stable, showing great sensitivity only to 

density and the presence of a selection of large hydrocarbons in the initial conditions. 

Such stability is very interesting in the context of an astrophysical environment tha t is 

observed to be generate dust as efficiently and consistently as a nova,

4.3.5 Conclusions

As a result of the degree of pruning, modification and addition required to transform a 

complete, but inoperable, PAH formation chemistry into a chemistry tha t worked in this 

environment, the two chemistries experimented with in this chapter have become very 

similar. The latter, larger chemistry contains a number of very carefully worked out net

works with the specific task of building aromatic hydrocarbons. Whilst this chemistry
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has been borrowed from cool star research, this is still far more appropriate to the nova 

than interstellar chemistry! It is found tha t in both cases it is possible to generate stable 

abundances of large molecules of sufficient size to provide nucléation sites for the develop

ment of dust grains. The stability of these molecules, in stark contrast to the short lived 

molecules formed in Rawlings and Williams (1989), is assured as a result of the much 

greater abundances than in the latter work; once equilibrium is reached, equilibrium re

actions between the numerous large species maintains a stable population of hydrocarbon 

species. The simple hydrocarbon chemistry is found to generate high abundances of Ca; 

(where x = 2 - 8 ) and five atom molecules such as C2 H3 to a relative abundance of ~  1 0 “ ^°. 

This is found to provide more than enough nucléation sites to allow relatively inefficient 

nucléation producing a large number of small grains rather than the small number of large 

grains tha t would be required given an abundance of nucléation sites much closer to the 

borderline density of ~  1 0 “ ^̂ .

The PAH bcLsed reaction scheme results in much lower abundances of very small 

type molecules but, given a sufficiently dense ejecta, is found capable of producing relative 

abundances of much larger molecules in the region of This is still 2-3 orders

of magnitude greater than the estimated critical abundance of nucléation sites required 

to produce dust on the scale observed in the most efficient novae. As such, once again, a 

small population of very large grains is not required to explain observations, but a much 

larger population of lesser grains may be invoked. Presumably the growth of small grains 

may be more easily achieved than the rapid development of very large grains.

An appropriate physical environment is key to the successful development of nucléation 

sites, in particular for the PAH-derived chemistry. Throughout all the work of this thesis, 

high densities approaching 10^  ̂ cm“  ̂ at ~  3 days post-outburst are found to  be required 

to sustain the richest chemistry. In contrast to this sensitivity, the tem perature of the 

ejecta at all times is of relatively little consequence. This implies th a t the geometric 

configuration of the ejecta and fluid dynamic effects should be significant in determining 

the ultimate product of the chemical evolution of the ejecta. In the case of the PAH 

chemistry, it is found that the requirement tha t the density fall within certain bounds 

provides a constraint on the overall density of the ejecta based on the time after outburst 

at which dust is observed to form. Nucléation at very early times (e.g. < 100 days) 

requires a /esser density than for nucléation later on. By contrast, the simple hydrocarbon 

chemistry operates across a far wider range of densities and as a result is not constrained
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in the same way.

Both models reach an equilibrium state with high abundances of molecules tha t might 

be classified as nucléation sites irrespective of the oxygen fraction. This is the first time 

tha t it is suggested tha t carbon dusts might form in an environment where the oxygen is 

not bound in the stable CO molecule. Indeed, CO does noi saturate in any of these models 

no m atter what the C :0  ratio. This being the case, a major concern has been eliminated 

from the nova dust problem.



Chapter 5

A Fluid Dynam ic M odel

5.1 Introduction

Up to this point we have been modelling a dynamic flow with techniques th a t concentrate 

on the chemistry within an isolated parcel of gas whilst the physics of the wind have 

been ‘imposed’ upon it. A new approach to chemical modelling of dynamic environments 

has recently matured that is proving revolutionary in its ability to study chemistry in 

extremely dynamic regions tha t are otherwise very difficult to model. Having developed 

a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) code tha t makes use of an adaptive grid to follow 

detailed physical structure in hydrodynamically complex regions, Lim et al. (1999) present 

a solution to the problem of modelling a shear boundary layer between two flows. Coupled 

to this model is a realistic chemistry, the largest yet incorporated into such a code, that 

evolves with the physics.

We here use this model, in a modified form, with an appropriate chemistry for novae 

in the first attem pt to model both the chemistry and dynamics of a nova outflow in 

a completely self-consistent manner. Having carefully selected and defined appropriate 

physical and chemical boundary conditions the system is allowed to evolve according to 

hydrodynamic laws and chemical kinetics.

5.2 The Lim CFD Code

The numerical model is described in Lim et al. (1999). It is possible to define a model either 

in one or two dimensions, although adaptive grid-sizing (where the distribution of grid
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nodes is optimised such tha t more points are allocated to complex regions than ‘sm ooth’ 

areas in order to obtain the maximum possible resolution and accuracy) is not available 

in the former. Chemical evolution is modelled at each grid point by calculating reaction 

rates for the local conditions in tha t part of the flow. Abundances of all chemical species 

present at all points in the model are kept for each step of the model thus creating a time 

dependent data  set. Even with a simple one dimensional model it is possible to study many 

scenarios from the most basic of a single shell expanding into an extremely tenuous medium 

(numerically it is not possible to model regions of vacuum which would, in any case, be 

unlikely in this context because the nova is embedded within a binary system tha t includes 

wind material from the companion and possibly the remains of previous outbursts) to 

more complex situations with collisions between different outflow components, or differing 

density profiles through the ejected material.

The code is based on a single fluid hydrodynamic model extended to describe an 

arbitrary number of fluid elements (the chemical species) advected with a flow determined 

by the total mass density (Lim (1995)). This system is described by Euler equations that 

read as follows for a two dimensional system;

(5.1)

~ Q t  dx ^   ̂ (5-2)

dÿ dx ^  ® (5-3)

"dx ( ^  ^  +  ^)] =  (5.4)

where pj are the densities of the individual chemical species, pT is the sum over these 

densities, and Vy are the velocity components in the x and y directions respectively, P 

is the pressure and E is the internal energy of the fluid given by:

E = ~Pt {vI  +  Vy) +  ^  ̂ (5.5)

where 7  is the ratio of specific heats for an ideal gas (not to be confused with the 7  of 

the Arrhenius equation in chapter 2 ). Mj are source terms describing mass interchange 

between species due to chemical reactions and G is an energy sink term due to radiative
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loss. Equations (5.1) to (5.4) are integrated using the Flux-Vector Splitting method (of 

Van Leer (1982)) in the manner described in Lim (1995) with second order spatial accuracy 

being achieved by allowing a linear variation of flow variables across each grid point. The 

chemistry is described, as before, by a set of coupled ordinary differential equations as in 

equation (2.24).

To calculate the change in a variable’s density at a point once its time-derivatives are 

known, a simple, first order, linear interpolation is applied:

dU-
Ui{t + St) = Û {t) i - S t - ^  (5.6)

The accuracy and stability of any integration method then depends crucially on the spatial 

and temporal intervals, 5x and St. The former is usually the spacing between data  points in 

the model grid, so the integration time-step, St  ̂ is a free parameter th a t must be carefully 

controlled. The usual condition imposed upon St is tha t no causal signal must be allowed 

to travel between data  points during the interval between time-steps. This statem ent is 

formalised by the Courant condition:

where u is the sound speed and v is the bulk velocity. Whilst we use this model in a 

one-dimensional mode where the grid is fixed and hence Sx is a constant, when working 

with an adaptive grid in two dimensions St must be calculated across the entire grid and 

the minimum value chosen.

This time-step is the dynamic time-step, but as with straight chemical kinetic models, 

there is also a chemical time-step governed by the speed at which the chemistry is changing. 

The model time-step must therefore be chosen to be no more than the smallest of both 

the chemical and dynamic time-steps.

Run times are extremely variable and depend not only on the size and stiffness of the 

chemistry and the number of grid points but also the configuration and geometry of the 

physics; high flow velocities and large discontinuities in the physical parameters force the 

dynamic time-step to be small whereas smooth, slow flows permit a larger time-step and a 

shorter execution time. The model adapts its step size at each iteration, setting it to be a 

pre-set fraction of the smallest required time-step, be tha t chemical or dynamic. Keeping 

the time-step smaller than the maximum possible helps to maintain stability within the 

model. In practice, it is usual to use a time-step one half of the value calculated either 

from the Courant condition or the chemistry (whichever is smallest).
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Shock R egions

When a high velocity flow collides with the ISM, it is inevitable that a shock front will 

develop. In order for a shock to occur in a fluid, an irreversible disturbance must travel 

into the medium at a speed greater than or equal to the maximum speed at which a 

causal signal may be transm itted by the fluid. If this condition is satisfied, a shock will 

propagate into the fluid causing an increase in temperature, pressure and density of the 

shocked medium. This may be explained as the thermalisation of the bulk velocity of the

gets in the frame of reference co-moving with the shock. The maximum speed at which

a causal signal may be transm itted in the pre-shock medium is the sound speed in an 

adiabatic flow given by:

(5-8)

where u is the sound speed, 7  is the ratio of specific heats for an ideal gas, taken to be 5/3 

in making the assumption of a monatomic gas (Dyson and Williams (1980)), P is the gas 

pressure and p the gas density. Pressure is given by the equation of state for an ideal gas:

P  =  nkT  (5.9)

This gives a sound speed in the ejecta of the order 2-5 km s“  ̂ when the density is high 

(~  lOd  ̂ cm“^) and < 300 ms~^ as the gas becomes cooler and less dense. By contrast, 

the ejectum shell is traveling at velocities of the order 3-4x10^ m s“  ̂ relative to the ISM! 

The changes in temperature, density and pressure between the pre and post-shock gas for 

a single fluid are described by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations:

Po^o =  =  (l> (5.10)

Po A PqVq = Pi F pivl = T] (5.11)

where the subscripts 0  and 1 refer to pre and post-shock variables respectively; rj and 

C are constants. These expressions are derived from hydrodynamic continuity equations 

which describe conservation of mass flux, equation (5.10), momentum flux, equation (5.11), 

and specific to tal energy, equation(5.12). refers to the velocity of the flow. If the pre

shock material is traveling at 200 km s“  ̂ with a temperature of 4000 K and and density
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of 1 0  ̂ cm“  ̂ (assuming the material to be predominantly molecular hydrogen), the post

shock material will be denser at 3.98 X 10® cm“  ̂ (in an adiabatic shock, equation (5.10) 

always finds a ratio ^  =  f) and heated to 3 X 10^  ̂ K! This picture does not accurately 

reflect the shock with which we are concerned; both the ejecta and ISM material absorbs 

the shock energy and the gas is not solely hydrogen but consists also of molecules so the 

number density of the medium is less and the average molecular mass greater. The gas is 

also subject to radiative heating and cooling which the above expressions do not account 

for. In both the models presented in this chapter, the shock front can reach temperatures 

of the order 10^ K.

A natural outcome of this dynamic interaction is an overall heating of the gas. The gas 

then cools both by conduction (somewhat inefficient) and through the more usual process 

of radiative cooling. The cooling function for a particular region depends on density, 

the constituent atomic and molecular species and the ambient kinetic temperature. The 

standard cooling function implemented within the CFD code is employed which takes into 

account cooling through the collisional excitation of [O l] and [O ll], and the radiative 

recombination of H. This cooling rate is normalised to the “coronal equilibrium” cooling 

rate at a temperature of 44770 K. Added to the cooling rate are losses due to  collisional 

ionisation of H and excitation of Lyman a.

5.3 Including Chemistry

Both in acknowledgement of the novelty of this modelling approach and the extreme 

uncertainty in reaction rates at very high temperatures and densities (as well as with 

highly electronically and ro-vibrationally excited species) we select an extremely simple 

chemistry between just twenty four species as listed in table 5.1. The selection criteria 

are similar to those used for the early chemistry: small molecules are chosen to model 

the major component of the chemistry, leaving out the larger molecules which are likely 

to have low abundances, increasing the likelihood of numerical stiffness in the ODEs. A 

simple oxygen chemistry is included so as to model the formation and longevity of CO in 

a hydrodynamically complex flow.

A hydrocarbon chemistry has a simplicity that makes analysis of these very early 

results easier; a complex chemistry would make it more difficult to evaluate the model 

as a whole. One could argue tha t the most appropriate course of action would be to use
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H C 0 H+ C+ 0 +

H - c- Q - H2 C2 Ü2

OH CH CO H+ c+ 0 +

CH+ 0H+ C0+ HCO HCO+

Table 5.1: Species selected for CFD modelling.

the entire early-time chemistry as developed in chapter 3  in order tha t direct comparison 

be possible. Whilst good in principle, these rates are unsuited to environments having 

very high temperatures and densities thus leading to uncertainties already mentioned. 

Furthermore, such a large chemistry is simply impractical given the considerable run time 

of these models on readily available computers: using DEC Alpha workstations, often 

sharing with other users, a model running even on the fastest (500 Mhz) processors may 

take many days or weeks to complete. It has already been found in the chemical models 

of previous chapters tha t the more complex a chemistry becomes, the greater the chance 

of numerical stiffness developing. The CFD code appears (from experience) to be less able 

to deal with stiffness than the chemical codes equipped with integration algorithms tuned 

for stiff equations, and is easily forced to use very small time-steps where <C 1 sec; 

many models, including some presented in this chapter, recorded an average time-step 

of ~  0 .2 seconds. Small time-steps result in many more steps being required to model a 

given period of evolution and a proportional increase in the number of cycles required to 

compute the chemical terms; the larger the chemistry, the greater the probability of small 

time-steps being required. It should also be considered th a t neither a chemical kinetic nor 

hydrodynamic model offers a complete solution for the study of dynamic outflows: using 

the two together is likely to prove quite powerful. For example, chemical kinetic models 

may be used to analyse in detail regions of interest identified within dynamic models 

executed both with and without chemistry. In this way the detailed chemistry of just one 

region of interest may be modelled with a very specific reaction network which might be 

quite inappropriate to other regions in a CFD model grid.

The reaction network is limited to just 224 reactions extracted from the early time rate 

file used in the work of chapter 3. All rate coefficients are calculated correctly for those 

reactions with rates not computed from the Arrhenius equation including the collisional 

dissociation of CO and three-body reactions (as described in chapter 3). Nitrogen is
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notably absent from this species set and rate file. Although im portant, the complete 

addition of im portant species involving this element, with all reaction networks from the 

early chemistry involving nitrogen bearing species, and those species chosen for CFD 

modelling would result in the rate-file having an extra 352 reactions thus more than 

doubling the size of the chemistry. It was felt that, although a reduced nitrogen network 

could be introduced at this time, making a working model was sufficiently problematic 

th a t simplicity seemed to be the key to early success. Once confidence has been gained 

with CFD modelling, a complete nitrogen chemistry will be introduced.

5.4 Limitations

Hydrodynamic codes require considerable processor time as a result of their calculating the 

physical parameters at each grid point many millions of times. For greater resolution more 

grid points are required and execution time increases in direct proportion. The addition 

of chemistry also adds to the computational load as each chemical species is treated as a 

separate fluid element. If the environment being modelled is relatively homogeneous, the 

chemistry will be approximately in equilibrium throughout the grid and, providing there 

are no discontinuities in physics, the chemical time-step at each grid point will be large. 

Provided tha t this time-step is smaller than that of the dynamics, the la tter will govern 

the overall speed of execution. However, in modelling nova outflows we introduce huge 

discontinuities in both the temperature and density across the grid. The prime example is 

tha t of the interface between the expanding shell and the interstellar medium into which it 

is forced. Across this boundary the density may jump seven or more orders of magnitude 

whilst the gas tem perature jumps from a few hundred or thousands to several million 

Kelvin. This is as a result of the strong non-adiabatic shock tha t develops where the high 

velocity and high density shell meets the static, low density ISM material. Whilst in such 

extremely hot regions the chemistry is ‘turned off’ because the gas will be a plasma and 

the gas-phase chemistry of no relevance, there may be other regions where the chemical 

time-step becomes very small and dominates, forcing the model to creep along with tiny 

steps, slowly working across difficult zones.

The ionisation of the medium within this model is due entirely to the reaction net

works involved; unlike the chemical kinetics models, no inclusion of electrons from low 

ionisation potential metals is made nor are any other assumptions about the ionisation of
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the material. This is the best tha t can be done currently.

5 .4 .1  P h o to c h e m is tr y

In contrast to the chemical kinetics models tha t boast a new and sophisticated treatm ent 

of photorates with realistic radiation fields, this model takes an extremely basic approach. 

The CFD code was originally written specifically to model astrophysical jets, colliding 

winds, molecular clouds in which some dynamic activity is occurring and other regions 

tha t differ from the nova most crucially in terms of the importance of photoreactions 

and the nature of the radiation field. That said, shock regions do generate strong UV 

fields but this can be assumed to be approximately uniform throughout a shock region 

which makes it relatively easy to incorporate photoreactions. With the code as it stands, 

incorporating an intense, directional radiation field appropriate to the nova environment is 

not practical without considerable modification. This task will be approached once it has 

been confirmed tha t a CFD solution to the nova problem is valid and effective, as shall be 

achieved in this work. Until such time, the radiation field is fixed at all points and times 

throughout the model.

5.5 Working M odels

In order to assess the validity of a CFD approach to nova modelling, the simplest possible 

scenario has been chosen with which to perform an initial investigation: a one dimensional 

model with the grid lying along a radius vector through a spherically symmetric outflow.

Any model requires observations with which to calibrate it, and these have been hard to 

obtain for the early days of a nova outburst. With the availability of CO column densities 

and other observations for V705 Cas (see page 1.7) as well as CN and H2 observations, we 

have several data  points with which to under-pin these dynamical models. It is because 

of this tha t these first trials will be to model, approximately, the V705 outburst. The 

simplest example of a sharply defined principal ejectum shell ploughing into a tenuous 

medium (representative of the interstellar medium or other circum-binary material) will 

be the subject of this initial investigation.

CO is observed to form shortly after maximum light and subsequently to diminish. 

Maximum light occurs some 10 days after outburst and thus we need to model from as 

close to  th a t time as possible. Unfortunately, the densities, temperatures and velocities at
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this point make it very hard for the CFD code to function: the extremely small chemical 

time-step and a complex dynamic scenario result in time-steps of the order hundredths of 

a second rather than several tens of seconds as can be achieved in much cooler and less 

dense parts of the flow. This is not practical with the current computational facilities so 

the models must be started at later times. Alternatively, by doing dynamics-only runs 

(no chemistry) for earlier times and understanding tha t the physics is only very loosely 

coupled to the chemistry, it is possible to use later models to make inferences about earlier 

times. Furthermore, the physics calculated in these runs can be supplied as controlling 

parameters in a purely chemical model.

Using power-law assumptions (equations (2.32) and (2.34))and models as in earlier 

chapters, we can calculate an initial temperature and density for any time based on a 

single boundary condition. Evans et al. (1996) measure a density shortly after maximum 

light of the order of lO^^-lO^^ cm~^ and a temperature of around 4000 K. It was found 

impossible to make the model run with a step size greater than thousandths of second 

with these initial conditions so it was necessary to start modelling later in the flow. A 

density of 4.0x10® cm“  ̂ calculated for some 20 days after maximum light allowed the 

model to progress at an acceptable rate (time-steps frequently of the order 1-3 seconds). 

Whilst this may seem to be long after visual maximum, dust formation does not occur 

until approximately 40 days later which, given that the chemistry reaches equilibrium 

within a m atter of seconds, leaves adequate time for the model to display any quasi-static 

behaviour of interest. Whilst the initial density is lowered to reflect this s ta rt time, the 

tem perature is maintained at 4000 Kelvin as a result of experience with CFD models: it 

is found tha t the shell temperature does not fall significantly over 20 days. Furthermore, 

Evans et al. (1996) state tha t a temperature of 4500 K is measured in a ‘relatively cool 

neutral zone’ when CO is observed; this implies the likelihood of much higher temperatures 

elsewhere and more generally, a considerable uncertainty in temperatures throughout the 

ejecta. We shall also show in these models tha t in order to develop even very localised 

regions in which CO can form, the bulk of the ejecta must itself be cool.

Evans et al. (1996) quote a decline rate for the visual magnitude of ihy = 0.044 

magnitudes day“ U From equation (3.18) we find an ejecta velocity of 5.5 X10^ cm s~^. This 

is consistent with as yet unpublished optical spectra obtained by Delisle and Beauchamp, 

1994, showing the Na I D lines at a velocity of -500 km s“ U We use this as the maximum 

velocity of the shell. The velocity profile within the shell is proportional to r as for a
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homologous spherical expansion.

At 30 days post-outburst (~20 days post maximum light) the shell radius Rej = 

1.30 X 10^4 cm and a shell thickness of O.lRej is assumed (Rawlings and Williams (1989)). 

A one dimensional model grid of 513 points was chosen after experimentation showed tha t 

this provided sufficient spatial resolution to show structure within the shell whilst keeping 

acceptable run times. A scale of 1.95x10^^ cm pixel"^ permits ten days of evolution to fit 

within the grid.

It may seem a good idea to set the frame of reference of the model to be tha t of the 

expanding shell thus ensuring tha t it (the point of interest) remains within the confines 

of the grid at all times. Whilst this seems a better and more practical way in which to 

define the problem, difficulties were encountered tha t have not yet been resolved; small 

shocks were seen to form at the inside edge of the ejecta shell that are neither expected 

nor observed in models where the frame of reference is tha t of the nova. The reasons for 

this disparity between physically identical models have not yet been identified and so all 

models thus far have been set in the white dwarf frame of reference.

Figure 5.1 plots the temperature, density, radial velocity^, and gas number density 

at the s ta rt of the model. The parameters of the 1®*̂, i.e. left-most, pixel are considered 

boundary conditions and are not permitted to change throughout the execution of the 

model. In this way we define a constant ‘wind’ entering from the left hand side. This 

seems a fair approximation; given that the material at all grid points behind but not 

encompassed by the shell is assumed to be entrained by the passage of the ejecta, it is 

assigned a velocity equal to that of the inside edge of the shell. If this were not made 

continuous by virtue of the continuous wind boundary condition, a low pressure region 

would form at the edge of the grid which does not seem to be physically realistic.

The plot of the initial velocity profile (figure 5.1) clearly shows a non-constant profile 

within the ejecta shell where v oc r. Note that this figure covers only the part of the grid 

in which the shell resides and the radial axis units are in centimetres relative to the left 

hand edge of the grid which itself is located some 10^  ̂ cm from the white dwarf. This is 

consistent with a spherical, homologous expansion and the model code itself also assumes 

spherical symmetry.. The initial conditions assume that the extremely tenuous ‘ISM’, 

defined at all grid positions not occupied by the shell, is swept up by the shell whilst an

4 n  these one dimensional models there is only a. velocity in the x, or radial direction; the ^-component 

is set to zero throughout
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Figure  5.1: Initial s ta te  of a simple, single shell, C F D  e jec ta  model. T h e  upper  axis shows 

the  real space dim ensions of the  grid with the  left hand  edge being a t  a  rad ius  of lOd^ cm 

from th e  white  dwarf.
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equally tenuous tail follows the principal shell. In practice, it is found that the velocity 

to which this trailing medium is set makes little difference to the evolution of the ejecta 

shell itself, which is the focus of our attention, except at the inside edge of the shell.

The chemical make-up of the ejecta shell is initially set to be as follows:

Species: H H2 0  C

n(i) cm"3 4.04 x 10^ 5.27 x 1 0  ̂ 4.04 x 10^ 8 . 8  x 10^

These abundances are approximately as for the models of Appendix A. All other species 

are set to a zero-level abundance of 1 0 0  cm“  ̂ as are all species at grid-points not located 

within the ejecta shell. It is not possible within this model code to set any abundance 

to zero (for numerical reasons) therefore some appropriate zero-level abundance must be 

chosen. In this case we do wish to have some tenuous medium to represent circum- 

binary material or the ISM, but no assumptions are made about its composition. W ith all 

abundances set to a very low level we provide such a medium but it is not sufficiently rich 

in any particular species for it to alter the chemistry of the ejecta shell. The temperature is 

set to 500 K which is just below the lowest temperature for which the model will compute 

chemistry. As a result, the medium not contained within the ejectum shell will remain both 

dynamically and chemically inert until the shell interacts with it. In this way the model 

is made more efficient for not spending time calculating chemistry outside of the region of 

interest and the boundary conditions are retained. This satisfies the need for a relatively 

simple model scenario but is not intended to dismiss the possibility tha t circum-binary 

material does, in fact, play a rôle in the chemistry of the ejecta. Any contribution from 

the circum-binary medium would necessarily be atomic rather than molecular as material 

transfered from this medium to the ejecta shell would have first to traverse a shock region 

where the extreme temperatures can be expected to dissociate all molecules.

It will be seen in figure 5.1 that the temperature profile is extremely simple. The 

model quickly relaxes away from this crude approximation to something more physically 

realistic. It is not claimed that this initial setting is physically realistic.

5.6 R esults

Despite the simplicity of both chemistry and geometry the results of this model are of 

considerable interest. Four ‘greyscale’ images are plotted in figure 5.3. In these plots, the 

x-axis represents the spatial dimension, time increases along the y-axis and the magnitude
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["igure 5.2: T em p era tu re  and density  profile th rough  a  C F D  e jec ta  model

of the  p a ra m e te r  being visualised is represented as a colour from black to  w hite  which 

represen ts  the  upper  end of the  range.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 plot abun d an ce  curves for both C O  and II2 a t  six d iscre te  tim es 

th ro u g h o u t  the  model run. T he  detail provided in these plots helps make sense of the  

greyscale images. F igure 5.2 plots a  te m p e ra tu re  profile superim posed  w ith  a density  

profile a t  ~  6 days in to  the  model run. T his  snap-sho t  is typical of th e  t e m p e ra tu re /d e n s i ty  

profile a t  most t im es th ro u g h o u t  the  model run. T here  are th ree  points  of im m ed ia te  note:

1. A shock region forms a t  the  leading edge of the  e jec ta  shell.

2. W ith in  the  shell t e m p e ra tu re  rises slightly in the cen tre  whilst tw o cooler, denser 

‘h o rn s ’ a p p e a r  a t  both  the  inside and  outside edges, ju s t  inside of th e  shocked regions.

3. T h e  shell develops a density  profile bounded a t  both  the  inside and  ou ts ide  edge by 

small density  enhancem en ts  which are coincident w ith  the  cool zones.

T hese  are  all hydrodynam ic  effects: the  shock region has already  been discussed and 

from th e  R ankine-H ugoniot ecpiations we find t h a t  the  post-shock m ed ium  will increase 

four-fold in density  (as for any ‘s t a n d a r d ’, ad iaba tic  shock), an in tu itive  conclusion given
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Figure  5.3: Greyscale rep resen ta t ions  of the  spatia l  and tem pora l  evolution of species 

within an isolated shell. A bundances  are represented by colour from black (low) to  white  

(high).
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of C O  column density  with tim e in a hyd rodynam ic  model.

t he deceleration experienced by the  outside edge of the  e jec ta  shell. We observe a  typical 

post-shock compression of m ateria l ,  hence increased num ber density. T h e  an te r io r  edge 

of th e  e jec ta  also d em o n s tra te s  an increase in density  as the  bulk of the  shell ex p an d s  

resulting in a small trailing compression region. T h e  denser m ateria l  quickly therm alises  

to  a lower te m p e ra tu re  which is of crucial significance for C O  which dissociates easily a t  

te m p e ra tu re s  g rea te r  th an  ~  4000 K. It is in these zones, therefore, t h a t  we find C O  is able 

t o form e n d  survive (refer to figures 5.3 and 5.4). Initially th e  entire  shell is ju s t  cool enough 

to  prevent CO entirely dissociating th rough  collisions whilst the  fo rm ation  channels  are 

efficient. As the  te m p e ra tu re  rises in the  cen tre  and th e  model relaxes away from th e  initial 

conditions, C O  dissociates leaving isolated abundance  enhancem en ts  w ith in  two ‘h o rn s ’. 

This result is, of course, extrem ely  sensitive to  the  choice of initial shell t e m p e ra tu re .  

Were it se t any higher th an  ~  4000 K C O  would not form anyw here  within th e  shell. T his  

sets  a hard  physical constra in t  on the  te m p e ra tu re .  Given the  grid-scale of th e  model 

of 1.95 X 10^^ cm p ixel '^  it is possible to quickly convert  this d a t a  to  colum n density  by 

sum m ing  the  abun d an ce  along the  spatia l  axis and m ultiplying by th e  grid  scale. F igu re  5.6 

is th e  result with column densities of approx im ate ly  10^® falling to  ~  7 X 10^* subsequently . 

T h e  initial peak in this  curve is likely an a r t ifac t  of the  model no t having relaxed away
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from the crude initial conditions where the temperature is set sufficiently low th a t CO 

forms rapidly throughout the entire shell. As the temperature profile evolves away from 

the initial conditions, much of this CO is destroyed through collisional dissociation and, 

inevitably, the column density falls. The later increase in column density is as a result 

of extremely efficient formation and protection from dissociation in the ever cooler ‘horn’ 

regions. Rawlings (1988) calculated a column density ~  lO^^-lO^^ cm“  ̂ in the carbon- 

neutral shell at the outer edge of the ejecta whilst Evans et al. (1996) find a column 

~  2 X lOd  ̂ cm“  ̂ in the ejecta of V705 Cas. This latter is found to be insensitive to the 

fraction [rj) of the ejecta occupied by CO provided tha t rj < 0.3 as is the case in this 

dynamic model. We find in this model therefore, tha t the column density is rather at the 

upper limit of, although quite consistent with, the conclusions of previous work.

Evans et al. also find the ratio n(CO )/n(C) =  1.0 x 1 0 "^ for nova Cassiopeia 1993. 

Figure 5.7 plots this ratio through the model grid at six discrete time points. Outside of 

the shell region, the abundance of both C and CO is set to a ‘zero-level’ of 1 0 0  cm~^ thus 

the ratio is inevitably 1.0 in these zones. Within the shell region we find tha t throughout 

the bulk of the ejecta n(CO )/n(C) > 3.0 x 10“^, with considerably greater abundance 

of CO relative to C in the bounding regions at either edge as compared with the core of 

the shell. This is significantly greater than the value measured by Evans et al. for nova 

Cassiopeia. Assuming tha t observations sample the entire ejectum shell, we consider the 

modelled ratio sampled over the entire shell region of figure 5.7 and obtain n(C O )/n(C ) =  

7.9 X 10~^. Although some eighty times greater than observed by Evans et ah, it has 

been shown in chapter 3 tha t a more sophisticated chemistry produces less CO than the 

simplistic chemistry used for this fluid dynamic model. As such, it might be expected tha t 

in employing such chemistry, the modelled ratio of n(C O )/n(C ) may be brought closer 

towards the observed value.

The H2 profiles of figure 5.5 show considerable structure with very narrow, sharp peaks 

in abundance. A careful analysis shows tha t the double peak either side of the principal 

ejectum coincides with the high temperature shock regions. H2 is completely dissociated 

in the centre of these zones but is formed at the edges of the shocks. The result is high H2 

abundance either side of the shock with the very narrow region at several million Kelvin 

‘cut ou t’ where molecular hydrogen is dissociated. As a diagnostic, one can expect to find 

the spectroscopic signature of molecular hydrogen in a very wide range of highly excited 

ro-vibrational states originating from these hot regions.
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5 .6 .1  D ifferen t P h y s ica l Scenarios: A  ‘DIFFUSE E n h a n c e d ’ W in d

The true power of this model lies in the ability to study much more complicated scenarios 

than just a simple shell structure. Spectroscopic observations of most novae show high 

velocity features tha t appear early during the decline phase ( ~ l - 2 0  days post-maximum 

light for fast through slow novae respectively) superimposed on absorption features at up 

to -1500km s“  ̂ (see chapter 1 ). A possible physical scenario for this ‘Diffuse Enhanced’ 

wind is now explored with a dynamics-only model. The addition of this component results 

in a new and more complex interaction region in which the chemical time-step becomes 

very small ensuring tha t this model took just short of one month to complete.

The initial scenario involves a shell having the same dimensions and properties as tha t 

of the previous model. The 1®*̂ (left hand) grid-point is set to have a velocity of 1000 

km s“  ̂ (a typical velocity observed in the lines of the diffuse enhanced spectrum) and 

a density 1 % that of the principal ejectum, a reasonable order of magnitude estimate 

(Kovetz and Prialnik (1997)). Relative abundance of all species are the same as for the 

principal ejectum because similar species are observed in both spectroscopic components 

of the wind. This defines a low mass, high velocity wind inside of the principal, high mass 

ejectum. Some would disagree with this model; Chochol and Pribulla (1996) strongly 

assert the view tha t the diffuse enhanced component is ejected ahead of the principal 

ejectum th a t is composed of an equatorial ring and polar ‘blobs’ for the specific case of 

nova V1974 Cygni. It is here suggested that the model which we present fits the observed 

data for V705 Cas very well. No comment is made concerning the validity of this model 

in the case of V1974 Cygni however. Given that the parameters of the boundary cells are 

not permitted to alter throughout the model this will result in a continuous, tenuous wind 

entering the grid from the left-hand side. This scenario assumes tha t both the principal 

and diffuse enhanced components share the same symmetry, in other words, either both 

are spherically symmetric or are ejected along the same radius vectors. Were this not the 

case, as could be envisaged in a multi-component ejection model, a collision would not 

necessarily ensue! The top plot of figure 5.8 shows the temperature and density profiles 

just 1.6 days after the model start^. The ‘diffuse enhanced’ wind component is clearly 

visible entering from the left of the grid, headed by a sharp spike in the temperature curve

^Note that the x-axis of these plots are labeled with position in centimetres from the edge of the grid. 
The principeil ejectum in this model was placed slightly further into the grid than in the previous model, 
hence it’s position appears different to its counterpart in the model without a diffuse wind.
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Figure 5.8; Temperature and density profiles at 1.6 (top) and 20.2 (bottom) days in a 

colliding wind model. The ‘Diffuse Enhanced’ component is seen approaching from the 

left in the upper plot whilst in the lower plot it has merged with the principal ejectum.
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Figure  5.9: Greyscale images of C O  and H2 evolution in a  colliding wind model.

t h a t  signals a  leading shock. In the  lower plot, a  sn apsho t  20.2 days after  the  model 

s t a r t ,  th e  high speed wind has connected with the  principal e jectum . Because the  wind is 

con tinuous , m ateria l  continues  to  plough into the principal shell resulting in a  p e rm a n e n t  

shock region and a  density  and te m p e ra tu re  enhancem ent encroaching into the bulk of the  

principal shell. Models executed with no chem istry  ( thus executing in very much less time) 

suggest t h a t  th is  slightly denser, ho t te r  region will p ropaga te  th rough  th e  entire  shell if 

th e  diffuse wind com p o n en t  is left on. However, diffuse enhanced spec tra l  fea tu res  are  

seen to  diminish and fade away within a few weeks to  ~  100 days which is a  com parab le  

to  th e  time-scale on which th e  en tire  principal ejectum  is heated . T h is  assum es b o th  a 

co n s ta n t  m ass flow ra te  and a  density  <  1% th a t  of the  principal e jec tum , th e  first of 

which is unlikely and th e  second unknown.

F igu re  5.9 makes clear the  effect of the  collision however; in bo th  the  C O  and Hj 

greyscale images the  first ~  2.3 days (2 x 10^ s) evolution of the  principal shell is identical 

(as expected!) to  the  previous model. E ntering  from the  left hand side is seen the  diffuse 

wind com ponen t,  m arked  by th e  narrow  H2 region a t  its leading edge. Upon collision with 

the  principal e jectum , th e  shock region destroys both  C O  and H2 . As tim e progresses, 

a  region devoid of e ither  molecule develops as the  ' th e rm al  wave’ crosses the  e jec ta  shell 

causing C O  and H2 to  dissociate. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show snapsho ts  of both  th e  

C O  and  H 2 abundance  profiles a t  various tim es th ro ughou t the  model. T he  effect of the  

collision is particu larly  clear (com pare  with figures 5.4 and 5.5). A p erm anen t region of 

high H 2 ab undance  is seen as a light (high abundance) peak a t  the  left hand edge of the
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'igiire 5.10: CO abundance profiles in a colliding wind model.

H2 greyscale; this is simply a product of the boundary conditions which are held fixed at 

the 1®* pixel. At the boundary the abundance is high, but quickly relaxes to appropriate 

‘model’ values.

Of particular interest in this model is the way in which the CO column density is 

affected. The CO profile begins in the same way as before and the column density increases 

in sympathy (see figure 5.12). This is the period during which the CO abundance relaxes 

away from the initial conditions in sympathy with the physics. The rise in column density 

peaks at ~  3 x 10  ̂ seconds, the time at which the inside edge of the principal ejectum 

becomes heated as a result of the collision with the diffuse wind component. The increase 

in temperature to much greater than 4000 K causes all the CO to become dissociated in 

the inside (left-hand) CO ‘horn’, hence the sharp fall in column density from 9.5 X 10̂ ®
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Figure 5.11: H -2 abundance profiles in a colliding wind model.
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cm~^ to 3 X 10^* cm“ .̂ Subsequently, the CO abundance in the outside CO region builds 

as in the previous model of the principal ejectum only. This results in a gradual increase in 

column density. Most importantly, the column density of 10^^ cm~^ is in better agreement 

with the observations of V705 Cas by Evans et al. (1996). However, these observations 

also noted th a t the CO signature faded within a few days whilst the column continues to 

rise in this scenario. As the region heated by the wind interaction continues its passage 

through the ejecta it can be expected to reach the CO region and bring the CO column 

density back down. The progression of this ‘dissociation front’ through the ejecta in this 

model suggests tha t this will begin to occur within 5-10 days of the end of this model

30 days after the model start), or approximately 50 days after maximum luminosity. 

It would appear tha t the process would complete within the 10 days th a t follow assume 

a constant rate of progress of the dissociation front. In a dynamics-only version of this 

model, this was observed to be the case. Evans et al. (1996) note the disappearance of CO 

bands 46 days after maximum luminosity. There is some confusion as to the velocity of 

the diffuse enhanced component in the spectrum of V705 Cas, but Hauschildt et al. (1994) 

measure a maximum velocity o f -1600 km s“  ̂ in the UV and Evans et al. (1996) suggest a 

velocity of ~  -2000 km s“  ̂ for a possible P-Cygni feature on the Br 7  line. Both of these 

measurements are faster than the 1 0 0 0  kms"^ wind of this model and would doubtless 

affect the speed at which the dissociation front traverses the shell. The geometry of the 

shell (dimensions, density) would also determine the crossing time. The predictions of this 

model for the behaviour and longevity of the CO column, whilst clouded in uncertainty, 

are certainly of the same order as observed. The slightly higher columns predicted by this 

model as compared with the estimates of Evans et al. (1996) could certainly be due to 

the simple chemistry used for this work and, in particular, the in-adequate treatm ent of 

photochemistry.

This model scenario does result in a principal ejectum tha t is hotter throughout, from 

a very early time, than the equivalent shell in a model without a diffuse wind component. 

Although only of the order a few hundred Kelvin, this has a big effect on the H] abun

dance which is then further depleted as the interaction region progresses into the principal 

shell. As a result, the densities of only a few hundred per cubic centimetre are negligible 

(A (7/ 2 ) ~  10“®). This low abundance of H2 would be a problem for chemical models 

preceding those of this thesis, but the sensitivity of the dust nucléation chemistries to H2 

fraction has been shown to be very low and this is not a great concern.
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Figure 5.12: CO column density as a function of time for a colliding wind model.

A N ote  on CFD M odelling W ithout C hem istry

As was mentioned on page 159, there exists the possibility of modelling the fluid dynamics 

of a system without the inclusion of chemistry. This is a useful technique both for gauging 

the validity of a model and looking for regions of interest tha t merit a more detailed study 

with the inclusion of chemistry. The colliding wind model was tested in this manner with 

results physically the same as for the chemical model although slight variation in time- 

scales were noticed tha t may be due either to coupling between the physics and chemistry 

of a mixed model, or to numerical effects arising from the radically different step sizes.

As in the model tha t includes chemistry, the ‘diffuse’ wind quickly catches up with the 

principal ejectum shell and dumps both mass and kinetic energy into it. The diffuse wind 

is continuous thus more and more energy is supplied to the principal ejecta. The energy 

propagates through the shell as a hot region described previously as a dissociation front 

in the context of CO, until after approximately 80 days the outer edge of the principal 

shell has been accelerated by ~  30%. This acceleration is not observed in the principal 

spectrum which suggests tha t the diffuse wind component does not supply anything like 

this much energy. It is noted tha t the diffuse enhanced spectrum declines and vanishes on 

a similar time-scale in slow novae. It is therefore probable tha t the mass density of the
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wind also declines such th a t very little energy is transfered to the principal ejectum shell 

in the latter stages of the diffuse wind.

The principal ejectum is also observed to become considerably broadened and the 

overall density also falls by a fraction of an order of magnitude (no doubt as a result 

of broadening) throughout except at the leading edge. The tem perature of the ejecta, 

too, increases to ~  10^ K; the model leaves only a very thin region a t the leading edge 

of the principal ejectum in which any chemistry could possibly occur. The majority of 

the ejecta has been converted into a plasma despite the relatively tenuous nature of the 

supposed high speed component. This occurs only after 80 days interaction between the 

two ejecta components and, as has already been explained, it is unlikely tha t the diffuse 

wind component will maintain its original matss flow rate for the duration. As such, 

running the model to such times is unphysical but in performing the experiment we are 

able to suggest tha t a high speed, following wind component must be short lived in order 

to explain the observational data.

In order to demonstrate the validity of this model, with a low mass wind following the 

high mass principal ejectum, observations will be required to show evidence for colliding 

winds including lines from highly ro-vibrationally excited species such as hot CO tha t 

evolve in a manner consistent with the progression of a dissociation front through the 

principal ejectum.

5.7 Conclusions

It is convincingly shown tha t CFD modelling of the dynamic nova environment is an 

extremely powerful tool tha t undoubtably has the potential to progress our understanding 

of these complex objects immeasurably. With just a very simple, one dimensional model 

we find that:

•  Chemical modelling of the nova environment may be combined in a practical manner 

with CFD techniques to better understand the evolution of the principal ejectum.

•  Column densities of important, observable molecules may be calculated and reason

able agreement with observation is obtained for CO.

•  The principal ejectum shell is hydrodynamically stable against perturbations such 

as the impact of a secondary, less dense wind system.
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•  A qualitative explanation for the evolution, and eventual decline, of CO lines is 

readily obtained.

•  The observed CO:C ratio is reproduced in this model.

•  The spectral lines of molecules that dissociate in conditions (of density and temper

ature) similar to those in which CO dissociates, such as vibrationally excited CO, 

should evolve in a similar manner to those of ‘cool’ CO.

The quantitative results, although in close agreement with observation (in the case 

of CO), are uncertain due to the highly simplified chemistry used in this work and the 

extremely simplified photochemistry. Abundances of molecules are likely to be upper 

limits only. W ith a complete chemistry and modification of the code to handle correctly 

an intense, directional radiation field will advance this work considerably but will also 

require a considerable amount of CPU time. In order to facilitate such an advancement 

of this research it will be desirable to parallelise the CFD code in order for it to make 

efficient use of the more powerful computing facilities becoming more readily available to 

astronomy.

A spatially-defined model may lead to new and powerful diagnostics. If the time 

dependence of the abundance profiles of two or more distinct species having different 

profiles may be described as being purely a result of geometry and a change in physical 

conditions, diagnostics may emerge to probe the structure of an outflow and its evolution 

based on molecular line spectroscopy. It is certain that, although only briefly explored in 

this work, the future of chemical CFD modelling in novae, as well as elsewhere, is assured.

5.7.1 M odelling in ^-Dim ensions

Already the CFD code employed in this work is capable of working in two dimensions. 

When computing the dynamics of a 2-D grid, the solution is optimised through the use 

of adaptive grid techniques that re-distribute grid points dynamically to better cover 

‘difficult’ regions. Within two dimensions it will be possible to study the stability of 

density inhomogeneities within the flow as well as the result of collisions with circum- 

binary and circumstellar material, not least of which is the pre-outburst accretion disk 

with which the outflow must inevitably interact. The formation, evolution and stability 

of hypothesised ‘clumps’ in the ejecta, sometimes evoked, often in desperation, to provide
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a sheltered environment in which to  harbour chemistry tha t is inhibited within the bulk 

of the outflow, may also be explored.

Even more demanding is modelling in 3-dimensions which is achieved with the latest 

version of this CFD code. Within a 3-dimensional grid an entire nova system conforming 

to a number of non-spherical geometries could be experimented upon. Of particular inter

est would be the investigation of dynamics within the flow itself (within both the principal 

ejectum shell and less dense, extended structures such as the diffuse enhanced wind com

ponent) which may lead to the formation of structure purely as a result of the physics. It 

is well known, for example, tha t stars with a high rotation velocity, such as Be stars, have 

structured, radiation driven winds with disks that arise purely as a result of ejection from 

a fast rotating body (Pauldrach and Puls (1990); Lamers and Pauldrach (1991); Lamers 

and Cassinelli (1999) and references therein). Time series spectra of such winds may show 

variability on short time-scales within the absorption wings of P-Cygni profiles th a t have 

been interpreted as the signature of discrete density enhancements within a structured 

wind (e.g. Prinja et al. (1997)). If similar structure forms in nova outflows, the conse

quences for the chemistry could be of interest and sheltered oases of rich chemistry may 

indeed be made available. Furthermore, novae reside within binary systems, the rotation 

of which also generate structure within circum-binary material. This could all be explored 

with extensive two and three-dimensional modelling, although gravitation would also need 

to be included.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Projects

In this work a semi self-consistent chemical model describing the evolution of material 

ejected from a nova explosion has been developed. Consisting of two parts, one to describe 

the chemistry from just after outburst through until approximately fifty days later followed 

by one of two models describing chemistry to generate nucléation sites about which dust 

grains can form, this work is able to propose viable pathways tha t might lead to dust 

condensation on a scale commensurate with observation.

In chapter 3 a model is built with chemistry specific to the nova environment including, 

most importantly, a realistic photochemistry. The use of synthetic spectra in calculating 

photorate coefficients, instead of a blackbody approximation to the nova radiation field, 

is one of the crucial changes tha t make this chemistry so rich as compared with previous 

work. The addition of a thorough nitrogen chemistry has also proved im portant as nitrogen 

bearing species are found to play a key rôle in the chemistry of CO. The chemistry is 

further enriched with an expanded oxygen chemistry and the inclusion of sodium as a 

representative low ionisation potential metal.

From these models we make estimates of the column densities of two key, observed 

species: CO and CN. For both we find a broad range of possibilities depending on the 

ejecta geometry; in constraining the models with observations of CO in nova Cas 1993, 

we find tha t CO must form in a relatively thin shell, possibly a localised region occupying 

approximately one tenth of the principal ejectum. This falls in line with previous work. 

For CN, we find the abundance to be very much less sensitive to the ejectum density than 

in the case of CO. In light of this, we propose an observational diagnostic to estimate the 

density of the CO/CN region by measuring the abundance ratio of these two species.
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It hcLS long been assumed that in an astro physical environment, such as a nova outflow, 

where both carbon and oxygen are present, CO will saturate thus locking away the least 

abundant of the two species. In this work it is found that CO remains unsaturated at all 

times thus leaving open the possibilities of carbon and oxygen chemistry coexisting. It is 

possible tha t this could lead to new ideas of how both silicon and carbon based dust can 

appear to form from the same ejecta. Furthermore, the presence of free oxygen to produce 

other molecules such as water may help explain recent infrared observations of water lines 

in the planetary nebula NGC 7027.

The exploration of pathways to the formation of dust nucléation sites in chapter 4 

finds th a t stable abundances of a wide variety of large molecules may be formed within 

the principal ejectum. Two scenarios are explored: one an isomer independent hydro

carbon model and a modified version of a PAH reaction network adapted to the nova 

environment. The latter is found to generate a smaller number of large molecules al

though still approximately 1 0  ̂ times the minimum number of nucléation sites required 

to produce the required visual optical depth of unity. Thus, no m atter what model we 

choose, sufficient nucléation sites may be generated to result in a large number of small 

dust grains. Whilst the isomer independent hydrocarbon is found to be relatively efficient 

over a wide region of parameter space (temperature and density), the PAH scheme places 

strong constraints on the temperature and density of the ejectum material, requiring tha t 

the tem perature just after maximum light be in the range 4000-5800 K and the density 

be between 1 0  ̂ and cm“  ̂ within approximately 1 0  days prior to dust nucléation at 

least.

Finally, we consider a fluid dynamic model. In this work it was necessary to use only a 

simple chemistry but, unlike the chemical models before, it is not necessary to ‘impose’ an 

artificial evolution of physical parameters such as the temperature and density. In this way 

we find that, as a result of dynamics alone, a narrow region is formed within the principal 

ejectum within which CO may exist and a take part in a rich chemistry. Outside of this 

region the ejectum is heated to a point where CO is dissociated. In this work we find tha t 

strong constraints are placed on the temperature of the principal ejectum which must be 

no hotter than approximately 4000 K. From this model we calculate column densities for 

CO which are approximately an order of magnitude too high with respect to estimates 

of the CO column in nova V705 Cas 1993, but with a chemistry tha t is over simplified 

and lacking realistic photoreactions this may be considered an upper limit. We also find
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the modelled ratio of CO:C may be pulled into agreement with observations of V705 Cas 

provided a more complete chemistry is employed.

Refining the model with the inclusion of a simple ‘diffuse enhanced’ wind component 

ejected after the principal ejectum we develop a plausible model to explain the temporal 

evolution of both the CO lines observed in V705 Cas and the diffuse enhanced spectral 

components observed in many novae. The predicted column density of CO is also brought 

closer to the observed value for V7005 Cas.

It is proposed tha t this work marks a considerable advance in the field of nova chem

istry, in particular with respect to the use of realistic radiation fields, a broad chemistry 

and, latterly, sophisticated fluid dynamic modelling techniques. To progress in this field 

it would be highly desirable to incorporate more experimental data  into the reaction net

works. For this we require lab work to measure, for example, the UV photocross-sections 

of molecules found within the early nova. Detailed studies of reactions involving species 

in highly excited electronic, vibrational and rotational states would also be desirable, in 

particular for modelling the early ejectum and understanding the chemistry of regions very 

close to shocks.

The fluid dynamic models of chapter 5 show considerable promise and there is little 

doubt tha t considerable progress may be made in understanding the structure of nova 

outflows and developing chemical diagnostics in the near future. It will be necessary 

properly to model a radiation field and to extend modelling to two and possibly three 

dimensions, but the computational resources now exist to handle such complexities. W ith 

such sophisticated dynamic modelling it should be possible to study the effect of complex 

structure within outflows and then consider how such structure might arise as a result of 

the dynamics.

As with all research, this thesis inevitably suggests yet more questions and further 

research, but the future holds a great deal of promise for this young though fast maturing 

field of investigation. Particularly promising is the ever closer integration of chemistry 

with highly realistic physics. From chemistry oriented kinetics models to CFD codes, the 

variety and diagnostic power of the tools available promise an exciting and fruitful future.





A ppendix A

Early-Tim e M odel P lots

In the following pages are catalogued the time-dependent evolution of selected species in 

a series of early time models as described in chapter 3. Four models are presented, each 

of which have the following common parameters:

^star t  — 3 days iend — 50 days

x{e~) = 1.0 X 10“  ̂ 7  =  3.0 a = 0.5

æ(H) =  1.0 a:(Na) =  1.0 X lO '^ x{N) = 4.7 X lO '^ a;(He) =  7.1 X lO"?

where 7  and a  are the density and temperature power law exponents (see chapter 2 ) and 

start and end times refer to maximum light.

The figure captions indicate the nova speed and oxygen and carbon fractional abun

dances. Two grids are presented for each model with a different group of species plotted 

in each.
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Figure A .15: ihy =  0.06, z (C )= 5 .3  X l O '^  . t(0 )  =  1.1 x  10̂ -2
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A ppendix B

R eactions o f the Early C hem istry

Here tabulated are the reactions and accompanying Arrhenius parameters th a t permit the 

calculation of rate coefficients for the models of chapter 3 . For most two and three-body 

reactions, the rate coefficient may be computed as:

Whilst photorate coefficients are calculated as described in appendix C for the models 

of this thesis, the data here tabulated are as found in the Rate95 database.

Reactions with cosmic ray photons {hi>crp) are of negligible significance in this environ

ment, however many have been carried over from other chemistries and remain, A constant 

cosmic ray ionisation rate is assumed and as such rate coefficients may be computed once 

only as:

A; =  1.3 X s~^

Several reactions tha t have been carefully studied have rate coefficients described in a 

manner other than with Arrhenius coefficients. In such cases a reference to the relevant 

page in this thesis is provided.

Columns labeled R„ refer to reagents, are reaction products, a , P and 7  are the 

Arrhenius parameters described in chapter 2. In the notation used, a X 10  ̂ is written as 

a(b).
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R1 R2 R3 P I P2 P3 P4 a 1

c t C2 c+ C

C t c c+ C2

c t CH2 C3 H+ H

c t CH2 CH+ C2

c t CH4 C2 H+ CH2

c t CH4 C2 H+ CH3

c t CH4 C3 H+ H2

c t CH c+ H

c t CH CH+ C2

c t e~ C C

c t H2 C2 H+ H

C2 H+ C C3 H+ H

C2 H+ e~ C2 H

C 2 H+ e~ C2 H H

C 2 H+ e~ CH CH

C 2 H+ H2 CO H2 CO+ C2 H2

C2 H+ H2 O H3 O+ C2 H

C 2 H+ HCO HCO+ C2 H2

C 2 H+ Na Na+ C2 H2

C 2 H+ N CH+ HCN

C 2 H+ NH2 NH+ C2 H

C 2 H+ NH3 NH+ C2 H2

C 2 H+ NHs NH+ C2 H

C 2 H+ NO N 0+ C2 H2

c+ H2 O C2 H+ OH

C2 H+ 0 HCO+ CH

C 2 H2 hu C2 H+ e~

C 2 H2 hu C 2 H H

C 2 H+ C C+ H

H

H

8.70 

1.10

4.50

4.50 

1.82 

2 j#  

1.96

3.20

3.20 

2.00

1.40 

1.10

9.00

9.00

9.00 

8.60

2.20

5.00

2.70

2.50

4.50 

2.10 

1.10 

1.20

4.40

8.50

1.00 

7.30 

1.10

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

•10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

•07) -0.50 

■09) 0.00

■09) 0.00

■08) -0.50

■08) -0.50

■08) -0.50

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■11) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

11) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-09) 0.00

-09) 0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01087

00000

00000

c o n t in u e d  o v e r l e a f
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continued from previous page

Ri R2 R, P 2 P 4 a P 7
C2 H C c

C2 H+ C c

C2 H+ CH2 CH+ C 2

C2 H+ CH4 C 2H+ CH3

C2 H+ CH C3 H+ H

C2 H+ CH CH+ C 2

c+ HCN C3 N+ H

C2 H+ CN C3 N+ H

c+ HCO C2 H+ CO

c+ HCO HCO+ C2

C2 H+ e~ C2 H

C2 H+ e~ CH C

C2 H+ H2 C 2 H+ H

C2 H+ HCN C2 H+ CN

C2 H+ HCO C2 H+ CO

C2 H+ N CH+ CN

C2 H+ NH2 NH+ C 2

C2 H+ NH3 NH+ C 2

C2 H+ NO N0+ C 2 H

C2 H+ 0 HCO+ c
C 2 H+ hiv C+ H

C 2 H hv C2 H

C2 H hi/ C2 H+ e~

C2 H hi/ CH C

Cj N C+ CN

c+ NH2 NH+ C 2

c+ NH C2 H+ N

NO N 0+ C 2

c+ O2 C 0+ CO

c+ 0 C 0+ c

H

H+

4.67

6.00

4.40 

3.74

3.20

3.20 

2.60

9.10

3.80

3.80

1.35

1.35 

1.70

1.40

7.60

9.00

4.60 

5.50

1.20

3.30

1.00

5.10 

1.00

1.40

4.00

4.60

3.30

3.40

8.00

3.10

(-07

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-07

(-07

(-09

(-09

(-10

(-11

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-10

-11

-10

-11

-11

-11

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

- 1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

55000

72300

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01097

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

continued overleaf
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continued from previous page

Ri Rs Pi P3 P4 a 7

C t OH 0H + C2

C2 hv cj- e~

c+ hv c+ C

C2 hv c C

c+ e~ C2 c

c+ H2 C3 H+ H

C3 H+ e~ C2 H C

C3 H+ e~ C3 H

C3 H+ H2 O HCO+ C2 H

C3 H+ NH3 NH+ C3

C3 N+ e~ C2 CN

C3 hv C2 C

c+ C 2 H2 C3 H+ H

c+ C 2 H C+ H

C - C C2 e~

c C C2 hv

c + C - c C

C - CH2 C2 H2 e~

c CH2 C2 H H

c + CH2 C2 H+ H

c + CH2 CH+ C

c+ CH3 C2 H+ H

c + CH3 C2 H+ H2

c + CH4 C 2 H+ H2

c CH C 2 H

c + CH c+ H

C - CH C 2 H e~

c + CH CH+ C

c CN C 2 N

c + CO 2 C 0+ CO

6.50 

1.00 

1.00

2.30

3.00

3.00

1.50

1.50 

2.70

8.00

3.00

3.80 

2.20

1.00

5.00

1.00

2.30

5.00

5.00

5.20

5.20

1.30

1.00

4.00

1.00

3.80 

5.00

3.80 

7.27 

1.10

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

11) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

07) -0.50 

10) 0.00 

•07) -0.50

07) -0.50

10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00

-07)

-09)

-0.50

0.00

-09) 0.00

-09) 0.00

-10) 0.00 

-17) 0.00

-07) -0.50

-10) 0.00 

-11) 0.50

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-09) 0.00

-09) 0.00

-10) 0.00 

-12) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-12) 0.50

-09) 0.00

00000

01033

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

19300

00000

continued overleaf
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continued from previous page

Ri R2 R3 Pi P 2 P 3  P 4 a 7

C~ CO2 CO e~ CO 4.70(-10) 0.00 00000

C CO C2 0 2.94(-ll) 0.50 58025

C hl ĉrp c+ e~ 1.77(+00) 0.00 00000

C e~ C - hu 3.00(-15) 0.00 00000

c+ e~ c hu 4.40(-12) -0.61 00000

CH+ C C 2 H+ H L20(-09) 0.00 00000

CHg CH2 C 2 H2 H H 2.00(-10) 0.00 00400

CH2 CH2 CH CH3 4.00(-10) 0 . 0 0 05000

c - H2 CH2 e~ 1.00(-13) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c+ H2 CH+ hu 4.00(-16) -0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH2 CH4 CH3 CH3 7.13(-12) 0 . 0 0 05050

c+ H2 CH+ H I.OO(-IO) 0 . 0 0 04640

c H2 CH H 1.20(-09) 1 . 0 0 14100

CH+ CO2 H2 CO+ CO 1.60(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C+ H2 CO CH+ CO 2.34(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c+ H2 CO H2 CO+ C 7.80(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c+ H2 CO HCO+ CH 7.80(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ e~ C H2 L25(-07) -0.50 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ e~ CH H L25(-07) -0.50 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ H2 CH+ H 1.60(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH2 H2 CO CH3 HCO 3.30(-13) 0 . 0 0 03270

CH+ H2 CO HCO+ CH3 2.81 (-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C+ H2 H2 C H 1.00 (-29) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ H CH+ H2 1.00(-09) 0 . 0 0 07080

CH2 HCO CH3 CO 3.00(-ll) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ HCO CH+ CO 4.50(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH2 HNO NO CH3 1.73(-11) 0.50 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ NH3 NH+ CH 1.26 (-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ N HCN+ H 2 .2 0 (-1 0 ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CH+ NO N0+ CH2 4.20(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

continued overleaf
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continued from previous page

Rl R 2 R3 P i P 2 P 3 P, a 7
C H j O 2 HCO+ OH

c - H2O H2CO e~

CH+ 0 HCO+ H

C+ H2O HCO+ H

C H 2 hu CH+ e~

C H j hu CH+ H

C H ; hu CH H

CH+ C 2 C3H+ H2

CH+ C C2H+ H2

CH+ CH C 2H+ H2

CH+ e~ CH2 H

CH+ e~ CH3 hu

CH+ e~ CH H2

CH+ e~ CH H

CH 3 H2CO CH4 HCC

CH+ H2CO HCO+ CH4

CH 3 H2O CH4 OH

CH+ H CH+ H2

CH3 HCO CH4 CO

CH+ HCO CH4 CO

CH+ HCO HCO+ CH3

CH3 HNO CH4 NO

CH+ Na Na+ CH3

CH 3 NH3 NH2 CH4

CH+ NH3 NH+ CH 2

CH+ NO N 0+ CH3

CH+ 0 H2CO+ H

CH+ 0 HCO+ H2

CH+ OH H2CO+ H2

CH+ hu CH+ H

H

9.10

5.00 

7.50

9.00

1.00 

1.70

7.20 

9.90

1.20

7.10

7.75

1.10 

1.95

7.75 

6.80 

1.60 

1.20

7.00

2.00

4.40

4.40 

1.44

3.40 

9.55

3.40 

1.00

4.00

4.00 

7.20

1.00

- 10)

- 10)

- 10)

- 10)

-09)

-09)

- 10)

- 10)

-09)

- 10)

-08)

- 10)

-07)

-08)

- 12)

-09)

-14)

(-10)

(-10)

( -10)

( - 10)

(-11)

(-09)

(-14)

(-10)

(-09)

(-1 1 )

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

2.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

01192

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

04450

00000

07480

10560

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

04890

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

continued overleaf
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi a 1

CH3 hu CH2 H

CH3 hu CH+ e~

CH+ hu CH+ H2

CH3 hu CH H2

CH4 C2 H2 C2 H+ CH4

CH4 CO HCO+ CH3

CH4 e~ CH2 H

CH4 e~ CH3 H

CH4 H2 CO H2 CO+ CH4

CH4 H2 O H3 O+ CH3

CH4 H CH+ H2

CH4 NH3 NH3+ CH4

CH4 NH3 NH+ CH3

CH4 O 2 0 + CH4

CH4 0 CH3+ OH

CH4 hu CH2 H2

CH4 hu CH3 H

CH4 hu CH H

CH+ C2 C+ H

CH+ C 2 H c+ H2

CH+ C c+ H

CH+ CH2 C 2 H+ H2

CH+ CH4 C2 H+ H2

CH CH4 CH2 CH3

CH+ CH C? H2

c - H CH e~

C H CH hu

C+ H CH+ hu

CH+ CO 2 HCO+ CO

CH CO2 HCO CO

H

He

H

2.50 

1.00 

1.00

2.50 

1.13

1.40

1.75

1.75 

1.62 

2.60 

1.00 

1.65 

1.15

4.00

1.00

9.80 

2.20 

2.20 

1.00

9.80 

1.20 

1.00 

1.43 

2 j#

7.40

5.00

1.00 

1.70 

1.60 

2.94

•10) 0.00 

•10) 0.00

09) 0.00

10) 0.00

09)

•09)

•09)

•09)

09)

-09)

■10)

0.00

0.00

•07) -0.50 

07) -0.50

0.00

0.00

11) 0.00 

09) 0.00

09) 0.00

10) 0.00

09) 0.00 

•10) 0.00 

•10) 0.00

10) 0.00 

•09) 0.00 

10) 0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-11) 0.70

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-17) 0.00

-17) 0.00

-09) 0.00

-13) 0.50

00000

01257

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

03000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

03000

continued overleaf
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 Rs Pi P 2 P3 a 7

c HCO CH CO

c + HCO CH+ CO

c + HCO HCO+ C

CH+ CO HCO+ C

CH+ €~ C H

CH+ H2 CH+ H

CH H2 C H

CH H2 CO CH2 HCO

CH+ H2 CO CH+ CO

CH+ H2 CO HCO+ CH2

CH+ H2 O H2 CO + H

CH+ H2 O H3 O+ C

CH+ H2 O HCO+ H2

C+ H - H C

CH+ H C+ H2

CH H+ c H

CH HCO CH2 CO

CH+ HCO CH+ CO

CH+ HCO HCO+ CH

CH HNO NO CH2

CH N2 HCN N

CH+ Na Na+ CH

CH+ N CN+ H

CH+ NH2 HCN+ H2

CH+ NH3 NH+ CH

CH+ NH3 NH+ C

CH+ NH CN+ H2

CH NO HCN 0

CH NO HCO N

CH+ NO N 0+ CH

H2

H+

1.00

4.80

4.80

7.00

3.00 

1.20

6.00 

9.21

9.60

9.60

5.80

5.80

2.90

2.30

7.50 

6.00 

2^:7

4.60

4.60 

1.73

1.70

3.50

1.90 

1.10

4.59 

4.05

7.60

3.30

2.70

7.60

■11) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■12) 0.00 

■07) -0.40

■09) 0.00

■09) 0.00

■12) 0.70

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

-07) -0.50

■10) -0.50

■09) 0.00

■12) 0.70

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■11) 0.50

■13) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00

09) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00

10) 0.00 

■12) 0.00 

11) 0.00 

10) 0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

40200

02000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

40200

00500

00000

00000

00000

09560

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

05000

00000

continued overleaf
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi P2

CH+ O2 C0+ OH

CH+ O2 HCO 0+

CH O2 HCO 0

CH+ O2 HCO+ 0

CH+ 0 C0+ H

CH+ OH C0+ H2

CH OH HCO H

CH+ hu c + H

CH hu c H

CH hu CH+ e~

CH+ hu H+ C

C N2 CN N

C+ Na Na+ C

CN+ C2 C+ CN

CN+ C2H C2H+ CN

CN+ C c+ CN

CN+ CH2 CH+ CN

CN CH2 CH HCN

CN CH3 HCN CH2

CN CH4 HCN CH3

CN+ CH CH+ CN

c - N CN € ~

c N CN hu

CN+ CO 2 C0+ CN

CN+ CO C0+ CN

CN+ e~ c N

CN+ H2CO H2C0+ CN

CN H2CO HCO HCN

CN+ H2CO HCO+ HCN

CN+ H2 HCN+ H

P 3 P 4 a 7

1.00

1.00

1.44 

9.70

3.50

7.50

1.44 

1.60

9.50 

2.90 

1.60 

3.81 

1.10

8.50 

8.00 

1.10

5.30 

9.21 

3.14 

6.40

5.00

1.00

3.00

6.30 

1.80 

5.20

1.19

5.20

1.00

-11

-11

(-11

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-11

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-11

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-12

(-12

(-12

-10

-10

-17

-10

-10

-07

-10

-11

-10

-09

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.70

1.53

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

0.70

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

03000

00000

00000

00000

05000

00000

00000

01165

00000

22750

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

02500

01500

00504

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01500

00000

00000

continued overleaf
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continued from  previous page

Rl R2 Rs Pi P3 P 4 a P 7

c+ NH2 HCN+ H

c NH2 HNC H

CN+ H2 O HCN+ OH

CN+ H2 O HCO+ NH

C+ NH3 HCN+ H2

C+ NH3 NH+ C

c NH CH N

c NH CN H

c + NH CN+ H

CN+ HCN HCN+ CN

CN+ HCO HCN+ CO

CN HCO HCN CO

CN+ HCO HCO+ CN

CN+ H H+ CN

C N - H HCN e~

c - NH HCN e~

CN HNO NO HCN

CN+ NH2 NH+ CN

CN NH3 HCN NH2

CN+ NH NH+ CN

CN NO N2 CO

CN+ NO N 0 + CN

CN O 2 CO NO

CN+ O2 N 0 + CO

CN+ O2 0 + CN

c - NO CN - 0

c NO CN 0

c NO CO N

CN+ OH 0H + CN

C+ NO N 0+ C

1.10

2.00

1.60

1.60

7.00 

5.06 

1.73 

1.10 

7.80 

1.79

3.70

5.72

3.70 

1.90

1.30

5.00 

1.14 

9.10 

2.60 

6.50

5.30

5.70

5.30 

8.60 

2.58

1.00 

1.09

1.73 

6.40 

5.20

09

11

09

10 

■11 

-10 

■11 

■10 

■10 

■09 

■10 

■12 

■10 

■10 

■09 

■10 

■11 

■10 

■11 

■10 

■13 

■10 

■13 

■11 

10

09

10 

11 

10 

10

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

-1.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

04000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

04000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi ?2 P3 P4 Oi 7

CN+ 0 0 + CN

CN+ hv C+ N

CN hv c N

CN hv CN+ e~

CN - hv CN e~

CO+ CH4 CH4 CO2

C - O2 CO2 e~

c O2 CO 0

c+ O2 C 0+ 0

C 0+ e~ 0 CO

C 0+ H2 O H2 0 + C0 2

C 0+ H HCO+ 0

C 0+ NH3 NH+ C 0 2

C 0+ NO N0+ C 0 2

C 0+ O2 0 + C0 2

C - O2 0 - CO

c+ O2 0 + CO

C 0+ 0 0 + CO

C 0+ 0 0 + C 0 2

C 0 2 hv CO 0

C 0+ C2 C j CO

C 0+ C2 H C2 H+ CO

C 0+ C2 H HCO+ C2

C 0+ C C+ CO

C 0+ CH2 C H j CO

C 0+ CH2 HCO+ CH

C 0+ CH4 CH4 CO

C 0+ CH4 HCO+ CH3

C 0+ CH CH+ CO

C 0+ CH HCO+ c

6.50(-ll) 0.00 00000

0.00(+00) 0.00 02556

а.oo(-io) 0 . 0 0  0 0 0 0 0

0.00(+00) 0.00 00855

2.40 (-07) 0.00 00000

5.50(-10) 0.00 00000

5.00(-ll) 0.00 00000

3.30(-ll) 0.00 00000

3.80(-10) 0.00 00000

3.80(-07) -0.50 00000

2.04(-09) 0.00 00000

2.90(-10) 0.00 00000

1.98(-09) 0.00 00000

1.20(-10) 0.00 00000

5.00(-ll) 0.00 00000

3.40(-10) 0.00 00000

б.20(-10) 0.00 00000

1.64(-10) 0.00 00000

9.62(-ll) 0.00 00000

1.40(-09) 0.00 00000

8.40(-10) 0.00 00000

3.90(-10) 0.00 00000

3.90(-10) 0.00 00000

I.IO(-IO) 0.00 00000

4.30(-10) 0.00 00000

4.30(-10) 0.00 00000

7.93(-10) 0.00 00000

4.55(-10) 0.00 00000

3.20(-10) 0.00 00000

3.20(-10) 0.00 00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 Rs P i P4 a 7

c+ 0 - C 0

C 0+ C 0 2 C 0+ CO

C - 0 CO e~

c 0 CO hv

c+ 0 C 0+ hv

CO hVcrp C 0+ e~

C 0+ e~ 0 C

CO H2 c 0

C 0+ H2 C0 H2 C0 + CO

C 0+ H2 C0 HCO+ HCO

C 0+ H2 HCO+ H

C 0+ H2 0 H2 O+ CO

C 0+ H2 0 HCO+ OH

c OH CH 0

C 0+ HCN HCN+ CO

CO H C 0

CO H+ C 0

c OH CO H

c+ OH C 0+ H

C 0+ HCO HCO+ CO

c 0 + He C 0+

c+ 0 He C 0+

c 0 He CO

C 0+ H H+ CO

C - OH HCO e~

c o HNO NH CO2

C 0+ NH2 HCO+ NH

C 0+ NH2 NH+ CO

C 0+ NH3 HCO+ NH2

C 0+ NH3 NH+ CO

He

H

H+

He

He

He

2.30(-07) 

L00(-09) 

5.00(-10) 

1.15(-17) 

2.00(-18) 

3.00(+00) 

1.80(-07) 

0.00(+00) 

1.35(-09) 

1.65(-09) 

1.80 (-09) 

1.72 (-09) 

8.84(-10) 

2.25(-ll) 

3.40(-09)

0.00(4-00)

1.00(-12)

7.70(-10)

7.40(-10)

2.14(-27)

2.14(-27)

7.50(-10)

5.00(-10)

2.94(-12)

4.50(-10)

4.50(-10)

4.12(-11)

2.02(-09)

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.41 

0.00 

0.00 

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.50 

0.00 

page 79 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

-3.08 

-3.08 

page 79 

0.00 

0.00 

0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00900

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

14800

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

-02114

-02114

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi a 7

C 0+ NH HCO+ N

C 0+ NH NH+ CO

CO NO2 NO CO2

0 0 + NO N 0+ CO

CO O2 CO 2 0

0 0 + O2 0 Î CO

0 0 0 + C 0+ 0

0 0 + OH HCO+ 0

0 0 + OH 0H + CO

0 0 + 0 0 + CO

0 0 + hu c+ 0

0 0 hu c 0

0 0 hu C 0+ e~

0 hu c+ e~

0 - hu c e~

C2 c+ H2

H+ C2 C2 H+ H

H+ C2 H2 C2 H+ H2

Hj- C2 H C 2 H+ H

C 2 H C2 H+ H2

H2 C CH2 hu

H+ C CH+ H

CH2 CH+ H2

H+ CH2 CH+ H

H2 CH2 CH3 H

H2 CH3 CH4 H

H+ CH4 CH+ H

H+ CH4 CH4 H2

Ha CH CH2 H

H+ CH CH+ H

He

3.20(-10

3.20(-10

L48(-10

3.30(-10

4.20(-12

1.20(-10

4.90(-12

3.10(-10

3.10(-10

1.40(-10

0.00(+00) 0.00

7.00(-ll 

0.00(+00 

1.30(-10 

2.40(-07 

1.10(-09 

1.10(-09 

4.82(-09 

1.00(-09 

1.00(-09 

1.00(-17 

2.40(-09 

1.00(-09 

1.00(-09 

5.18(-11 

6.86(-14 

2.30(-09 

1.40 (-09 

2.38(-10 

7.10(-10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.17

2.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

17000

00000

24000

00000

04580

00000

00000

00000

01486

01100

00885

01100

08000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

06400

04740

00000

00000

01760

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 Rs Pi a P 7

H2

H+

H2

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO+

H2 CO

H2 CO

H2 CO

H2 CO

H2

H2

CH 

CN 

CN 

CN 

CO2 

CO2 

C2 

C2 H 

CH2 

CH2 

CH 

CH 

CO 

e~ 

e~ 

e~ 

H2 O 

CO 

HCO 

Na 

NH2 

NH3 

NH3 

NO 

hu 

hu 

hu 

hu 

hur' crp

hu,crp

CH+

CN+

HCN+

HCN

C0+

H2 O

C2 H+

C2 H+

CH+

CH+

CH+

CH+

C0+

CO

H2 C0

HCO

H3 O+

HCO+

HCO+

Na+

NH+

NH+

NH+

N0+

CO

CO

H2 C0 +

HCO+

H+

H+

H2

H2

H

H

H2 O

CO

HCO

HCO

H2CO

HCO

HCO

H2 CO

H2

H

hu

H

HCO

H

H2 CO

H2 CO

HCO

H2CO

HCO

H2CO

H2

H

e~

e~

H

H

H

H

7.10 

1.20 

1.20 

2.60

1.40 

2.94

7.70

4.30

4.30

3.10

3.10

6.40

5.00

1.10

1.00 

2.60 

2.16

3.60

2.60 

8.80 

4j!5 

1.28 

7.80

7.00

7.00

8.00

1.40

1.70

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■09) 0.00

-11) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■14) 0.50

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■07) -0.50

■10) -0.70

■07) -0.50

■09) 0.00

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■11) 0.00 

■11) 0.00 

■01) 0.00 

■02) 0.00

00000

00000

00000

02070

00000

07550

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01137

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi P 2 P3 P4 a

H2 hl̂ crp H H

H2 hl ĉrp H+ H -

n e~ H2 hu

H2 e~ H e~

H+ e~ H H

H+ H2 CO H2 CO+ H2

H+ H2 CO HCO+ H

H+ H2 H? H

H2 H2 H H

H+ H2 O H2 O+ H2

H+ H2 O H3 O+ H

H2 H2 O OH H

H+ HCN HCN+ H2

H+ HCO H J CO

H+ HCO HCO+ H2

He HeH+ H

H+ H - H H2

H H+ H2

H2 H+ H H

H+ H H+ H

H+ NH2 NH+ H2

H2 NH2 NH3 H

H+ NH3 NH+ H2

H2 NH NH2 H

H+ NH NH+ H

H+ NH NH+ H2

H+ N NH+ H

H Î NO HNO+ H

H+ NO N0+ H2

H+ O2 o t H2

7

H

H2

He

He

H+

H

l.OO(-Ol) 

3.00(-04) 

0.00(+00) 

3.22(-09) 

9.80(-09) 

1.40(-09)

1.40 (-09) 

2.08(-09)

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.35 

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

page 82

00000

00000

00000

102000

00000

00000

00000

00000

3.90(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.40(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.80(-09) 0 . 0 0 52900

2.70(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.00(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.00(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.30(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.30(-07) -0.50 0 0 0 0 0

6.40(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 .0 0 (+ 0 0 ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.00(-08) 0 . 0 0 30765

2.10(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.09(-12) 0 . 0 0 04277

5.70(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.96(-ll) 0 . 0 0 07782

7.60(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7.60(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.90(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.10(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.10(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 .0 0 (-1 0 ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 Rs Pi a 7

H2 O2 OH OH

H2 O+ C 2 H2 O

H2 O+ C 2 C2 H+ OH

H2 O+ C2 H C2 H+ OH

H2 O+ C 2 H C2 H+ H2 O

H2 O+ C CH+ OH

H2 O+ CH2 CH+ H2 O

H2 O+ CH2 CH+ OH

H2 O+ CH4 H3 O+ CH3

H2 O+ CH C H j OH

H2 O+ CH CH+ H2 O

H2 O+ CO HCO+ OH

H2 O+ e~ 0 H2

H2 O+ e~ OH H

H2 O+ H2 CO H2 CO+ H2 O

H2 O+ H2 H3 O+ H

H2 O+ H2 O H3 O+ OH

H2 O+ HCO H2 CO+ OH

H2 O+ HCO H3 O+ CO

H2 O+ HCO HCO+ H2 O

OH H2 O+ H

H+ OH 0H + H2

H2 O+ Na Na+ H2 O

H2 O+ NH2 NH+ H2 O

H2 O+ NH2 NH+ OH

H2 O+ NH3 NH+ H2 O

H2 O+ NH3 NH+ OH

H2 O+ NH H3 O+ N

H2 O+ N HNO+ H

H2 O+ NO N 0+ H2 O

4.20

4.70

4.70

4.40

4.40 

1.10

4.70

4.70 

1.11

3.40

3.40

5.00

2.00 

1.60

1.41 

8.30 

2.10 

2^W 

2jW 

2.80

7.60

7.60

2.70

4.90

4.90

2.21 

9.45 

7.10

1.90

5.90

- 12)

- 10)

- 10)

- 10)

- 10)

-09)

- 10)

- 10)

-09)

- 10)

- 10)

- 10)

-07)

-07)

-09)

- 10)

-09)

- 10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

( - 10)

(-09)

( - 10)

(-10 )

(-09)

( - 10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

09300

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 Rs Pi P 2 Ps P4 a 7

H 20+ O2 0 + H2O

H+ 0 0 H+ H

H2O+ OH H3O+ 0

H2O+ 0 O t H2

H2O h u H2O+ e ~

H2O h u OH H

H2 h u H t e ~

H2 h u H H

H+ h u H+ H

C2 C2H+ H2

Ü 3 C2H C jH t H2

C3 C3H+ H2

C CH+ H2

H3+ CH2 CH+ H2

Hj- CH3 CHj H2

H j CH C H j H2

CN HCN+ H2

CO HCO+ H2

e ~ H: H

e ~ H H

H2O H3O+ H2

HCO H2CO+ H2

H - H2 H2

Na Na+ H

NH2 NH+ H2

H? NH3 NH+ H2

NH NH+ H2

H t N NH+ H2

H t NO2 N 0 + H2

H t NO HNO+ H2

H

He

OH

4.30

1.50

6.90 

4.00 

2.10

5.90

0.00(+00)

5.00

5.70 

1.80

1.70

2.00 

2.00

1.70 

2.10 

1.20 

2.00

1.70 

1.10 

1.10 

5.90

1.70

2.30 

1.10 

1.80

2.70

1.30 

2.60 

7.00 

1.10

10)

09)

10) 

- 11) 

- 11) 

- 10)

- 11)

- 10)

-09)

-09)

-09)

-09)

-09)

-09)

-09)

-09)

-09)

- 11)

- 11)

-09)

-09)

-07)

-09)

09) 

-09) 

-09)

18)

10)

09)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00984

00000

00804

01100

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 P] a 7

H 30+ C2 C2H+ H2O

H 30+ C3 C3H+ H2O

H 30+ CH2 CH+ H2O

H 30+ CH CH+ H2O

H 30+ C HCO+ H2

H 30+ € ~ H2O H

H 30+ e ~ OH H

H j OH H2O+ H2

H3O+ H - H2O H2

H3O+ H - OH H2

H3O+ Na Na+ H2O

H3O+ NH2 NH3+ H2O

H3O+ NH3 NH+ H2O

H Î 0 0 H+ H2

H j h v H+ H

h v H+ H2

H+ C2 C+ H

H" C2 C2H e ~

H C2 CH C

H+ C2H2 C2H+ H

H+ C2H2 C2H+ H2

H+ C2H c j H2

H" C2H C2H2 e ~

H+ C2H C2H+ H

H+ C3 c + H

H- C CH e ~

H+ CH2 CH+ H

H- CH2 CH3 e ~

H+ CH2 CH+ H2

H CH2 CH H2

H

H

H

9.20 

2.00

9.40 

6.80 

1.00

3.50

6.50

1.30

2.30

2.30

3.10

9.70

2.20 

8.00

5.00

5.00

3.10

1.00 

4.67 

2.00

4.30

1.50 

1.00

1.50

4.00

1.00

1.40 

1.00

1.40

2.70

- 10)

-09)

- 10)

- 10)

- 11)

-07)

-07)

-09)

-07)

-07)

-09)

- 10)

-09)

- 10 )

-13)

-13)

-09)

-09)

- 10)

-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

( -10)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

30450

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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Rl R2 R; P2 P3 Pz a 7

H CH3 CH2 H2

H+ CH3 CH+ H

H - CH3 CH4 e~

H+ CH4 CH+ H2

H+ CH4 CH4 H

H CH4 H2 CH3

H+ c - H C

H CH C H2

H - CH CH2 e~

H+ CH CH+ H

H CH C H

HCN+ C2 C2H+ CN

HCN+ C2H C2H+ CN

HCN+ C CH+ CN

HCN+ CH2 CH+ CN

HCN+ CH CH+ CN

HCN+ CO HCO+ CN

HCN+ e~ CN H

HCN+ H2O H2O+ HCN

HCN+ H2O H3O+ CN

H" CN HCN e~

HCN+ HCO H2CO+ CN

HCN+ H H+ HCN

HCN+ NH2 NH+ CN

HCN+ NH3 NH+ HCN

HCN+ NH NH+ CN

HCN+ NO N0+ HCN

HCN+ O2 0+ HCN

HCN+ OH H2O+ CN

HCN+ 0 0+ HCN

H

1.00

3.40 

1.00

2.30

1.50

2.30 

1.73 

1.00

1.90 

6.00

8.40

7.90 

1.10

8.70

6.30

1.40 

2.00 

1.80 

1.80 

1.00

3.70

3.70 

9.00 

1.68

6.50 

8.10 

3.20

6.30

6.50

(-10)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-13)

(-07)

(-11)

(-10)

(-09)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-07)

(-09)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

-11)

-10)

-09)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-11)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.00

-0.50

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

07600

00000

00000

00000

00000

04045

00000

02200

00000

00000

40200

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi P2 P3 P4 a 7

HCN hu CN H 1.50(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCN+ hu H+ CN 0 .0 0 (+ 0 0 ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCN hu HCN+ e~ 0 .0 0 (+ 0 0 ) 0 . 0 0 00905

H+ CO2 HCO+ 0 3.50(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H CO2 OH CO 2.50(-10) 0 . 0 0 13300

HCO+ C2 C2H+ CO 8.30(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ C2 H C2 H+ CO 7.80(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ C3 C3 H+ CO 2.00( 09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ C CH+ CO 1.10(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ CH2 CH+ CO 8.60(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ CH CH+ CO 6.30(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H CO C OH I.IO(-IO) 0.50 77700

HCO+ e~ CO H 1.10(-07) - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ H2 O H3 0 + CO 2.50(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H CO H C 0 0 .0 0 (+ 0 0 ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H- CO HCO e~ 5.00(-ll) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ H- CO H2 2.30(-07) -0.50 0 0 0 0 0

HCO HCO H2 CO CO 5.00(-ll) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ HCO H2 CO+ CO 7.30(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO HNO H2 CO NO 1 .0 0 (-1 2 ) 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

HCO+ Na Na+ HCO 2.60(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ NH2 NH+ CO 8.90(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ NH3 NH+ CO 2.20(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ NH NH+ CO 6.40(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ OH H2 O+ CO 6 .2 0 (-1 0 ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO+ hu H+ CO 0 .0 0 (+ 0 0 ) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO hu H CO 1.10(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HCO hu HCO+ e~ 2.46(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H hucfp H+ e~ 4.60(-01) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

He+ C2 C+ He 5.00(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

continued overleaf
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continued from previous page

Rl Ri Rs Pi a P 7

He+ C2 c+ C

He+ C2 H2 c+ H2

He+ C2 H2 C2 H+ He

He+ C2 H2 C2 H+ H

He+ C2 H2 CH+ CH

He+ C2 H cj- H

He+ C2 H c + CH

He+ C2 H CH+ C

He+ C3 c+ C 2

He+ C c+ He

He+ CH2 c+ H2

He+ CH2 CH+ H

He+ CH3 CH+ H2

He+ CH4 CH+ H2

He+ CH4 CH+ He

He+ CH4 CH3 H+

He+ CH4 CH4 He

He+ CH4 CH+ H2

He+ CH C+ H

He+ CH CH+ He

He+ c - He C

He+ CN C+ N

He+ CN N+ C

He+ CO2 C 0+ He

He+ CO2 c+ O2

He+ CO2 C 0+ 0

He+ CO2 0 + C

He+ CO2 0 + CO

He+ CO c+ 0

He hv'crp He+ €~

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

H

He

He H 

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

1.60

1.61

2.54

8.75

7.70

5.10

5.10

5.10 

2.00

6.30

7.50

7.50 

1.80

9.50

8.50

4.80

5.10 

2.40

1.10

5.00

2.30

8.80 

8.80 

1.21

4.00

8.70 

1.10

1.00 

1.60 

5.00

(-09)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

(-15)

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

(-10)

(-11)

(-10)

(-11)

(-10)

(-09)

(-10)

(-07)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-11)

-10)

-11)

-10)

-09)

-01)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 Rs Pi P2 a 1

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

HeH+

HeH+

HeH+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

He+

HeH+

H

H -

e

H2 CO

H2 CO

H2 CO

H2 CO

H2

H2

H2 O

H2 O

H2 O

HCN

HCN

HCN

HCN

HCO

HCO

HCO

e~

H2

H

H

H"

HNC

HNC

HNC

HNO

HNO

hu

e~

e~

He

CH+

C 0+

H2 CO+

HCO+

H+

H+

H2 O+

H+

0H +

CH+

C+

CN+

N+

CH+

C 0+

HeH+

H

H?

H+

H+

H

C+

CN+

NH+

H+

N0+

H+

€~

e~

hu 

0  

H2 

He 

H 

He 

H 

He

OH He

H

N

N

H

H

CO

He

He

He

He

He

N

H

C

He

e~

e~

He

He

He

He

He

He

He H 

He

CH He 

O He

He

He H

He

He

NO He 

H He

2.36

1.71

1.88

9.69 

1.14 

7.20

3.70 

6.05 

2.04 

2^16 

6.51 

7.75 

1.46 

2.17

4.90

4.90

3.00

2.00 

1.50 

9.10

2.30

5.00

5.00

5.00

1.00 

1.00

-12)

-09)

-09)

-10)

-09)

-15)

-14)

-11)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-09)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-07)

-09)

-10)

-07)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-09)

-09)

H+

H

O.OO(-HOO)

O.OO(-kOO)

-0.64 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

page 82 

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

page 82

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00035

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

04959

00000
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continued from previous page

Ri Rg Rs Pi P 2 P 4 a 7

H+ e~ H hi/

H e~ H - hi/

He+ N2 N+ He

He+ N2 N+ N

He+ Na He Na'

He+ NH2 N+ H2

He+ NH2 NH+ H

He+ NH3 NH+ H

He+ NH3 NH+ He

He+ NH3 NH+ H 2

He+ N He N+

He+ NH N+ H

He+ NO N+ 0

He+ NO 0 + N

He+ O2 o j He

He+ O2 0 + 0

He+ 0 He 0 +

He+ 0 - He 0

He+ OH 0 + H

H+ H2CO C 0+ H 2

H+ H2CO H2CO+ H

H H2CO HCO H 2

H+ H2CO HCO+ H 2

H+ H2 H Î H

H+ H2 H2 H+ H 2

H H2 H H

H+ H2O H2O+ H

H - H2O OH" H 2

H H2O OH H 2

H H2O OH H

0.00(+00)

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

He

H

H

H

6.40 

9.60 

1.00 

8.00 

8.00

1.76 

2.64

1.76 

1.00 

1.10

1.40 

2.00

3.30 

1.00 

1.00

2.30 

1.10 

1.06 

2.96 

1.50 

3.57 

1.00 

3.00

6.90

3^W

6 j#

5.80

-10)

-10)

-14)

-10)

-10)

-09)

-10)

-10)

-14)

-09)

-09)

-10)

-11)

-09)

-14)

-07)

-09)

-09)

-09)

-11)

-09)

-10)

-29)

-09)

-09)

-12)

-09)

0.00 

page 82 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

1.05 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

page 81 

0.00 

0.00 

1.60 

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01650

00000

21200

00000

00000

00000

09720

52900
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continued from previous page

Ri R2 R3 P] a 7

H - HCN CN- H2

H HCN CN H2

H+ HCN HCN+ H

H HCO CO H2

H+ HCO C 0+ H2

H+ HCO CO

H - HCO H2 CO e~

H+ HCO HCO+ H

H" H H2 e~

H H H2 H2

H+ H H+ hi/

H+ H- H H

H H H H2

H+ HNC H+ HCN

H HNO NO H2

H+ HNO N 0+ H2

H HNO OH NH

H+ Na Na+ H

HNC+ e~ H CN

HNC hu CN H

HNC hi/ HNC+ e~

H+ NH2 NH+ H

H - NH2 NH3 e~

H NH2 NH H2

H NHs NH2 H2

H+ NH3 NH+ H

H NH N H2

R - NH NH2 e~

H+ NH NH+ H

H - N NH e~

He

H

3.80(-09)

6.31(-10)

1.10(-08)

3.00(-10)

9.40(-10)

9.40(-10)

1.00(-09)

9.40(-10)

1.80(-09)

9.14(-33)

2.30(-07) 

5.00(-32) 

1.00(-09) 

1.50(-11) 

4.00(-09) 

2.41 (-09) 

L20(-09) 

0.00(4-00) 

1.50(-09) 

O.OO(-kOO) 

2.90(-09) 

1.00(-09) 

5.25(-12) 

7.80(-13) 

1.10(-09) 

1.73(-11) 

I.OO(-IO) 

2.10(-09) 

1.00(-09)

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

-0.60 

page 83 

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

-0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.79 

2.40 

0.00 

0.50 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00

00000

12400

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01500

00000

09010

00000

00000

00000

00905

00000

00000

02200

04990

00000

02400

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Ri R2 Rs Pi P 2 P 3 P . a 7

H+

H

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H N O +

H

H+

H N O +

H N O +

H

H N O +

H N O

H+

H

R -

H

H

R -

H+

R+

NO2

NO2

C 2

C2 R

C

CR 2

C R

CN

CO

e~

R 2O

R C O

NR2

N R 3

NR

N O

NO

NO

O R

NO

O

hv

O2

O 2

O 2

O 2

O R

O R

0 -

O R

N 0 +

O R

C2 R+

C 2H+

C R +

C H +

C R +

R C N +

R C O +

N O

R 3O+

R 2C O +

N R +

N R +

N R +

N R

N 0 +

N 0 +

R 2O+

O R

N 0 +

NO

0+

O R

o -

O

H2

R 2O

R

0 R +

O R

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

N O

NO

N O

R

NO

N O

N O

N O

N O

O

R

R N O

NO

N

R

R

R

O

O R

O

O

e~

O

R

R

1.90 

1.40 

8.20

7.70 

1.00 

8.60 

6.20

8.70 

1.00

3.00

2.30

7.20 

8.80 

1.10

6.30 

1.44

1.90

7.00

6.20 

7.27

1.00

1.70 

1.17

3.70

4.00

6.00 

4.20 

1.00

2.30 

2.10

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-10

(-07

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-09

(-10

(-10

(-11

(-12

(-10

(-09

(-10

(-12

(-09

(-12

(-10

(-07

-09

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

00000

00740

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

38200

00000

00000

00000

24460

00000

00000

00000

08450

00000

52300

03500

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Ri R2 R3 Pi P 2

H OH 0 H

H+ O 0+ H

H - O OH e~

H - hv H e~

H hv H+ e~

N j C 2 C Î N2

N+ C 2 H C2 H+ N2

N+ c c+ N2

N+ CH2 CH+ N2

N+ CH4 CH+ H2

N+ CH4 CH+ N2

N+ CH CH+ N2

N+ CN CN+ N2

N+ CO 2 C 0+ N2

N j CO C 0+ N2

N? e“ N N

N+ H2 CO H2 CO+ N2

N f H2 CO HCO+ N2

N+ H2 O H2 O+ N2

N+ HCN HCN+ N2

N+ HCO HCO+ N2

N Î H H+ N2

N2 H N N

N j Na Na+ N2

N+ NH2 NH+ N2

N+ NH3 NH+ N2

N+ NH NH+ N2

N+ N N+ N2

N j NO N0+ N2

N+ O2 0 + N2

Q 7

H

N2

H

H

H

6.00

7.00

1.00 

3.36

5.00

8.40

7.90 

1.10

8.70

7.00

9.30

6.30

1.00

7.70

7.40 

1.80 

3.77 

2.52 

2jW

3.90

3.70 

1.20 

4.67 

6.20

8.90

1.90 

6.50 

1.00

4.40 

5.00

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00

09)

08)

0.00

0.00

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

-11) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■11) 0.00 

■07) -0.39 

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■07) -1.00

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■11) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■11) 0.00

50900

00232

00000

08000

00900

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

55000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R-2 R3 P 1 P 2 a /3 7

N+ OH 0H + N2

N? 0 N0+ N

N? 0 0 + N2

N2 hu N+ e~

N+ hu N+ N

N2 hu N N

Na+ c - Na C

Na hUcrp Na+ e~

Na+ e~ Na hu

Na+ H - Na H

Na+ Q - Na 0

Na hu Na+ e~

N+ C 2 c j N

N C 2 CN C

N+ C 2 H C2 H+ N

N+ CH2 CH+ N

N CH2 HCN H

N CH2 NH CH

N CH3 HCN H2

N+ CH4 CH+ N

N+ CH4 CH4 N

N+ CH4 HCN+ H2

N+ CH CH+ N

N CH CN H

N+ CH CN+ H

N CH NH C

N+ c - N C

N+ CN CN+ N

N CN N2 C

N+ CO2 C 0+ N

H

H

6.30(-10

1.30(-10

1.00(-11

0.00(+00 

0.00(+00

2.30(-10

2.30(-07

2.00(+00

2.70(-12

2.30(-07

2.30(-07

1.50(-11

1.00(-09

5.00(-ll

9.50(-10

L00(-09

2.00(-ll

1.00(-12

1.30(-11

4.70(-10

2.80(-ll

5 .60(-ll

3.60(-10

2.10(-11

3.60(-10

2.94(-ll

2.30(-07

1.10(-09

1.00(-10

7.50(-10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

-0.69

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00796

01422

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

20400

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

06995

00000

00000

00050

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi P2 a 1

N + C O 2 C 0 + N O

N C O 2 N O C O

N+ C O C 0 + N

N + C O N 0 + C

N ht ĉrp N+ e~

N+ e~ N hv

N H j C 2 C 2H+ N H

N H + C 2H C 2H+ NH

NHj- c C H + NH

N H j C H 2 C H + N H 2

N H ^ C H 2 C H + NH

N H + C H C H + N H

N H + C H C H + N H 2

N+ H 2C O H 2C O + N

N + H 2C O H C O + NH

N + H 2C O N 0 + C H 2

N H f e~ N H

N H j e~ NH H

N H j H 2C O N H + H C O

N H j H 2 N H + H

N H j H 2O H 3O + N H

N H + H 2O N H + O H

N H + H 2O N H + 0

N H + H C O H 2C O + N H

N H j H C O H C O + N H 2

N H + N H 2 N H + N H

N H j N H 3 NH + N H 2

N H + N H 3 NH + NH

N+ H 2 N H + H

N H 2 NH H

H

2.50

3.20 

3^# 

5.40 

2.08( 

3.80

9.70 

9.10

1.20

4.90

4.90

3.50

3.50 

1.88 

7.25

2.90

1.50

1.50

5.60

2.70 

2.76 

1.00 

1.45

4.30

4.30 

1.00

6.90

1.61 

1.00 

7.27

-10)

-13)

-10)

-11)

+00)

-12)

-10)

-10)

-09)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-09)

-10)

-10)

-07)

-07)

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

(-10)

(-09)

(-09)

(-11)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.62

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

00000

01700

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00085

10700
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Rl Rg R3 Pi P2 a 7

N H j NH NH+ N

NH2 NO H2 O

NH+ NO N0+ NH;

N H j O2 HNO+ OH

N+ H2 O H2 O+ N

NH+ OH H2 O+ NH

N H j 0 HNO+ H

NH2 hv NHJ e~

NH2 hv NH H

NH+ C2 C2 H+ NH

NH+ C CH+ NH

NH+ CH2 CH+ NH2

NH+ CH4 NH+ CH3

NH+ CH NH+ C

NH+ e~ NH2 H

NH+ e~ NH H

NH+ H2 CO NH+ HCO

NH+ H2 NH+ H

NH+ H2 O NH+ OH

NH+ HCO HCO+ NH3

NH+ HCO NH+ CO

NH+ Na Na+ NH3

NH+ NH2 NH+ NH

NH+ NH3 NH+ NH2

NH+ NH NH+ N

NH+ NO N 0+ NH3

NH+ OH NH+ 0

NH+ 0 HNO+ H2

NH3 hv NH2 H

NH3 hv NH+ e~

H

7.30

1.70

7.00 

2.10 

2.80

7.10

7.20 

1.73

3.90

1.00 

1.00 

9.60

4.80

6.90

1.55

1.55

1.10 

2.00 

1.10

4.20

4.20

3.20 

1.00

2.20

7.10 

7.20

7.00

1.00

1.10

1.80

10

11

10

11

09

10 

11 

10 

10 

11 

11 

10 

10 

10 

07 

07

09 

12

10 

10 

10 

09 

11

09

10 

10 

-10 

-11 

-09 

-10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.50

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl Rc Rs P i P 2 P3 Pz a 7

NHs hu NH H2

NH+ e~ NH2 H

NH+ e~ NHs H

NH+ H" NHs H2

NH+ C2 C2 H+ N

NH+ C2 H C 2 H+ N

NH+ C 2 HCN+ C

NH+ C CH+ N

NH+ CH2 CH+ N

NH+ CH CH+ N

N+ HCN HCN+ N

NH+ CN HCN+ N

NH CN HCN N

NH+ CO2 HNO+ CO

NH+ CO2 N 0+ HCO

N HCO HCN 0

NH+ CO HCO+ N

N+ HCO HCO+ N

N+ HCO NH+ CO

N HCO NH CO

NH+ e~ N H

NH+ H2 CO H2 CO+ NH

NH+ H2 CO HCO+ NH2

NH+ H2 N

NH+ H2 NH+ H

NH+ H2 O H2 O+ NH

NH+ H2 O HsO+ N

NH+ H2 O HNO+ H2

NH H2 O NH2 OH

NH+ H2 O NH+ OH

H

3.30 

6.80 

6.80

2.30

4.90

1.40

4.90 

1.60

1.40

9.90 

1.20 

1.60 

2.94 

3.85

3.30

1.70

4.41

4.50

4.50

5.71 

8.60

9.90 

1^12 

2j!5 

1.28

1.05

1.05

3.50 

1.81 

8 J5

■10) 0.00 

■07) -0.60

■07) -0.60

■07) -0.50

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00

■09)

■09)

■09)

■09)

09)

0.00

0.00

■12) 0.50

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■12) 0.50

■07) -0.50

■10) 0.00 

■09) 0.00

■10) 0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10) 0.00

12) 1.60

-10) 0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

14090

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R, P 3 Pz a 7

N H + H 2O N H + 0

N H + H C O H 2C O + N

N+ H - H N

N H + N H 2 N H + N

N H + N H 3 N H + NH

N H + N H 3 N H + N

NH NH H 2 N 2

N H + NH N H + N

N H + N N ? H

N H N O 2 N O H N O

NH N O N 2 0

N H N O NH N O

N H + N O N 0 + NH

N H + O 2 N 0 + O H

N H + O 2 O2+ NH

N H + O H H 2O + N

NH O H H 2O N

NH O H H N O H

N H O H N H 2 0

N H + 0 0 H + N

N H + hv H+ N

N H hv N H

NH hv N H + e~

N+ N H 2 N H + N

N+ N H 3 N H + NH

N+ N H 3 N H + N

N+ NH N+ H

N NH N 2 H

N+ NH N H + N

N N O 2 N 2 O 2

H

1.75

1.30

2.30

1.50 

1.80 

6.00

1.70 

1.00

1.30 

5.72

4.70 

2.94 

7.12 

2.05

4.51 

1.00 

3.09 

3^:2 

2.93 

1.00

0.00(4-00)

5.00

1.00 

1.00 

2.16 

1.97

3.70 

5.00

3.70

1.70

-10)

-09)

-07)

-09)

-09)

-10)

-11)

-09)

09)

-12)

-11)

12)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-09)

-12)

-11)

-12)

-09)

-10)

11)

09)

-10)

-09)

-10)

-11)

-10)

-12)

0.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.20

0.00

0.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

02500

00000

01000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

05800

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00500

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 P i P4 a (3 7

N N0 2 NO NO

N NO N2 0

N+ NO NÎ 0

N+ NO N 0+ N

N 0+ e~ 0 NO

N 0+ H2 N 0+ H2 O

N 0+ H N 0+ OH

N+ O2 N0+ 0

N O 2 NO 0

N+ O2 o j N

N+ O2 0+ NO

NO2 hu NO 0

NO CH2 H2 CO N

N 0+ e~ N 0

NO HCO HNO CO

N OH NH 0

N OH NO H

N+ OH 0H+ N

N 0+ Na Na+ NO

N+ 0 - N 0

NO NO N2 O2

NO O2 NO2 0

NO hu N 0

NO hu N 0+ e~

N 0+ hu 0+ N

N hu N+ e~

0 + C2 O 2

0+ C2 C 0+ CO

O2 C2 H HCO CO

OJ C c+ 0 2

6.60

3.40

7.90 

4.51

3.00 

1.50

1.90 

2.63

4.40 

3.11 

3.66 

1.20

2.70

4.00 

1.20 

3.81

5.00

3.70

7.70 

2.30 

2.20 

2.80

4.70 

2.60

-12)

-11)

-11)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-12)

-10)

-11)

-09)

-12)

-07)

-11)

-11)

-11)

-10)

-11)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-07) -0.50

10) 0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.60

0.00

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.00

-07) -0.50

-10) 0.00

-12) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

0.00(4-00) 0.00 

O.OO(-f-OO) 0.00 

4.10(-10) 0.00

4.10(-10) 0.00

4.00(-12) 0.00

5.20(-ll) 0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

03150

00000

00000

00000

03500

00000

00000

17765

00000

00000

00000

00000

38060

23400

00000

00000

01143

01075

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 P i P 3 a P 1

0 } c C0+ 0

0 + CH2 CH+ 0 2

0 2 CH2 H2CO 0

oj- CH2 H2CO+ 0

0 2 CH2 HCO OH

0 2 CH3 H2CO OH

0 + CH CH+ O2

0 + CH HCO+ 0

0 + e~ 0 0

Oj H2CO H2CO+ O2

0 + H2CO HCO+ O2

0 2 H2 0 0

02+ HCO HCO+ 0 2

0 2 H 0 0

0 2 H+ 0 0

0 + Na Na+ 0 2

0 ? NH2 NH+ 0 2

Oj NH3 NH+ 0 2

0 + NH HNO+ 0

0 + NH N0+ H

Oj N N0+ 0

0 + NO2 N0 + O2

0 + NO N0+ O2

0 2 hv 0 + e~

0 + hv 0 + 0

0 2 hv 0 0

0 + C2 c+ 0

0 + C2 C0+ c
0 C2 CO c
0 + C2H2 C2H+ 0

H

H2

H

H+

5.20

4.30 

1.44

4.30

4.10

5.50

3.10

3.10 

1.95 

2.07

2.30 

6.00

3.60 

6.00 

6.00

7.10 

8.70 

2.00

3.20

3.20 

1.80

6.60

4.50

6.20 

0.00(

7.90

4.80

4.80 

5.00

3.90

(-11)

(-10)

(-11)

(-10)

(-11)

(-13)

(-10)

(-10)

(-07)

(-09)

(-10)

(-09)

(-10)

(-09)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

-10)

-12)

+00)

-10)

-10)

-10)

-11)

-11)

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

00000

00000

03500

00000

00750

04500

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

52300

00000

52300

52300

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01026

01861

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 P i a 7

0 C2 H2 C2 H OH

0 C 2 H2 CH2 CO

0+ C2 H C2 H+ 0

0 C 2 H CO CH

0+ C2 H C 0+ CH

0 C3 CO C 2

0 - c CO e~

0+ CH2 CH+ 0

0 CH2 CH OH

0 CH 2 CO H

0 - CH2 H2 CO e~

0 CH2 HCO H

0 CH3 H2 CO H

0+ CH4 CH+ OH

0 CH4 CH3 OH

0+ CH4 CH4 0

0 - CH4 OH- CH3

0+ CH CH+ 0

0 CH CO H

0+ CH C 0+ H

0 CH HCO+ e~

0 - CH HCO e~

0 CH OH C

0 - CN CN- 0

0 CN c o N

0+ CN N 0+ C

0 CN NO C

0 CO2 CO O 2

0+ CO 2 0+ CO

0+ c - 0 c

H

5.30

3.49

4.60

1.70

4.60

5.00

5.00

9.70 

4^#

2.00

5.00 

1.44

1.40 

1.10 

8^12

8.90

1.00

3.50

1.90

3.50 

2.00

5.00 

1.73

1.00 

1.80 

1.00 

3.81 

2.80

9.40

2.30

■09)

-12)

0.00

1.50

10) 0.00 

■11) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

-11) 0.50

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-11) 0.50

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-12) 1.56

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■11) 0.44

■10) 0.00 

-11) 0.50

-09) 0.00

■11) 0.50

■09) 0.00

■11) 0.50

■11) 0.00 

■10) 0.00 

■07) -0.50

08520

00850

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

06000

00000

00000

02000

00000

00000

04270

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

04000

00000

00000

00000

14545

26500

00000

00000
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Rl R2 R3  Pi P 2 P 3  P 4 a P 7

0 - CO CO 2 €~ 6.50(-10) 0.00 00000

0 hl̂ crp 0+ e~ 2.62(+00) 0.00 00000

0 e~ 0 - hu 1.50(-15) 0.00 00000

0 + e~ 0 hu 3.40(-12) -0.63 00000

0+ HgCO H2 C 0 + 0 2.10(-09) 0.00 00000

0+ H2 CO HCO+ OH 1.40(-09) 0.00 00000

0 H2 CO HCO OH 1.78(-11) 0.57 01390

0 " H2 H2 O e~ 7.00(-10) 0.00 00000

0+ H2 O H2 O+ 0 3.20(-09) 0.00 00000

0+ H2 0H + H 1.70(-09) 0.00 00000

0 - H2 O H- H 3.00(-ll) 0.00 00000

0 H2 OH H 9.12(-12) 1.00 04480

0 - H2 O O H- OH 1.00(-09) 0.00 00000

0 H2 O OH OH 1.85(-11) 0.95 08571

0H + C2 C2 H+ 0 4.80(-10) 0.00 00000

0H + C2 C+ OH 4.80(-10) 0.00 00000

OH C2 H2 H2 O C 2 H 1.30(-13) 2.68 06060

0H + C2 H C 2 H+ 0 4.50(-10) 0.00 00000

0H + C2 H C2 H+ OH 4.50(-10) 0.00 00000

0H + C CH+ 0 1.20(-09) 0.00 00000

0H + CH2 CH+ OH 4.80(-10) 0.00 00000

OH CH2 CH3 0 1.44(-11) 0.50 03000

0H + CH2 CH+ 0 4.80(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OH CH2 H2 CO H 3.00(-ll) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OH CH2 H2 O CH 1.44(-11) 0.50 03000

OH CH3 CH4 0 3.22(-14) 2 . 2 0 02240

OH CH3 H2 O CH2 5.42(-ll) 0.70 0 1 0 0 0

OH CH4 H2 O CH3 8.87(-13) 1.83 01400

0H + CH4 H3 O+ CH2 1.31(-09) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0H + CH CH+ 0 3.50(-10) 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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continued from previous page

Rl R2 R3 Pi P 2 P 3 P, a P 7

0H +

O H -

O H -

O H -

o -

0 +

0H +

OH

0 +

0 +

O

0H +

OH

O

0H +

0+

O

0 +

0H +

0H +

OH

0H +

OH

0H +

0H +

OH

O H -

OH

0H +

OH

CH

C

CH

CN

HCN

HCN

CN

CN

HCN

HCN

HCN

CO2

CO

HCO

CO

HCO

HCO

HCO

e~

H2 CO

H2 CO

H2

H2

H2 O

H2 O

H2

HCN

HCN

HCO

HCO

CH+

HCO

H2 CO

CN -

CN-

C 0+

HCN+

HCN

HCO+

N 0+

OH

HCO+

CO2

CO2

HCO+

HCO+

OH

0H+

O

H2 CO+

H2 O

H2 O+

H2 O

H2 O+

H3 O+

O

CN -

H2 O

H2 CO+

H2 O

OH

e~

e~

OH

OH

NH

O

O

N

CH

CN

O2

H

H

O

O

CO

CO

H

OH

HCO

H

H

OH

O

H

H2 O

CN

O

CO

He

3.50

5.00

5.00

1.00 

1.20 

1.20 

1.00

5.30 

1.20 

1.20

8.70 

5.40 

1.00

5.00 

1.05

4.30

1.59

4.30

7.50 

7.44 

4.98

1.01

3.60 

1.59

1.30 

6.00 

1.20

1.50 

2.80

1.70

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-12)

(-09)

(-09)

(-12)

(-10)

(-13)

(-11)

(-09)

(-10)

(-10)

(-10)

^48)

(-10)

(-11)

(-09)

(-11)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-09)

(-11)

(-10)

(-10)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

-0.50

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

01500

00000

00000

04100

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00601

00000

02590

00000

00000

50900

00000

05400

00000

00000
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Rl R 2 R3 R1 P 2 P3 P4 a P 7

0 H + H C O H 2O + C O

0 H + H C O H C O + O H

O H - H H 2O e~

O H H N O H 2O N O

0 + H - H 0

0 + H H+ 0

O H H + 0 H

0 H + N H 2 NH + O H

O H N H 2 N H 3 0

0 H + N H 2 N H + 0

O H N H 2 NH H 2O

O H N H 3 N H 2 H 2O

0 H + N H 3 NH + O H

0 H + N H 3 N H + 0

0 H + NH N H + 0

0 H + NH N H + O H

0 H + N N 0 + H

0 H + N O H N O + 0

0 H N O NH O 2

0 H N O N O 2 H

O H N O N O 2 H

0 H + N O N 0 + O H

0 H N O O H N O

0 H + O 2 O 2 O H

0 “ H O H e~

O H O H H 2O 0

0 H + O H H 2O + 0

0 H OH hi>

0 H + 0 o j H

0 H + h i' H+ 0

H+

2.80

2.80

1.40

8.00

2.30 

6.80 

6.00

5.00

3.31

5.00

1.00 

7.55 

1.20 

1.20

3.60

3.60

8.90 

6.11 

2^14 

1.44 

5.20 

3.59 

6.00

5.90

5.00 

1.65

7.00

9.90 

7.10

1.00

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

09) 0.00

11) 0.00

07)

•10)

-0.50

0.00

09) 0.00

10) 0.00 

13) 0.41

10) 0.00 

11) 0.00 

13) 1.60

09)

09)

0.00

0.00

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

12) 0.50

12) 0.50

12) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

11) 0.00 

10) 0.00 

-10) 0.00 

12) 1.14

10) 0.00 

19) -0.38

10) 0.00 

12) 0.00

00000

00000

00000

00500

00000

00000

50900

00000

00250

00000

00000

00480

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

00000

03500

00000

15100

00000

00000

00000

00000

00050

00000

00000

00000

00000
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Rl R2 R3 P 1 a 7

O H h v 0 H

O H h v 0 H + e~

O H - h v O H e~

0 + N 2 N 0 + N

0 N 2 N O N

0 N H 2 H N O H

0 + N H 2 N H + 0

0 N H 2 NH O H

0 + N H 3 N H + 0
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A ppendix C

Photoreaction R ate Coefficients

Tabulated below are coefficients for calculating photoreaction rate coefficients in the en

virons of a nova as a function of the photospheric temperature. Each rate coefficient may 

be calculated as:

log k = Co + C 1T4 + C2TI +  c ^ r l

where T4 = Tphot X 10 Rate coefficients are valid within the tem perature range 10'* < 

Tphot ^  3.5 X 10'* (all temperatures in Kelvin).

R eac tio n Co Cl C2 C3

CH2 +  hi/ CH+ -f- e - - 1 .0 0 0 (0 0 ) - 1 .0 0 0 (0 0 ) 8.013(00) 7.787(00)

CH2 +  hi/ CH -h H 2.169(00) 9.697(-01) 1.027(00) -2.450(-01)

CH+ -h hi/ -> CH+ -h H 2.539(00) 9.772(-01) 1 .0 2 2 (0 0 ) -2.443(-01)

CH3 -j- hi/ —y CH "T H2 1.698(00) 9.900(-01) 1.017(00) -2.436(-01)

CH3 4- hi/ —̂ CH2 T  H 1.698(00) 9.900(-01) 1.017(00) -2.436(-01)

CH3 -b hi/ -> CH+ +  e" -1.876(01) 1.844(01) -3.892(00) 2.013(-01)

CH+ -b hi/ CH+ -b H 2.315(00) 9.674(-01) 1.027(00) -2.450(-01)

CH+ +  hi/ -> CH+ -b H2 2.315(00) 9.674(-01) 1.027(00) -2.450(-01)

NH2 -b hi/ —> NH -b H 2.181(00) 9.704(-01) 1.026(00) -2.449(-01)

NH2 -b hi/ ^  N H j -be" - 1 .0 0 0 (0 0 ) - 1 .0 0 0 (0 0 ) 7.288(00) 7.117(00)

CH4 “b hi/ —y CH3 4" H -1.135(01) 1.326(01) -2.717(00) 1.224(-01)

CH4 “b hi/ — CH2 “b H2 -1.087(01) 1.325(01) -2.710(00) 1.213(-01)

continued overleaf
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R eaction Co Cl c , c ,

CH4 +  hz/ —y CH H -j- H2 

O H - +  hz/ OH +  e~ 

NH3 +  hz/ —y NH2 +  H 

NH3  -|- hz/ —y NH H2 

NH3 +  hz/ -> NH+ + e~  

H2 O hz/ —y OH 4 “ H 

H2 O +  hz/ -)■ H20+ +  e" 

C 2 H -f- hz/ —y C2 4" H 

C2 H 4 - hz/ -4- C2 H+ +  e" 

C2 H^ 4" hz/ —y 4“ H

C 2 H2 4“ hz/ —y C2 H 4“ H 

C2 H2 4“ hz/ —y C2 H^ 4“ g 

C N - +  h z / C N  +  e -

HNC +  hz/ - 

H2 CO 4“ hz/ 

H2 CO 4 “ hz/ 

H2 CO 4“ hz/ 

H2 CO +  hz/ 

HNO 4- hz/ ■ 

C3  4 “ hz/ —> 

CO2 4“ hz/ — 

NO2 4 - hz/ -  

NA 4 - hz/ —̂ 

H^ 4 “ hz/ —y 

H^ 4 " hz/ —y 

H+ 4- hz/ -> 

H 4” hz/ —y 

OH 4" hz/ —y 

OH 4" hz/ —y

->C N 4-H  

—y CO 4" H2 

-> C 0  4-H 

- 4  H2 CO+ 4- e- 

-4 HCO+ 4- e- 

-> N 0  4-H 

C2 + C 

^CO + 0  

^NO + 0  

NA+ 4-e- 

H+ +  H 

Hj + H 

H+ +  H2 

H 4 -e - 

0  +  H 

0H + +  e-

0 H + +  h i / H + 4 - O

-1.135(01)

4.683(00)

1.929(00)

1.578(00)

-2.031(01)

1.540(00)

- 1.000(00)

2 .010 (00 )

- 1.000 (00)

3.151(-01)

-2 .022 (00)

- 1 .000 (00)

4.683(00)

2.476(00)

2 .0 1 2 (00 ) 

2 .0 1 2 (00 )

- 1 .000 (00 )

4.555(-01)

1.539(00)

2.880(00)

2.250(00)

6.781(-01)

-1.098(00)

2.057(00)

- 1.0 0 0 (00) 

- 1 .0 0 0 (00 )

5.670(00)

3.468(-01)

- 1 .0 0 0 (00 )

-6.849(-01)

1.326(01)

9.863(-01)

4.081(-01)

3.814(-01)

1.757(01)

3.008(-01)

- 1.000(00)

9.847(-01)

- 1.000 (00)

9.674(-01)

5.609(00)

- 1.000(00)

9.863(-01)

9.869(-01)

9.667(-01)

9.667(-01)

- 1.000 (00)

9.746(-01)

9.772(-01)

9.886(-01)

9.759(-01)

2.370(00)

1.933(00)

9.856(-01)

- 1.0 0 0 (00) 

- 1 .0 0 0 (00 )

-6.184(-01)

1.467(00)

- 1 .0 0 0 (00 )

9.674(-01)

-2.717(00) 1.224(-01)

1.018(00) -2.437(-01)

1.519(00) -3.342(-01)

1.531(00) -3.359(-01)

-2.773(00) 0 .0 0 0 (0 0 )

1.714(00) -3.724(-01)

6.652(00) 6.592(00)

1 .0 2 0 (0 0 ) -2.442(-01)

6.037(00) 5.836(00)

1.027(00) -2.450(-01)

-3.644(-01) -1.155(-01)

7.568(00) 7.398(00)

1.018(00) -2.437(-01)

1.019(00) -2.438(-01)

1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

7.704(00) 7.496(00)

1.024(00) -2.446(-01)

1 .0 2 2 (0 0 ) -2.443(-01)

1.018(00) -2.437(-01)

1.023(00) -2.445 (-01)

7.300(-01) -2.341(-01)

9.488^41) -2.648(-01)

1 .0 2 0 (0 0 ) -2.441(-01)

4.916(00) 4.910(00)

4.916(00) 4.910(00)

1.150(00) -2.137(-01)

1.258(00) -3.160(-01)

5.396(00) 5.377(00)

1.027(00) -2.450(-01)
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R eac tio n Co Cl C 2 C3

CH +  hz/ ^  CH+ +  e- -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 7.906(00) 7.697(00)

CH +  hz/ C +  H 3.014(00) 2.708(-01) 1.245(00) -2.672(-01)

CH+ +  hz/ ^  C+ +  H -2.963(-01) -1.523(00) 3.186(00) -6.128(-01)

O2 4“ hz/ —y 0  4- 0 -3.076(00) 6.949(00) -1.100(00) -2.777(-03)

O2 4" hz/ —̂ 0 ^  4“ G -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 6.989(00) 6.901(00)

HCO +  hz/ ^  H +  CO 2.347(00) 9.777(-01) 1.023(00) -2.445(-01)

HCO +  hz/ ^  HCO+ +  e- -1.997(01) 1.996(01) -4.366(00) 2.508(-01)

0 “ +  hz/ ^  0  +  e" 5.338(00) -8.731(-01) 1.448(00) -2.693(-01)

C 4* hz/ —>■ C 4“ G 5.823(00) -1.394(00) 1.634(00) -2.918(-01)

CN +  hz/ C +  N -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 7.542(00) 7.407(00)

N2 4- hz/ -> N 4- N -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 7.483(00) 7.413(00)

NO 4" hz/ —̂ N 4“ 0 1.338(00) 7.562(-01) 1.409(00) -3.208(-01)

NO 4- hz/ -4 N 0+ +  e~ -1.513(01) 1.473(01) -2.531(00) 4.260(-02)

HCN 4- hz/ CN +  H -2.739(00) 3.695(00) 9.771(-01) -3.336(-01)

NH 4 - hz/ —>• N 4- H -5.159(00) 9.383(00) -2.061(00) 1.156(-01)

NH +  hz/ -4- NH+ +  e~ -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 6.215(00) 6.207(00)

C2 4“ hz/ —̂ C 4” C -3.138(01) 2.435(01) -3.811(00) 0.000(00)

C 2 4“ hz/ —y C^ 4“ G -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 7.703(00) 7.601(00)

C+ 4- hz/ -> C+ +  C 3.151(-01) 9.674(-01) 1.027(00) -2.450(-01)

C +  hz/ -)• C+ +  e“ -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 7.524(00) 7.340(00)

H2 4 - hz/ —>■ H 4" H -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 6.777(00) 6.663(00)

CO 4“ hz/ — C 4“ 0 -1.000(00) -1.000(00) 7.417(00) 7.328(00)

NH+ 4- hz/ ^  H+ 4- N 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

N j +  hz/ N+ 4- N 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

O j +  hz/ -> 0 +  + 0 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

CN+ +  hz/ ^  C+ 4- N 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

HCN+ 4- hz/ H+ +  CN 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

C 0+ 4 - hz/ ^  C+ 4- 0 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

HCO+ +  hz/ H+ 4- CO 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

N 0+ 4- hz/ ^  0 +  4- N 2.749(00) 9.679(-01) 1.028(00) -2.453(-01)

continued overleaf
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R e a c tio n  Co Cl C 2 C3

CH+ +  hi/ H+ +  C -2.963(-01) -1.523(00) 3.186(00) -6.128(-01)



A ppendix D

Gibbs Coefficients for the PAH  

R eaction Schem e

Tabulated below are coefficients for calculating the Gibbs free energy of formation, A G j, 

at 1 atm  for species included within the PAH reaction scheme with the expression:

A g I  =  Go +  G iT  +  G2T ‘ + G^T^ +  G^T"

where T  is the gas temperature in Kelvin. This data  was received from Dr Cherchneff in 

a private communication (1996).

Species Co Cl C 2 C 3 C 4

H 2.19347(2) -5.14884(-2) -2.86168(-6) 2.67290(-10) -3.23536(-15)

C2 H2 1.90889(2) -2.51550(-2) -8.61430(-6) 1.20514(-9) -5.19174(-14)

C2 H 4.62931(2) -1.15880(-1) -3.51046(-6) 7.82812(-10) -4.48162(-14)

H2 CC 3.94184(2) -8.89608(-2) 1.21355(-5) -2.89641 (-9) 2.42655(-13)

C4 H4 2.84174(2) -2.27718(-3) 2.10387(-5) -6.26404(-9) 5.40279(-13)

C4 H2 4.43119(2) -1.15809(-1) 8.55438(-6) -1.98605(-9) 1.46632(-13)

C2 H3 2.92972(2) -3.23584(-2) 1.88993(-5) -5.29584(-9) 4.63665(-13)

C2 H4 4.65544(1) 6.08236(-2) 1.62472(-5) -5.02035(-9) 5.67852(-13)

C4 H 7.90968(2) -1.84201(-1) -4.85994(-6) 4.17646(-10) -6.94085(-14)

C4 H3 S 5.27424(2) -7.06410(-2) 7.71031(-6) -3.88835(-9) 3.26632(-13)

C4 H3 U 5.27424(2) -7.06410(-2) 7.71031(-6) -3.88835(-9) 3.26632(-13)

continued overleaf
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Species Co Cl C2 C3 C4

C4 H6 1.05085(2) 1.26182(-1) 1.87567(-5) -7.02808(-9) 6.13836(-13)

C4 H5 S 3.81806(2) 5.20650(-2) 5.42868(-6) -4.65267(-9) 4.00235(-13)

C4 H5 U 3.48334(2) 5.20650(-2) 5.42868(-6) -4.65267(-9) 4.00235(-13)

C6 H2 6.60172(2) -1.60671(-1) 7.18499(-6) -1.48856(-9) 8.68345(-14)

C6 H4 5.19596(2) -3.97185(-2) 1.86571(-5) -5.51173(-9) 4.58438(-13)

BENZYNE 4.68782(2) 2.35322(-3) 3.52665(-5) -1.04263(-8) 9.14892(-13)

Ar 3.23584(2) 7.75512(-2) 2.47803(-5) -1.01064(-8) 8.96244(-13)

CeH? 4.04662(2) 1.37341(-1) 8.02878(-7) -4.68227(-9) 3.93529(-13)

CeHe 3.40502(2) 8.40763(-2) 1.63897(-5) -6.28317(-9) 5.32587(-13)

CeHTu 4.04662(2) 1.37341(-1) 8.02878(-7) -4.68227(-9) 3.93529(-13)

CeHsU 5.83752(2) 1.57312(-2) 3.06381 (-6 ) -3.90858(-9) 3.19100(-13)

CeHsU 7.62845(2) -1.13836(-1) 5.33050(-6) -3.13721(-9) 2.44999(-13)

BENZENE 8.18760(1) 1.48300(-1) 4.27212(-5) -1.48462(-8) 1.80862(-12)

A1C2 H* 5.52830(2) 2.13076(-2) 2.06708(-5) -8.56758(-9) 7.39364(-13)

A1 C2 H- 5.52830(2) 2.13076(-2) 2.06708(-5) -8.56758(-9) 7.39364(-13)

A1 C2 H 3.05816(2) 9.54244(-2) 3.39983(-5) -1.09427(-8) 9.52913(-13)

A 1C2 H2 U 3.84964(2) 1.34207(-1) 2.40943(-5) -1.08793(-8) 9.48574(-13)

A2 3.92385(2) 1.68743(-1) 7.92653(-6) -2.78790(-9) 2.40905(-13)

A 1C2 H3 1.41715(2) 2.02590(-l) 3.74259(-5) -1.32566(-8) 1.16249(-12)

AiC 2 Ĥ 3.88729(2) 1.34207(-1) 2.40960(-5) -1.08803(-8) 9.48732(-13)

A2R5 4.51348(2) 2.55699(-l) 2.83649(-5) -1.00916(-8) 8.70405(-13)

A2R5 2.28183(2) 2.84390(-l) 1.00056 (-4) -2.33417(-8) 2.04821(-12)

A2 R5 C2 H 4.57104(2) 2.32961(-1) 9.81869(-5) -2.27385(-8) 1.97658(-12)

A2 R5 C2 H2 U 5.36348(2) 2.77418(-1) 8.80364(-5) -2.25685(-8) 1.96249(-12)

A2 R5 C2 H* 7.04120(2) 1.64571(-1) 8.48649(-5) -2.03655(-8) 1.76330(-12)

A3 R5 4.65226(2) 3.02773(-l) 9.53620(-5) -2.41644(-8) 2.10467(-12)

A3 R5 2.87162(2) 3.71161(-1) 1.08688(-4) -2.65393(-8) 2.31822(-12)

A3 R5 C2 H 5.16026(2) 3.26147(-1) 1.05445(-4) -2.55211(-8) 2.21048^12)

A3 R5 C2 H2 U 5.95269(2 3.70613(-1) 9.52854(-5) -2.53475(-8) 2.19592(-12)

A3 R5 C2 H* 7.63043(2) 2.57759(-l) 9.21184(-5) -2.31455(-8) 1.99680(-12)
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Species Co Cl C2 C3 C4

A4 R5 5.78485(2) 2.50716(-1) 7.52050(-5) -1.87503(-8) 1.48937(-12)

A4 R5 3.31465(2) 3.19072(-1) 8.85218(-5) -2.11216(-8) 1.70242(-12)

A2 3.92385(2) 1.68743(-1) 7.92653(-6) -2.78790(-9) 2.40905(-13)

A2 1.44949(2) 2.48767(-l) 2.12482(-5) -5.16108(-9) 4.54227(-13)

A2 C2 H 3.73312(2) 1.83066(-1) 4.59652(-5) -1.53201(-8) 1.33081(-12)

A2 C2 H2 U 4.52451(2) 2.27651(-1) 3.60277(-5) -1.52451(-8) 1.32519(-12)

A2 C2 H" 6.20325(2) 1.14687(-1) 3.26324(-5) -1.29431(-8) 1.11701(-12)

A3 4.51348(2) 2.55699(-l) 2.83649(-5) -1.00916(-8) 8.70405(-13)

A3 2.04333(2) 3.29814(-1) 4.16953(-5) -1.24681(-8) 1.08418(-12)

A3 C2 H 4.40805(2) 2.76498(-l) 5.79077(-5) -1.96889(-8) 1.70777(-12)

A3 C2 H2 U 5.19950(2) 3.21066(-1) 4.79865(-5) -1.96198(-8) 1.70291(-12)

A3 C2 H* 6.87818(2) 2.08117(-1) 4.45775(-5) -1.73130(-8) 1.49415(-12)

A - 4.71836(2) 2.47061(-1) 4.77991 (-5) -1.84388(-8) 1.60759(-12)

A4 2.23500(2) 3.18000(-1) 7.82000(-5) -3.25100(-8) 2.85000(-12)

A4 C2 H 4.52600(2) 2.73000(-l) 7.61000(-5) -3.16000(-8) 2.75000(-12)

A4 C2 H2 U 5.31700(2) 3.12000(-1) 6.60100(-5) -3.20000(-8) 2.79000(-12)

A4 C2 H* 7.00100(2) 2.04000(-l) 6.28000(-5) -2.92000(-8) 2.54000(-12)

5.10700(2) 2.88000(-l) 7.33800(-5) -3.36900(-8) 2.94700(-12)

As 2.63700(2) 3.62000(-l) 8.67000(-5) -3.60700(-8) 3.16000(-12)

A5 C2 H 4.92700(2) 3.22000(-l) 8.38000(-5) -3.51700(-8) 3.06300( 12)

A5 C2 H2 U 5.71700(2) 3.61000(-1) 7.38000(-5) -3.56200(-8) 3.10000(-12)

A5 C2 H* 7.40100(2) 2.54000(-l) 7.05300(-5) -3.28000(-8) 2.85000(-12)

As 5.51100(2) 3.31000(-1) 8.20300(-5) -3.78000(-8) 3.30300(-12)

Ae 3.03700(2) 4.05000(-l) 9.53500(-5) -4.01700(-8) 3.52000(-12)

A6 C2 H 5.30800(2) 3.74000(-l) 5.56000(-5) -3.29600(-8) 2.86000( 1 2 )

A6 C2 H2 U 6.09100(2) 4.17000(-1) 3.73000(-5) -3.34000(-8) 2.90000(-12)

AeCzH-' 7.78200(2) 3.05000(-l) 4.23000(-5) -3.05800(-8) 2.65000(-12)

At" 5.64040(2) 3.25000(-l) 8.16300(-5) -3.84800(-8) 3.35800(-12)

At 3.16500(2) 3.05000(-l) 4.23000(-5) -3.05800(-8) 2.65000(-12)

C3 H3 4.06106(2) -5.26249(-2) 1.01193(-5) -4.92789(-9) 4.23352(-13)
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Species Co Cl C 2 C3  C4

C 7.18982(2) -1.58468(-1) -2.20027(-7) 2.50545(-10) -2.06105(-14)

C 2 8.26830(2) -L89171(-l) -5.26894(-7) 5.07094(-10) -4.13700(-14)

C3 8.14102(2) -2.16566(-1) 3.93814(-6) 4.33697(-10) -5.39037(-14)

CH 5.90010(2) -1.06360(-1) -1.96747(-6) 4.26963(-10) -2.13781(-14)

C3 H 8.90598(2) -2.26970(-l) 2.11079(-5) -1.06574(-9) 1.83373(-14)



A ppendix E

Online Resources

E .l Obtaining J o

Jo , the utility described in chapter 2, has been made publicly available via the web at 

h ttp ://w w w .s ta r .u c l.a c .u k /~ m p /so f tw a re .h tm l. You are asked for a name and email 

address at which you may be reached in order that bug fixes and updates may be sent to 

you. Interested persons are advised to mail me if there is any doubt about the version 

they have downloaded. This code should compile under most C compilers and haa been 

tested on DEC OSF/1 and Linux platforms. Documentation is included. You are invited 

to modify the code as you please, however a PGP signature file is included should you 

wish to verify the origin of your version. The appropriate public key is available from 

h t tp  : //www. s t a r . u c l . a c . uk/~mp/pgp_pub. asc.

E.2 Other Online Resources

Many resources are available online to the astronomical community and with the emergence 

of the World Wide Web as a standard interface it has become increasingly easy to  offer 

services and disseminate information. For example, the UMIST Rate95 database is offered 

online; the addresses for this and NASA Astrophysics D ata System which provides a fine 

abstract service are:

http://www.star.ucl.ac.uk/~mp/software.html
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URL R esource

http  : / /sa tu r n .phy.um ist.ac.uk:8000/ The UMIST rate file

" tjm /rate/ra te .h tm l

http  ://adsabs.harvard .edu / The NASA Abstract D ata Service

ab stract-serv ice .h tm l
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